
At this point , there was yolling and shouting of the 
phrases, "No surrendor, No sell out? 

Qur Party is a necessity for Cuba, All Cuban 
revolutionaries Will be watching us. Other CPs are looking 
with hope to the Cuban revolution, They hope we will march 
forward without deviations. 

In conclusion , ROCA wished that FIDEL would get 
wall and introduced a regolution that RIDEL's health 
should improve. 

7 At the conclusion of ROCA's report, the delegates 
yelled, Be-woll, FIDEL! Give it to the Yanks! 

DA om 
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CG 5824-S* made available to SA JOHN E. KEATING 
on 8/27/ 60, several addresses for contacts with various 
Communist Parties in Latin America, These addresses were 
collected by the CP, USA, delegation to the 8th National 
Assembly of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the CP 
of ‘Cuba. These items appear on the following pages, 
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Bolivia Nicaragua 
Correspondence, Legal contacts (NicolasVArricta), 
Sr, RanirosOtero L Sr, Siiveriotfarcia. 
Ayacucho 343” ‘43 altos Apartado “525 Caracas, Venezuela 
Oficina ὃ. ese dass Paz, Bolivia Yonezuela, | 

. Garcia Ponce } Maid ara de Dipytados 
ates pada Palacio Legislativo 
villa 2881 Caracas, Venezuela 

ta” Paz, Bolivia 
° τι Santo Domingo 

por, pamphlets Juan vDucodroy, Gui LlormolGud Len, ὩΣ = 
Tiizamani 1206 Habana, Cuba 

az, livia | 
| Nicaragua 

Telephone contacts (inside) 
A077 OnofreyGuovara 
TngenierolManci lia Calzado fenaciente" 

πω.» 

E for Otero ( , Ayenida_ Bolivar. 
3375 Hanacua, Nicaragua 
Senora Doris —— 
Ask for Jorge Hartinigte 

Journal tJustice™ 
Cables Canilie ‘ ἀν ΘΒ ΡΟ, 
Simon Reyes Inifunéri_ Populaire 
Fedmineros yenage.. 
la Paz, Bolivia Port. de France, Mantinigq ue 

Ecundor Guadalupe 
11 ὶ 

Mirtav¥ei Ἰσῦ "Chincelle" 
Apartado 5389 Rue _Lanartine 
Gu ayaquil, Ecuador Pointe au Pitré; Guadalupe 

beeacre matter: Dr Ba ndu 
Pedr 54 Rue Henri {iV 
‘Apart io. real ‘Point Au Prtre;—Guadalupe 
Guayaquil, Ecuador rere: 

a asia deatenemmemnneminimesintmemntaeatiniebetents Guatenala 4 
For personal contacts AntonioMarrili 10 
ELIA δ ΟΖ, Ῥοσιοανθο Hoy 
Caiie” Luque » 1321 Carlos III 15 το 
Zorvex pt Som Νὴ Habana, ΟἹ Cuba ΟΝ ΝΝ 

, ΜΠ " Ἔστι. 

τ τ ENCLOSURE 7--759 | ~1- joe $2 807 / 



LIBRERIAUNEUVA~CULTURA 
ae 

Calic Venezucla 1021 
Frente al Circulo Wilitar 
Quito, Ceuador 
Proguatar * por Rafacl 

TITAD AA ISOHAAD 
Rodactiog ~~ 
Razok Tallo _ 

__Daghdad - ἴχρα 

TALOTYeALcrNED 
Tolophone "~~ 

ea ἂν 

uesourt 1439 
Eontovidoo, Ἢ Uruguay 

Siorre 1720. 
Canara de Diputados 
san ermmnanitihhaitiemettimntined 

Dr <-ORHAECUEA 
“Ap Ὁ 

Montevidas™ 
Rop: Oriental del. - 
Uruguay — 

to 

— -— aw 

~Pawiha 

Chile 
Br. JdorgesMontes. 
Canara de  Diputados 
Santiago, Chile 

Arrontina 
~—oncejal 
ee PT es: 

A, do la Pona 

Il, Concejo Doliborante do la 
Ciudad di Duonos Alros 
Peru 170 

Rep, Argentina 

Kartiniquo 
ANTANDTCOLAS, 
Inprinsrio Populaire 
(Carcnage)— 
Fort de France, Iartiniquo 

Ξε. ee ee 
πον Ὁ 

-- ee 

Columbia 
VIERA, 

Apartado Anreo, $971 
_Dogata, ἃ Columbia — 

Panama 

Papor -~ panphiets 
ELVIA=AGUILAR 
Estafeta #1 

σ 
τα, πὸ ee ln 

Private correscponence 
PAULA~GONZALES dcvila- 
Geronins do Ta “Os, “A #12—07 | 
Apar tanken te ite 
Ciudad 1 do Panona 
Panana 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the Ὁ 

following page to SA JOHN Ε, KEATING on 8/27/60. This a 
report concerns MICHAEL and ‘CLARA WALDEN) 
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Information Cod icorning 
- MICHAEL and WALDEN 
Oe “anu few Lt 

JANES JACKSON, head! oF the Communist Party (ce) , o 
USA delegation to iG 8th Napional Assembly of the Partido at 
Socialista Populay PSP), tne CP of Cuba, carried with hin ae 

. Ὁ. message concer CHAE] ABW and CLARASTALDEN of Los dngelés, (af! 
California, eer at one tine tho head of oy or 

ὌΝ the National Comite Gin tpt vs atin ὦ, 
ry tits {MY "WALDEN are going’ _in the Soviet evi τυ 
/ (Union. the message was for the CP of the ‘Soviet Union ~ and Oe 

only déalt with the length of, Party nemborship for the 
WALDENS’,. Ho has been in the CP for 32 years and _she has 
been in “the CP for 28 years, 

Apparently the Soviet Union is aware of the ae 
pians of tho. WALDENS to liye in the Soviet Union, “This ,. ."5΄ 
nessagé was given: to ΤΥ OLA, delegate from the CP of 
Czechoslovakia to the 8th ional, Assembly of the PSP. and 
“nenbor“of the International Department of the Central | 
Committee of the CP of Czechoslovakia for delivery to the. 
CP of the Soviet Union. 

grrr aor 
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dé CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
the following page to SA JOHN ΕΒ, KEATING on August 27, 1960. 
This report contains information concerning Hrs, PETTIBONE. 
SMITH, 
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INFORUATION CONCERNING 
HRS, PETTIBONE SHITH »“- κα . 

oy cul _ fe ΄ . 4 
| : } 

One ofthe messages carried to Cuba in August, te 
1960, from thé National Office of thé Communist Party, USA (CP), 
by JESUS COLON, concerned irs. PETTIBONEYANITH, She had been 
the subject of a discussion by WILLIAM -ALBERTSON, MARTIN YOUNG, 
and WILLIAM WEINSTONE, Mrs. PETTIBONE.SHITH, who a 
member of the CP, USA, has béen active in the American 
Committee for the Protection.ofForeign Born, “In the past, 
she has taken issue with the CP In mattérs pertaining to 
religfon and civil liberties, She has been invited to 

stern ‘Germany. by some religious groups and planned to 
leave for Western Germany on or about September 1, 1960. 

The suggestion was made that. sone religious groups. 
in the socialist countries in Europe invite her to these 
countries while she is in Western Germany, 

This message was. transmitted to the dolegations 
of the. Communist Parties of Poland and Hungary at the 8th. 
National Assembly of the the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), 
the CP of Cuba. They were not reassuring that any religious 
groups in their countries would extend an invitation to Hrs. 
PETTIBONE SMITH. 
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OGIONAL FORM NO, 10 Q 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO ‘ Mr. A. ἢ, Belmgnt 

πω * a olson 
. ; Mohr 

baTE: September 7, 1960 Ja 

a FROM : Mr. EF. J. Baumgardner 

αὔτ 
suBjECTS Koro 

E RNAL SECURITY - C Commanist 

Ingrom 
Gandy 

CG 5824-S* left New York City 8/11/60 to attend, as a 
Communist Party (CP), USA, delegate, the Eighth National Assembly 
of the Partido Socialist 
to convene in Havana, Cu ba, 

a Popular (PSP), CP of Cuba, scheduled 
716/60. Informant returned to the 

United States from this seventh Solo mission on 8/25/60. 
C1? 
—e itago airtel 9/1/60 discloses that informant had a 

meeting in Havana with AnibalWiscalante, Executive Secretary; 
Scalame said that the CPUSA could: be of the PSP, on 8/24/60. 

very helpful to the Cuban revolution. He suggested the CPUSA 
use statements from the PSP program to point out that Cuba ‘would 
like to have good relations with 411 countries on an equal: basis 
and neighborly relations with the United States on an equal basis. 
The CP must point out, Escalante said, that Cuba is not a Soviet 

| base--it just wants to be free and its dealings with Russia are 
Cuba's way of accomplish ing the revolution. 

Escalante further advised the PSP would like the CPUSA 
to assist in the exchange of trade-union delegations between ‘the 
two countries. He pointed out that Cuba has a project for Negroes 
called "Operation Invita tion." Its object: to invite Negroes 

Trott is 
W Fh on —__. 
Te! a Room 

from the United States, such as leaders of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People and the owners of newspapers, 
and then try to reverse the process by sending Cubans to the 
United States. The CPUSA is expected to cooperate in this Cuban 
project. 

Escalante suggested that the CPUSA present the "Cuban “LJ 
Sugar quota" topic in a way that the United States housewife 
"might" believe it. The American people should be told by the’ 

Enclosures “ΚΖ. T-RG6O 

100=428091 

1... Mr. Parsons 
lL - Mr. Belmont ᾿ 
1 - Liaison Section 
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Memorandum for Mr. ‘Belmont 
RE: SOLO. SO 
100-428091 

CPUSA that cutting the sugar quota for Cuba. not only punishes 
Cuba, but also punishes .the. American consumer when he pays a 
higher price. The price Cuba was.supposed to receive above 
the world market price for sugar was not aid for Cuba, according 
to Escalante, but, instead, was protection for the United States 
sugar growers. — Be - 

RECOMMENDATION ; 

| Attached for your approval are letters under a " 
—~teeretl classification incorporating pertinent data furnished © 
by our informant to be transmitted to the Honorable. Richard M. 
Nixon, the Vice President; the Honorable Gordon Gray, Special 
Assistant to the President; the. Honorable Christian A. Herter, 
the Secretary of State; Mr. Allen W. Dulles, Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General. 

DP γ 



1. Mr. Belmont 1. Hr. Baumgardner | . ; ro 

SAC, Chicago (134-465ub3) ΝΣ δὼ Kor 16, 1960 

. Director, FBY- (100-428091) 

ΒΞ ρα se SECURITY~ C* Fe 
_ 

lt " _ Reur telephone call to Bureau 9- 14:60. « concerning 
» * . the departure of CG 5824-5 for Hoscow, Russia, 922-60 - 

»" on ‘the’ 8th Solo mission,.. . . j 

: Wl As in the past Solo hissions, the Bureau fools - 
| that certain objectives should be assigned to the informant. 

; involving matters of interest to the Bureau and the wT 85... 
.-, τὸν Sovernnent. The Bureau realizes, of course, that the | 
' ΝΕ infornant gay not be ina position to obtain information _ 

= on all of the. topics listed below; however, it is believed © 
that sone of the data maybe obtainable through proper - 
guidance and direction of discussions betwoon the informant: ἢ 
and representatives of various Cosieumist Parties (CP) while - 

μὸν abroad. As in the past, caution must be used. so that. {πὸ 
, infornant, wilh take: no. action which night jeopardize his 

ΕΞ security. Co ΕΞ | . . 

Poon PE he, following items are Listed for. your’ -guidanee 
a an briefing. the informant ‘relative: to matters of. anterest | 
πο τὸς .1ο tke. Bureau: ον - 

yo 1. An article. appeared in the 8227-60, is suc *. 
“of _ ae London "Daily Hail" which discloses that Hao Tso-tung 
“has circulated ἃ secret reply to lir. Khtushclev's letter Γι, 
amonip “the CPs, of the world.. In it Mao defends his view ον 

' Q-g that war betwech capitalism and. comiunisa is. inevitable 
jaxto “and attacks Khrushchev's Line of peaceful coexistence. | 

fe & ‘If such ἃ menorandun has been-circulated by Hao among the . 
fo Θ᾽ CPs of -the world, it would be most desirable for informant 6 a 

to obtain a copy of it. Σ 19. 100- - HDS 4 OS 7 -- gq 

2. Are the ideological aiffereacos betweon the ᾿ 
Contwunist Party. of the Sovict Union { (GSE? Το ϑόσῖο Communist 

» Telseo-———_ Party of China (CPC) resulting in state dif feronces -be tween 
—— the two countries? To what » ΠΩ - “ΠΤ 
Callahin es - ᾿ εὐ “Delta wee 1 - New “4 (100-134637) | Eh LWA - τι A . 

7 Μοῦυμ9 See ΕΙΣ “ - f {" ἢ 43 } x 

Ἐπ ΞΕ. ΘΕ Bi hss - ἐμ ΟΝ ταῖς ED y SHE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE THREE as 
Ἂς aie — BEF: bge N'A ἢ 
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100..428091. ᾿ ᾿ en 

Letter to SAC; Chicago | 
RE: «SOLO 

ἃ, What GPs are - supporting Russia dn this 
‘Adedtogical dispute? What ‘CPs are supporting Chind? 

- he Déds China have an intelligence setup 
in. South or Central Anerica- that is ained at the Un S.?.- 

5. Has Russia taken any steps to isolate China. - 
from ‘Other communist nations? 

| 6. Is tho mass exodus. of Soviet technicians 
‘Fron Red China an indication of cconomic pressure being 
applied against China ‘to bring it into Line? 

9, When wilt the Chinese set-up a diptonatic. 
ostablishniont: in Cuba? We will be intercsted in the number 
arid identity of: personnel assigned to. this egtablishtiont. 

ὃς ᾿ Does China possess any nuclear weapons? Is 
_ there any way of determining when China will be able to | 
| Prades its own ‘nuclear weapons? ᾿ 

6, If ἃ Sumit conference docs not naterialize 
_ as 2 result -of Khruslichev's -présence at the United Nations 
General. Assembly, will the Soyléts stili push-for a Summit 

meeting? If so, will it be before or after thé November 
Presidential . election? 

~ ἔλθ, Is any infornation ava | 
"been made. public egncerning. ‘traitors. be 

11. Has the recent transfer οἱ ποϊοῖον any " 
Bignittcanss with relation ‘to the current. ideological. οτος 
dispute betieen the CPSU and CPC? 

42. . How far aire the Sovists irepared to go . 
in the Congo in order to place Lumumba An, control? 



‘ Letter to SAC, Chicago ~ 
RE: SOLO - a 
100-428091 - ; 

| 13. What should the Party's position-be -towdrd | 
the new African states? Which. ones. should, it ‘support and 

᾿ς Which ones should it denounce? 

_ subsequent to the Hurg 
14, What is the explanation of the fact that 

ian revolution, Hungarian activities 
in the U. S., which were. ds active ds in any satellite ς Ὁ 
country, are now nonexistent in the Ὁ. Ss? = 

- δ. Are future clatidestine contacts. between the - 
CPSU and the ΟΡ, USA, in New York City to contihuo.ds. in 

i τ * “ 

the ‘past or are othér arrangenents to be made? 

fhe Foregoing suggestions are not to be ‘considered - 
all inclusive but only as a guidé to the typo of information 
‘in which the Bureau is particularly interested, “Informant 
Should not, feel that his quest for information should be 
Limited to the matters suggested herein, Undér no-circuristances. - 
should the informant make any written notes of the objectives 
hor: shotild he ask atily direct questions which. might place: hin 

. Under suspicion, 

' the Bureau. considers his security: to be of prime importance. 

a 

ΝΣ οβύαρα instructed to. brief informant thoroughly 
on the above natters. in. preparation for this ‘8th. ‘Solo 
nission, Tho purpose of the briefing Should bo made clear - 
and the informant ‘showld. be- impressed with the fact. that - 

1 a 

Ly 

NOTE ON YELLOW: = re 

ον At. the instructions of Gus Hall and Eugene 
Dennis, CP, USA, functionaries, CG,.5824-S% will depart. — 

-. the U. S. for Moscow, Russia, on or about 9-22-60. Our - 
informant will be the CP, USA, representative at a conference - 
of CPs το 86 held in Moscow-on 9-28 ‘and 29-60. Informant, 
during this 8th Solo mission will. rpmain in the. conmunist. 
countries of Europe during October ‘and will, attend another 

. τ ΓῚ 4 . ae . 

conference scheduled to be held in Moscow in early November, 1960. 
- . These conferénces are being held. in an effort to sreaconcile | 
‘the ideological differences that exist between the CPSU 

_ 

NOTE: CONTINUED; PAGE FOUR 

a 
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Letter to SAC, Chicago 
RE: SOLO | 
100=428091 

and CPC. Informant is expected to return to the U. 85. 
din the middle of November.. It is felt that we should 
Supply the informant with specific targets to aim at 
during this Solo mission. These targets are enumerated 
in this communication. : 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 
following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on August 25, 1960, 
This report. contains a statement of CONSTANTINE TELALOV of 
the CP of Bulgaria concerning a possible exchange of delegations 
between the—United States and Buigaria, 
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Stateriont of CONSTANTINE TELALOV 
of the Conminist Party (CP) of ee 
Bulgaria Concerning a Possible. ey 
Exchange of Delegations between ~~ *. ὦ... 
the United States and Eul aria cere, . 

SORSTAND HT fELALOV; one of the nono 08, the sel enstes.- from 
the CP_of Bu Λε δ t οἵ the 8th. National. Assembiy of. tho 
‘P&Ftido Socialista “Popular. (PSP). ;. the CP of Cuba, speaks 
Efiglish, ‘He stated’ that Bulgaria does not want any oxchance 
of cultural or other delegations with the United States 
since the dolora: gations. fron the, United States could roach 
péople in “aif of Buigaria, On the other hand, thore are 
only 50,000 Bu Bulgarien in the United States and any 
Bulgarian delegation to the United States could only reach 
& fraction of ‘this nunbex, Yet the United States State 
Depar tient has Bulgaria over a barrel since tho Bulgarian. 
Government doés not know how to refuse a request of the 
United States State Departmént for an exchange of delegations. 

Va o L2bo4f — ΣΑΣ, 
ENGEOSURE 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ‘ .* Parsons 
Belmont 

Memorandum Ὗ — lone 

McGuire ans 

TO : Mr. A. ἢ, Belmont οὐδ, paTE: September 6, 1960 Tas | 

re 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner Gandy ——___ | ee 
SUBJECT: Sono jet 
ΟΝ SECURITY - Ο. Gommu 

CG δ824-5:: left New York City 8/11/60 to attend, as 
a Communist Party (CP), USA, delegate, the EighthNational Assembly 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), CP of Cuba, scheduled to 
convene in Havana, Cuba, 8/16/60. Informant returned to the 
United States from this seventh Solo mission on 8/25/60. 

Chicago airtel 9/1/60 discloses that Constantine 
Telalov, one of the delegates from the CP of Bulgaria to the 
National Assembly of the PSP, had contacted our informant. 
Telalov stated that Bulgaria does not want any exchange of 
cultural or other delegations with the United States since the 
delegations from the United States could reach people in all of 
Bulgaria. On the other hand, there are only 50,000 Bulgarians 
in the United States and any Bulgarian delegation to the 
United States could reach only a fraction of this number. 
Telalov indicated that the United States State Department has 
|Bulgaria "over a barrel" since the Bulgarian Government does not 
know how to refuse a request of the State Department for an 
exchange of delegations. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

Attached for your approval are ietters under a 
secret" classification incorporating pertinent data furnished 
by our.informant to be transmitted te the Honorable Richard M. 
Nixon, the Vice President; the Honorable Gordon Gray, Special 
Assistant to the President; the Honorable Christian A. Herter, 
the Secretary of State; Mr. Allen W. Dulles, Director, Central ud | 
Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ἊΝ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) 

Goro? 
IS -C 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
the following pages to SA JOHN E, KEATING during the period 
between August 25, and August 27, 1960, This report contains 
a summary of the sessions: of the 8th National Assembly of 
the Partido Socialista Popular, the Communist Party of Cuba, 
held during the period from August 16, 1960, through August 
20, 1960, with the exception of the report of BLAS ROCA which 
is’ being submitted separately. The concluding session of 
August 21, 1960, and the public meeting of August 22, 1960, 
will be the subject of a separate report. The translator ob 
for CG 5824-S* was ISABELLA CANOSA, a dentist and member of 
the Partido Socialista Popular assigned to the delegation 
from the Communist Party, USA, by the leadership of the 
Partido Socialista Popular. 
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SUMMARY OF SESSIONS OF THE 8th 
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PARTIDO. 
SOCIALISTA POPULAR (PSP) HELD 
FROM August 16, 1960, THROUGH 
August 20, 1960 | . 

The séssions of the 8th National Assembly of the PSP, 
the Communist, Party (CP) of Cuba, were held in the second 
floor salon of the Hotel Commodore, which is located on the 
Gulf in the. outskirts of Havana, Cuba; This is a combination 
hotel and club, It was stated that BATISTA did not have an 
interest in this hotel and club so the club members are still 
hbermitted to use it. It has a harbor, docks, game rooms, 
bars, restaurants, dance halls, etc., and is very luxurious. 
Gre was no. drinking of alcoholic beverages at this National 

ASsembly. Most of the delegates were housed at the Hotel 
Commodore. 

SESSIONS OF August 16; 1960 

Remarks by LAZARO/PENA 

_ The opening session τ of the 8th National Assembly 
began on August 16, 1960, with a few remarks by LAZARO PENA. 
He is a Negro and at one time was the outstanding trade. 
UNion leader in the PSP. He is presently working in. the 
World Federation of Trade Unions. He appears to be very 
Popular, ᾿ 

PENA said, this ig a historie day for the PSP. 
And for all Cuban pitriots. August 16, 1960, is the 35th 
Anniversary of the PSP, 

The 8th National Assembly is historic and important, 
Xt marks an advance for the country and the great Cuban 
xevolution. We will measure these advances against the 
background of imperialism. The social advances we have 
made were predicted by the Communists way back, The 
Communists never stopped fighting for the workers, peasants, 
and trade unionists; against discrimination and. for independence. 
We are beginning to realize some of these things today. 
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We have fought for and achieved land reform and 
the nationalization of monopolies, When we think of ail 
this, we do not forget the martyrs of the struggle. 

We are behind FIDEL and the revolution, The 
| revolution has the support of all the people, We greet 
the solidarity of all the people, all the Communist Parties, 
the social, governments, the trade unions, and all jhe | 
‘Organizations of China, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 811 
the staunch socialist countries and the Soviet Union. It 
was the declaration of the Soviet Union, that it would . 
defend Cuba, which paralyzed the imperialists. Their plans 
to invade Cuba were frustrated. This makes it. possible for 
us to continue the revolution, 

PENA then greeted. the brother Communist Parties 
and their solidarity with the Cuban revolution, He extended 
greetings τὸ all the fraternal Party delegates and hoped 
‘that they would have a pleasant stay in Cuba. 

_ Concerning the OAS meeting in San Jose, Costa 
Rica, PENA said that it was a. gathering of the lackeys of 
imperialism but they will not be giving expression to the 
Will of their people, | 

PENA closed with the statement; our Party will 
contribute to this victory of Cuban independence. Vencerenos! 

_ All the delegates rose and sang slogans and 
engaged in rhythmic clapping. 

Introduction of the Agenda and the 
Selection. of the Presidium for = — 
this National Assenbly ae wo 

αἰ ae 

\LUZARDO, who: is apparently the National WANUEL,\LUZARDO, Lis ἃ 2 National — 
Organization Secretary of the PSP, introduced the following 
agenda. for this 8th National Assembly of the PSP; 

Report by BLAS ROCA 

Party Program and Amendments 



Changes in, Party Statutes: 

Election of the New Central Committee of the PSP 

| LUZARDO then suggested the following presidiun 
for this: assdnmbly: 

__ _In addition, LUZARDO suggested that the heads. of 
each fraternal delegation be honorary members of this 
presidium, Of course, these suggestions were adopted. 

Report of BLAS ROCA 

The eleven hour report.of BLAS ROCA followed 
and is: being reported elsewhere. 

SESSIONS .OF August 17, 1960 

The sessions of August;17, 1960, began with a 
continuation of the report of BLAS ROCA, 

_ Report of the Credentials Committee ΝΣ 

CESAR ESCALANTE, ‘brother of ANIBAL BSCALANTE and 
a member of the Central Committee of. tho. PSP, made the. 
following crédentials report; 

| | x 404 Cuban delegates present. 
ket ee nel 6S fraternal delegates present 
oe er. 31 Communist Parties represented by 
ad wy the fraternal delegates: 

— 

. The following is the composition of the Cuban ΝΞ 
delegation: : 



136 workers 
26 peasants 
S students. 
24 professors 
3 handicraftsmen 
7 housewives 

_184 men 
‘20 women 

‘ Of the 204, a total of 162 have been in prison 
at. one tine or another. Of the 204, a total of 116 are in 

[88 militia. Sixty-six por cent can use most overy kind of 
firearn.. 

The following is the age breakdown for Cuban 
delegates: 

Age Bracket : Number: 

18 = 30 27 
91: ~~ 40. 66. 
41 ~ 50 19. 
‘Over 50 29: 
Not Classified 3 

Length of time i the CP for Cuban. delegates: 

Joined CP ; Nunber 

1925 - 1933 52 
1934 - 1938 52 
1939 = 1953" 74 
1954 ~ 1958 12 

CESAR ESCALANTE gave the following breakdown for 
delogates from fraternal Parties: 

East Germany 1 (actually there were 4) 
Argentina 3 
Bolivia 1 

᾿ Brazil 



| 

Bulgaria 
Canada 
Czechoslovakia 
Chile 
China 
Colunbia 
North. Korea 
Costa Rica 

United States 
France 
Guadalupe: 
Guatemala 
Hungary 
Indonesia 
Italy 
Jamaica 
Nartinque 
-Hexico. 
Nicaragua 
Poland 
Puerto. Rico 
Rumania, — 
Uruguny 
Venezuela 

‘the fraternal delegates, 

Argentina | r 

L 

ALCIRA de la\PENA 

Bolivia 

mF ‘ 

‘TORGE\KOLLE or or | \coLLo 

D9 Ὁ ΟΣ Ὁ Ὁ DO DS 9 δ μὲ δ9 0-9 9 BD ΟΣ DS 03. δὃ9 μα ὃ9 

Identities of Delegates from Fraternal Communist Parties 

This reporter does not know the identities of all 
The following is a partial listing 

and some of those were identified from accounts of the 8th. 
National Assembly of the PSP which appeared in "Hoy", publication 
Of the PSP, 



Brazil 

cata CLEODE 

Bulgaria _ 

RUBEN eee AVRAMOV.. 
| ; PANTINE T ELOY, who speaks. English 

| canada 

= ‘MORRIS 

Chile 

|  JORGE| MONTES 

; |. Chia 

I ΄ ἱ chen Gili τὰ πὰ set casa 

Yan fol fa\sui Ἦν 

Columbia 

: GILBERTO ὅτιαμεῖο rare 

ἐν Costa Rica 

czeshostovakis 
Wiens) 

/ 
NZROSLAY WAP PATRYCK or ale 

TULA spent five years in Latin America and has 
previously worked with members of the PSP, He speaks English 
very woll, He is a menber of the International Department 
of the Central Committee of the CP of Czechoslovakis, He 
was the contact of MORRIS CHILDS with the Interzatiyra/ 
Department of the Central Committee of the CP of Cze-heoslpva. Δ 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, during July, 1960. 



Ecuador 

PEDRO \ SAAD 

trance 

‘caus [bnctos 
(SEAN) RIE 

East Germany 
Tyee ee 

BARA SETHDLER 
ae 

N \GOERLIT ITZER 

Guadalupe 

sey ue 
cement 

Guatenalia 
=; : 

MARTI 

JOSE MANUEL |FORTUNY 

DIOKOSUDIONO 'HANDOJO 

Italy 

VELIO\ SPANO 

Jamaica 
— a, 

= Νὴ does not represent a CP, 
rete ἢ Pn, 

Korea \ 

5 7 ἢ 

Ean.:San \Duch 
ar, 



Ἂ - 

ee 

HMartinque μ΄ 

fo NICOLAS 

Mexico 
> iM? 

aRNOLDd ; ΙΝ 

Nicaragua 

sung pense (possibly Hetitiows) 

Poland 

ANDREZEJ) WERBLAN 

Puerto Rico 

Rumania 
"οι erent 

. εν ΚΓ . 

BUJORJALNASON ἃ 04 
San Doningo.. 

— 

4 van DUCODROY 

Spain 
a aad 

aun 

United States 

eT τ, Tee τ RI Ger Liga 



Urugua 

ae 
Venezuela 

ἮΝ <= 
a Lurs/ENIR Janatens 

GUILL LER GARCTHPONCE 
$ 

Also present from Venezuela for parfy of the 8th ἘΣ 
National Assembly was Mrs. EDWARDO (ΟΕΒΤΕΠΩΕΥΜΗΛΟΒΑΠΟ, sister ἢ. --- 
of HELEN WINTER, She acted as o translator for HELEN WINTER 
and came to Cuba since WINTER could not σοὺ ἃ visa to Veneziueéla.. 

Redding of "Greetings" from other Communist 
Parties and Speeches by Cubans _ . 

The credentials report. was. followed ‘by the reading 
of “"oreetings” fron other Communist Parties and speeches by 
various Cubans, 

Ἧ ι ἝΝ 

aie fore τ read nost of the "greetings" throughout 
the assenbiy, 156 read most. of the. Speeches of the 
fraternal delegates who-could not -speak- Spanish, ‘He-has 
had. radio experience. He-is-about 50 years of age, six feet 
in height, 210 pounds, and wears glasses. His wife served: 
as a translator for the delegation from Indonesia, 

LOPEZ: read the "greetings" from the CP of the 
Soviet Union. These "greetings" stressed friendship. and the 
struggle for peace. ips wv ́ ς a 

LADISTAGY GONZAL Es/CARBASAL, | PSP Secretary for 
Oriente Province, was the next “speaker, 

—— ς- 

MARTA | ARGUELLES, a Negress fron Havana Who . 
works in the Con nittes, s“Aedinst Discrimination, wad the next 
speaker, ΔΝ 

A MANUEL LOPEZ then read "greetings" from the CP of 
Lbania, 

ὃ 

ovEDI ὌΝ next speaker was from Las Villas Province (possibly 
OL DIAZ 

\ fy = 

--΄ 



- ‘Party and for the country, In this way, there was set out 

and the lnnding of CASTRO troops, work on the program had 

WANUEL LOPEZ then read "greetings" from the cP 
of Austria and th CP of Australia, 

MIGUEL GARCIA fron Camaguey Province was the 
next speaker, 

-% 

A sugar mill adninistrator spoke next (possibly 
manro oti 

| WANUDEL LOPEZ read “ereetings"” fron the CP of 
‘Burma, 

Anothe speaker from Oriente Province ‘was next. 

| - . GaAspanycarcra GALLO, Dean of Philosophy at the 
University of Lak Viliag “spoke. 

=f 

The sessions of August 17, 1960, concluded with 
MANUEL LOPEZ reading "greetings" from the CP of Belgiun 
and the CP of Ceylon, 

SESSIONS Or August 18, 1960 

The sessions of august 18, 1960,. began with. FLAVIO 
BRAVO. as the chairman, ~~ 

“Report of ANIBAL, ESCALANTE on the PSP Program 
ee 

ESCALANTE made a report on the program of the PSP, 
ESCALANTE said that the PSP. started working on this program 
in 1955 and worked on it in 1956, Due to the crisis in Cuba 

to be postponed and it could not be: finished, However, by 
1957, there was submitted a strategic ‘docunent, with more 
clarity and it was up to date. It was a program for the 

objectives for the country and. the role of the workers and 
peasants was defined, The document dealt with victory, 
nationalization, foreign policy, racial unity, liberty, the 
distribution of the scmi~colonial, feudal establishment and 
the establishing of a real, revolutionary government. 

Later, with the victory of the revolution, it 
was clear that the strategy of the progran, except for minor 



developments and some changes, was nore or less correct. 
it was endorsed by a plenum of the Central Committee in. 
October, 1957. 

Now we submit this docunént and we discuss it. 
[FIDEL CASTRO, realized that πὸ differchtiated ourselves from ἢ 
[825 movement, But despite sone mistakes we had xiade,. we 
contributed to the révolution. 

In 1959, the revolution required a real revolutionary 
government based on classes, workers, peasants, and the petty 
bourgeoisie, We are still in the stage of. the national 
revolution but. the principal forms of proporty must be’ 
collective, The character of the revolution is anti-imperialist, 
national liberation, patriotic; democratic, and agrarian, . The 
‘program corresponds to the anti~imperialist, anti-foudal 
‘necessities, 

1.. National liberation is complete. 

2. We defend our independence ‘and, national 
institutions, 7 

3. Our foreign relations must be non-interference 
in the. affairs of any other country. 

4, Tho defense of world peace, 

5. We favor disarmanent and. ‘the. disposal. of 
nuclear weapons. 

6. We favor the negotiation of differences, 

7. Renogotiations with the United. States for 
more favorable arrangements for Cuba. 

8. External relations mean strengthening relations 
with other countries, including those in Latin America, 
the colonial countries, and ‘the socialist countries, It 
also means normal relations with the United States based 

on equality and mutual. respect. 



The program called for nationalization of basic 
industry and utilities. The program said that it would be. 
but in force and applied in keeping with. conditions as 
‘they developed and the advance of the revolution. 

We said in the program that national revolution 
*hust be complete,, This nenns that we nL got back for 
{; Cuba Guantanano Bases 

The progran puts forth the idea of a radical 
transformation: 

| 1, Agrarian reform, ‘This means giving the land 
to the workers and peasants who were. victins of the-semi- 
colonial regime and the big landlords. 

] 2. Nationalization of industry. 

i 3. State planning of the national economy. 

4, Wo decide markets as rélated to national 
independence. To quote JUAN HARTI "If a country wants. to 
be free, it must get rid of a mono-market", This. 16 being 
carried through, We are no lofiger tied just to the Yankee 
imperialist. market. 

5, Cultural improvement, 

6. A new Cuban state in the hands of new classes 
instead of latifundists, imperialists, and capitalists. 
‘The. state derives the power from the poor and works for 
their interest, - , 

7. The organization of a government. that can 
carry through this program and the tasks. The government 
is mado up of workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie and the 
national bourgeoisie, 

Our aim, we said in the program, was from each | 
according to his ability and ‘capacity. This progran stands 
and with stand although the forns of revolution change and 

~ " = 12 = 



our révolution is. already in an advanced change and sone. 
jot the tasks indicated in the earlier program are being 
carried through or have been carried through: 

The bourgeoisie vacillates and is frightened. 
Most of them are "Plattists" (so named. becaugso of the Platt 
Anchiinent adopted by Congress in regird to Cuba).. 

The. bourgeoisie also fears ‘the radicalization 
of the workers and peasants, They will go along with tho. 
revolution up to 8 point. When exploitation is not allowed 
any More, then the enthusiasm of ‘the. bourgeoisie stops. 

The revolution. doés not drive: away the national 
bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie depart from the rovolution. 
Thé program explains this and defends this, We would like 
the. national bourgeoisie to stay ard’ develop - to go along 
and cooperate in the building of socialisn.. 

fhe nain ain of the revolution is already realized, 
We have sitashed the imporialist. hold and tho country is 
dindependent. We are advancing now to get rid of the last 
veStigées of imperialisn. 

Si Plamahat No More American! 

ΟΣ, sugar; commerce. and utilities have been 
nationalized. Sugar quotas have been replaced, The machines . 
‘and factories are starting to come in from the Soviet Union, 
Czechoslovakia, and East Germany. We pay ἃ small interest 
Tate for credit but soon-we will be an industrial, agrarian. 
‘country, 

I Saventy=-six sugar nills are already administered 
iby the state. This means the state produces. 60 per cent 
j0f the sugar, The factories, mines, utilities, railroads, 
jport installations, city transport and agricultural 
implenents are actually in the hands of the state, The 
state: needs to use the profits for planned expansion, 
[Alzeady we are beginning a Cuban merchant marine. 



We have ἃ new: relation of production in agricuiture - 
voluntary cooperation we call coopératives. There are two. 
types, one is the classical type ~ the individual joins and 
divides the profits according to contribution. In the second 
ltype, everybody joins and it goes beyond simple production, 
They get profits but some profits go to tlie state. 

° The super structure of the state lacks a littie. 
In some instances, it may be ahead. In post, it will have. 
to develop. Wo have not developed 811] of the super structure. 
There should really be three. powers, legisiative, executive, 
and judiciary, We do not have to stick to these old forms. 
The new forms have not developed as yet. 

ἃ Where is Cuba going? ‘Tho program fixes that 
road: 

1, National liberation, 

2, Economic development. 

3. Development of a new, progressive state. 

, The revolution is ‘constantly ddvancing and the 
' weight of the popular forces increases; This gives us the 
_ " guarantee, The workers and peasants alliancé and national. 

unity: are the directing. nuclei of the revolution. ~ the 
fundamental forces, This is a Marxist-Leninist analysis 
and aim and is decisive in direction, 

The eneny foreéd a faster pace of the revolution. 
We intended it to go slower. There are still things to 
carry through. There is Stilt till the Guantanamo Bay Naval 
Base τὸ be given back to Cuba, There is still work to 
organize the. cooperatives.: There is still the job of 
technical development. There is a need for growth of 
revolutionary conseioushess-and morality. There is still 
a need to strengthen, reorganize, and reform the new 
state. -organs.. 

There. is a lot to do yet. We ‘suggest. a few 
changes in the text of the progran, 



On the: question of the prolonged revolution, . 
objective development compelled us to change this, The 
attacks against us conpelled us to speed up. the revolution 
and international solidarity helped us to do it, Originally 
our nedrness to the United States compelled us to go slow. 
But the solidarity of the Latin American peoples changed 
this, The solidarity of the: socialist states helps us to 
consolidate the revolution, 

The reduction of the sugar quota forced us to. 
take counter measures and look for new foreign markets 
and all that this implies. These things: are based on 
objective developments and not. on the will of the 
revolutionaries, We cannot artificially accelerate or 
contain the revolution, Let us not make: predictions 
regarding the rhythm of revolutions. 

Coricerning ‘thé futuré anda socialist state, “τ 
b wid develop on the basis of national conditions. We do. not 
‘nake it clear or specific that the Future ain is socialisn. 

t we do Θ1 ere people wet tis logical although now — 

πὸ, should. i never forgot Hungary, We should keep. 
that in mind. Many. mistakes made in Hungary in pushing 
the revolution were fuel for the counter revolutionaries. 
The United States. is trying to do the sane thing to us 
now to create ‘the sane kind of situation they helped to. 
create in Hungary. 

In regard to relations. with the United States, 
we: are with the people of that country . The people of the 
United States are not.our enemies. The United States 
imperialist governnent is restrained by: public, opinion 
in’ Latin America and other parts of the world. We. must 
Make it clear that. new needs require new relations, Our . - 
relationship with the Soviet Union is an important. element: 
‘im our policy. 

- φῳἈ 15 = 



In regard to the role of the state in the 
national econoriy, ESCALANTE proposed some changes in 
paragraphs 17 and 18 of his mimeographed specch, 

In concluding, ESCALANTE said Marxism~-Loninisn 
ave clarity to our march, Without this, the rovolution 
of January, 1959, would have been impossible. Marxisn~Leninisn 
exposed,. clarified, and showed the role of United States 
inperialism and the relationship of imperialism to the 
latifundists, Without Marxisn-Léninisn, the general line 
of revolutionary development could not be organizéd. Our 
program.is ἃ collective one, Many patriotic Cubans helped. 
to Graw it up, formulate it, etc. This is not. just a 
Party program, It ig ἃ mobilized guide to action and is 
based on reality. We must educate our cadre with this 

_ program, It exprosses the collective opinion of our 
Central Committee and enables us to advance the. revolution. 
and strengthen it. 

Vive Morgisn-Leninism! 

At the conclusion of ESCALANTE's report, there 
Was. the usual cheering and shouting of Vencerenos!, etc. 

Remarks of PAUL WERNER of 
_Zast Germany 

| 

pai RERIRR τας the next speaker. He- bragged . 
about deve ane ah Eist Germany. He said, we face United 
States imperidlisn also. EISENHOWER is giving nuclear weapons 
to the West German revengists, United States Imperialism 
bas your Giantanamo, We have ong of the most important bases 
of United States impérialisn surrounding us. We have to be 
alert against United States imperialism since 11 does not 
want to solve the Bérlin question and it wants to use Berlin 
85 a bridgehead to attack the world socialist system. 

We pledge support of East Germany to the Cuban 
revolution. Our schodls are open to your techtilcians and 
engineers. 2,500 scholarships are available for Cuban 
;eongineers, WERNER presented the PSP with a ‘bust of KARL 
‘MARX and read a letter from. WALTER ULBRICHT.. 

~ 16 = 
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ον se, ds the|\wife of JOA 
ΒΕ - ᾿ set Sen 

Additional "Greetings": and Speakers 

A person from Havana (possibly ESTEBAN/' RETO) and 
a person from. Camaguey Province (possibly FACUNDO UNDO | RODRIGUEZ) 

" MANUEL LOPEZ read “greetings” from the CP of 
Dennark,. 

ALCIRA de la_PENA spoke for the CP of Argentina. 
She said that the CP of Argentina has formed a democratic 
coalition to fight imperialism. The CP of Argentina still 
has 1 100,000 members although. the Party is mostly ΤΊ ρα, 
She spoke of tortures and the “imprisonment “of CP members 
in Argentina. 

After the recess for lunch, LADISLAO GONZALES 
SARBASAL, was. the chairman, Nw 

PEPE|/RANIREZ on “Agrarian leader from Oriente 
Province, Spoke and agreed with the remarks of BLAS ROCA, 
He said there are 1,000 agricultural associations and’ 

{ 200, 000 organized peasants in Oriente. Among these 
1 200, 000, there are 4,000 who are armed and trained, ‘There 
is real unity in every department, the rebel arny, the 
peasants ‘committees, ete. 

ae 
a ὟΝ 

{#4 

ERNESTG| GARCTA S55 Gamaguey Province spoke, 

JORGE. KOLLE or COLLO of Bolivia spoke. 
IE RT aN iw 

Next “greetings” from Guinea, Africa, yene read, 
They were signed by. the president of Guinean, SEKOUJTOURE, 
but as the. head of tt Democratic Party of Guinea. 
a 

CHACA.of Havana ‘spoke. She 
WJORDOQUI and was. formerly married to 

editor of "Hoy", Her speech 
deait with cultural activitios. 

"Greetings" from the CP of Honduras were read, 

- 17 = 



ROBERTO: de τὰ HOSA. from Ravana Province spoke. ἃ 

CALIL CLEODE roti the CP of Brazil spoke. ! 
Se SE τῷ. 

f 7 
A reply to the “greetings and wish for improved | 

health which were sent to JUAN MARINELLO was read. Ho po 
expressed regret my he could hot be in attendance.. 

RAFAEL mee RISCO. of Canaguey spoke, 

RUBEN ARZAMOV ¢ of the. CP of Bulgaria spoke. He 
praised the Cuban policy of: cooperation with the Soviet 
Union. The U.S.S.R. is ‘tthe leader in the fight for peaceful 
co-existence. He discussed the developments in Bulgaria. 
and said that coopération with the U.5,8.R, is necessary. 
In general, he espoused the line of the June, 1960, Bucharest | 
Conference. 

Ἷ ee er ee 
ANTERO REGALDO of the sugar industry in -Cuba spoke. 

next, ost ᾿ ' ᾿ 

The next spéaker was LESLIE MORRIS of Canada. 
at ree pe τί ταξσαια, 

FELI? (counz, a textile trade union leader from 
Havana, spoke. {He said that in one big textile plant there. 
were six United States. technicians. Five of these have 
left and one was kicked out. There were only three Cuban 
technicians left but the trade union saved the factory. 
There are 600 militia mén in this one factory which is 
called Ariguamabo and was formerly owned by HEDGES of the 
United States, 

The sessions of August 18, 1960, closed with 
remarks by,,Han San Duch of North Korea, is theme ‘was, 
get the Yanks out of Korea. North Koréa also faces. Yanks 
or the common eneny, imperialisn, 

SESSIONS OF August 19, 1960 

The sessions of August 19, 1960, began with FNU 
Kesupearo, brother of BLAS ROCA, as the chairman, 

- 18 - 



Report of MANUEL LUZARDO on the 
Rules and By-laws of the PSP. 

MANUE: 
| [by-laws of the 

in the Party. 

. dpe 

LUZARDO nade a report on the rules and 
Θ᾽ stressed Marxism-Leninism and unity 

Without Narxism-Lériinisn and unity of action, the 
Party could not lead.. If each group.acted on. its own then 
there would be no real party and no real success. If one 
joins the Party he nust accept the program and participate 
actively in the york. A sympathizer is not a CP member. 
Only: those who accept the progran of Marxiem-Leninism : and 
do work are némbers. 

A Marxist-Leninist Party is a complex of organization, 
not just a conglomeration of individuals. All members must 

_bé members of a branch or committee, There ig a need for 
discipline to face imperialism and to destroy the semi~colonial 
structure and bring about social transformation, 

LUZARDO then dealt with democratic céntralisn 
and internal democracy; Democracy must be limited. ‘Our 
statutes apply the Marxist~-Loninist principles of organization 
jbut one must never give voice to opinions that clash with 
Marxism=Leninisn. Idedlogy is ποδί inportant.. Like FIDEL 
sald, we have to be clear to fight the.enemy. 

In regard to the pronotion of cadre, there is a 
great need for cadre. The revolution transforns everything 
50 there is. a.need. fox cadre, They are here ail around us. 
We see. them in the factory and on the farm but we must get 
‘more, There is a need. for the utilization of cadre and a 
‘need for a broad’ horizon because of the needs of the 
‘revolution... 

Communists nust learn vigilance and practice 
‘Vigilance, We. nust learn not to talk. Learn how to keep 
la secret and to expose eneny agents, The statutés. of the 
‘Party stress secrecy. We have to guard it like the golden 
‘rule, 1. ‘secrecy is not kept, a member faces expulsion, 

F 
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LUZARDO digeussed revolutionary vigilance which 
appears on page 12 of his written speech and forns of 
organization which appears on page 13 of this speech. He 
said that. the Marxist-Leninist principles give effective 
organization and give power to subdivide organizations. 
However, no lower organization can do this without 
consultation with the Central Committee, 

LUZARDO stated that it was decided to hold a 
national azctonbty or conyention every three years, There: 
is also ἃ special provision for this 8th National Assembly 
to be called into special. session between assemblies. 
‘Therefore, this 8th National Assonmbly renains the highest 
|body in the PSP for. three years. The special circumstances, 
the. revolutionary situation, nakes this necessary. 

way of comment,. this special provision is ‘By 
dealt with on pages 13 and 14 of LUZARDO's written report. 
This. provision was, made because -of the. possibility of the 
PSP merging with other groups in Cuba, - Any such merger 
‘could not be approved by the Central Committee and would 
jhave to be approved. by the- National Assembly or Congress. 

In concluding, LUZARDO warned against the kind 
of relations. Party members. have with expolled members, 
He also discussed. the. question of a waiting period for 
membership in the PSP, 

Additional "Greetings" and Speakers iy 

“JOSE LUIS|GONZALES of Pinar del Rio spoke. 
ὍΣ | b ‘actentabebtbinetn nether 

; The delegate fron the CP of. Costa Rica, ARNOLDO 
FERRETO, rend “groetings” from. the CP of Costa Rica; The 

' other delegate from Costa. Rica, CARLOS. LUIS PALLA aid not 
speak, FALLA has written. a book “about the United Fruit 
company and this book is circulating throughout Latin, 

erica. 

CESAR ESCALANTE, member of tho presidium and 
Central Committee of the PSP, spoke and engaged in a polemic 
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with LADISLAO. CARBAJAL of Oriente. Province, As will be 
seen later, BEAS ROCA smoothed out the argument in his 
closing. renarks and. saw no reason for it. 

CESAR ESCALANTE stated that 67 institutions in 
Cuba are nationalized. One hundred institutions have been 
‘intervened. There is a need for unity between the PSP, the 
‘July 26th movement, and tha Narch 13 Directorate. Managers' .- 
sof institutions cone from all these movenents so there is 
Ὁ need for cooperation and unity. 

ey pan a 

r Ξ cy 

Tho next speaker was RITA)DIAZ of Oriente. 

After- DIAZ finished speaking, it wag proposed: that 
ἃ cable of congratulations be sent to. the Soviet Union on 
the successful launching of the dog carrying gate 
With this proposal cane the usual shouting of Cuba 5 
Yankee No! and KHRUSHCHEY, KHRUSHCHEV, KHRUSHCHEV!, En fe 

Ww 

CARLOS RAFAEL ODRIGUEZ spoke next.. He remarked. 
that he could not see: ‘hat CESAR ESCALANTE and LADISLAO 
CARBAJAL were arguing about. RODRIGUEZ spoke of the need ; 
,for. technicians in order to increase production, He said - 
Ciba is faced with the samo problem that East. Germany had 
when trained persons left the country, 

‘BLAS. ROCA. interjected to say, in two. years tind 
we Gan erase the 01d and have technicians and replace the 
"Coca Colized” technicians, . 

The next, to speak was GILBERTO_VIEIRA who mentioned 
888 the CP is illegal in ΟΟΣ ΟΡ =" πο ᾿ς 

VIEIRA. was followed by a youngster named LIONEL 
SOTO, who has been promoted to. the Central Committee of the 
DSP. 

SOTO was a leader of the youth in the revolution. 

The next speaker was HIR SLAY PASTIBIK of Czechoslovakia, 
He was followed. by a speaker παῖδάς IWAN from Santa Clara, Cuba. 
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JOE} ΕΘΙΈΒΙΑΒ from tho Young Rebels of Cuba;spoke. 
- πὴ πυκδαας a} NO nt nt 

Remarks. of General Wu Hsiu Chuan 

Ge 1_W iu Chuan, of China had as the theme 
ΟΣ his remarks that United States imperialism is the chief 
‘enemy of all the peoples of the world, Th United States 
AS preparing itself and has been doing it. for the last year, 

- to start a new var. It resorted to maneuvers under the 
| mask of. peace but the people of the world are tearing. 

the mask off. Vigilance is needed. United, together 
with mutual support, we will destroy imperialisn. 

China, under Comrade MAO, is building socialism, 
We need an international peaceful atmosphere in order to 
build, China can act as a mirror for Cuba and vice versa. 
Inperialism is scared because the people are awakening. 
Inperialism is using revisionism to stop the march of the « 

people. Marxisn-Loninism is needed in the CP, Also 
needed is the unity of the socialist world and 811 the 
peoples of the world, 

General Wu Hsiu Chuan then read a telogran from 
ithe Céntral Committee of the CP of China, It asked that 
Cuba eet as a stinulant for all of Latin America and the 
‘entire world independence movenient against Yankee inperialisn. 
Ne admire your fight against Yankee imperialism. We are 
always on your side. If you will fight modern revisionism, 

. you will succeed, 

By way. of comment,. the delegates from the other 
Communist Parties present at this 8th National Assembly of. 
[ the PSP felt that CPC has not changed its line. one iota. 
from the time of the Bucharest Conference in June, 1960. 

Remarks of FLAVIO BRAVO 

After a few remarks on the growth in the trade 
union movement by FAUSTINO, Aw INES. of the Federation of Trade 

(..+ Unions of Cuba (CTC), FLAVIO BRAVO," a mnenber of the Central 
_-~ Committees and in charge of military training for the PSP, spoke. 



. BRAVO. said, United States imperialism is spawning 
all kinds of counter reyolutionary plots against our country. 
The Soviet Union stopped the invasion of our country by 
United States impérialism. The threat of an invasion by 
jthe United States is still with us or the United States 
;cCan UsSe Others to invade our country... Therefore, defense 
38 hOst important. Our slogan. has to be not Fatherland 
or'Death, but Fatherland for Us, Death for Them, 

United States imperialists have becone more 
desperate since we nationalized the important industries 
and plants. The workers and peasants national militia 
is chiefly responsible for exposing counter revolutionary 
plots and for capturing. many counter revolutionaries. 

BRAVO then talked about the organization ΟΣ 
defense against invasion, He said, modern war is very 
complicated, So we need to study. We need greater 
discipline, The robel forces (the ‘army) neéd to be 
tightened up both physically and morally. ‘They: must 
‘Propare for a ‘hard life of soldiers, All workers and 
‘peasants, 411 Party people should join, the. militia. 

BLAS ROCA interrupted and said, all. people. 
BRAVO replied that he agreed and thon said that the enemy 
18 trying to. confuse and divide us by saylng that the 
Militia will take over the army, This: is not.so, The 
[1.1.3 110. backs the army as an auxiliary foreé. This force 
WiLL make it impossible for the enemy to organize a fifth 
‘column. But wo must be vigilant. In case of battle, 
| Communists tiust be in the front line, In case of panic 
in the first explosion, -Connunists:must. be calm and know 
how to prevent pnbic, In concluding, BRAVO emphasized 
jthat in all struggles, Communists are in the front line and. 
must master the tactic of military technique and leadership. 

Remarks of JORGE MONTES ΟΣ Chile 

After a, group. of sales girls from a department 
store wore ushered in and read a resdlution, JORGE. MONTES of 
Chile spoke and said that imperialism, as an eneny of Chile, 



is worse than the earthquakes, If it had not been. for 
United States imperialism, the damage in Chile due to tho - 
earthquake would not have been so. great because Chile 
could have erected better buildings, While the chief 
eneny is United States imperialism, the Cuban sparks will 
fire all of Latin Anorica, 

Renarks of SANTIAGO CARRILLO of Spain 

SANTIAGO CARRILLO of Spain was: grécted with shouts. 
of Death to FRANCO! Greetings in Conbat! . 

CARRILLO said, there is light. in the Caribbean; 
. Light. for all of Latin America. Light which will froe 
the oppressed. The Cuban revolution is original, There 
Ls nothing concerning the Problens of Cuba in Marxism~Léeninism. 

CARRILLO greoted. ‘the PSP for its application of 
theory. He. said, you learned from the Soviet Union, now - 
you Will -be teaching us, ‘Tho Cuban people will win becatise 
they have the Soviet Union behind them. The Cuban revolution 
has found an echo in Spain, FIDEL CASTRO has learned from 
the Spanish Civil War and is not being led by anti~Conmunisn. 

These renarks. were greeted with shouts of Unidad! 
Defeat FRANCO! ; . 

CARRILLO eontinued and said, unity for a. peaceful . 
overthrow of FRANCO. Preparations aré being made for a general 
strike in Spain, It.‘will be so united: that FRANCO cannot 
‘rosist it. No date for 41 has beer set, Tho Communists 
'aré not. impatient. ‘There is unity of socialists; Catholics, 
Honarchists and even priests who cannot stand the tactics 
of FRANCO and are: joining this movenent of solidarity. 

The FRANCO regime is the weakest regime in Western 
Europe. A cry is being raised in Spain, United States take 
your bases out of Spain because your bases are the support 
of FRANCO. Undoubtedly this cry is not reaching the. reactionary 
leaders: of United States inperialién, 



won 

CARRILLO appealed for holp in Latin America to 
make it. possible for exilos to return and fight in Spain. 
He also appealed for protests to free those, in FRANCO 
prisons. In concluding, he congratulated the PSP on its 

_ fight against Yankee imperialisn, 

Remarks of JACQUES DUCLOS of France 

| After the remarks of PEDRO SAAD, of Ecuador and 
JAMES.JACKSON of the United States, JACQUES DUCLOS of France : 
spoke in “Spanish, His speech was ἃ fecitation of the current. * | 
international line of the CPSU, He praised the Cuban 
revolution, He said, the CP of Franco is helping the 
Algerians who are boing held in oppression. The Cuban 
revolution will not be a second: Guatemala, , 

The future of the working class of Cuba is to 
march forward and to inspire all of Latin America. They 
will solve. all problems of life placed before them. Cuba 
has been assured of international. support. Liberty and | 
independence will -be maintained. United States imperialism . 
knows that it is no longer invincible. with the advent of | 
international rockets. The United States interferes every. 
where, It has bases all over the world. But the dollar 
is no longer a weapon or ἃ shield. United States imperialism 
says the Cuban revolution is a Communist revolution. That 
is what HITLER said during his occupation of Franco, 
Imperialism always ‘used. this anti-Communist argument: 
Anti-Communism is. no. longer ἃ poterit Slogan because one 
billion people are no longer under the rulé of imperialisn. 

In France, there is great interest in the Cuban 
revolution. We are fighting to get rid of United States 
‘bases: and to: defend: our independence. We are the declared 
eneny of militarism.. We are for. co-existence, peace and. 
disarmanent, Thea Soviet Union gives everything and China 
participates. | 

The task in France is to fight for a free Algeria, 
for peace, for the révival of democracy and for a socialist 
France. I have confidence in the future and confidence that 
peace can ὍΘ won, 
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SESSIONS OF August. 20, 1960 

Remarks of S AGUIRRE of Cuba 

of Cuba was the first speaker on 
Re spoke while wearing the uniform of the - 

militia, ’ He dealt with the agricultural problems. He 
stressed tho need for the yoluntary cooperation of the 
pedsants, The peasants should not be pushed, He criticized 
the Institute for Agrarian Reform (INRA) for its slowness 
in. distributing the land. 

AGUIRRE criticized INRA for not cooperating with 
the farmers. associations or peasants cooperatives. He 
said that INRA is slow in giving out land. Even if a 
Peasant wants tho. land for his own, give it to him and 
then get him to cooperate, Every peasant should be taken 
into 8. cooperative on 8 ‘voluntary basis and without 
pressure, There is a need for: eonnora tives and not for 
the pushing of state. farms by INRA. “ 

BLAS ROCA agréed with. the ronarks. of, AGUIRRE, 

A motion was made and adopted that the National 
Assenbly of the PSP donate 15 cows tovyarious cooperatives, 

Additional Spoakers Spoakers 

BIENVENIDO QUAREZ of Havana talked about 2 
recent trip ho liad made’ to the Soviet Union and China and 
how well he was received in cock eae country, 

JOSE. MANUEL ‘FORTUNY of Guatemala, who is 
currently living*in Lavana™and working for "Hoy", spoke 
about Guaterala and read "greetings" fron the cP of 

ENRIQUE; GONZALES homer, Director of the Cuban 
National Symphony. ‘and ‘not a Communist, was introduced, 

msnae is of Cuba spoke, | 



The next speaker. was HENRL BANDU of Guadalupe. 
He is a tall Negro and spoke in: ch aaah oan Ξϑοσοος 

LAZLO_ORBAN, meonber of the Central Committee 
and head of “the o Cultural Departnont of the CP of Hungary, 
followed the ‘current international line of the CPSU in. 
his renarks, 

After some remarks by LAZARO PENA of Cuba, 
"sreotings" from the ‘National Press were read. 

Remarks of VELIO SPANNO of Italy 

VELIO NNO, member. of the Céntral Committee 
and Political Bureau of the CP of Italy, spoke in behalf 
j of 2,000,000 mombors of the CP of Italy. We said, Cuba 
is the first link in the chain that broke in the Western 
Hemisphere ahd it is casting its shadow over United States 
inperialisn. Success is due to the d4nternational relation 
of forces, 

Imperialism cannot do as it pleases and the. . 
United States will not be able to repdat ἢ, Guatemala in 
Cub2. Cuba gots. support fro the Soviet. Union and the 
socialist camp, The inpérialists are already defeated 
economically in Cuba, ‘The United States threatens the 
entire world with basés scattered 511 over the world. 
Cuba justifies the thesis: that war is not inevitable | 
and that. peaceful. co-existence is possible and will give 
people the right to win independence, Wo. understand your 
revolution. It is. very important for all of Latin America. 
It is an inspiration. ν 

Other enkes Ss 

With SILVIO fQUINTANA 88 the of the 
session, tho. next. spoaker wis sktvapon/cancra/ ἤλαυκπο, a 
Negro. and former senator in Cuba, QO dealt With the 
tasks ἀπ the ending of all ae i ainetioe. 

AGUERO was iollowed by the delegate from Indonesia 
-@ossibly DJOKOSUDJONO. HANDOJO) . 

a RR .: Se ae 
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JOHN. .VICKERS of Janaica spoke, Hoe had attended 
the Youth Conference in Havana and stayed over for the 
8th National Assenbly, VICKERS stated that there is no 
‘ep in Jamaica, just a group of individuals, Somo of 
‘those. present dxpresséd some stigpicion that VICKERS might 
be an agent: for some intelligence § service, 

NICOLAS/ARMANDI ov ARMAND. NICOLAS, the delegate 
from Martinque, spoke and said that there are 4,000 CP 
members in Hartinque. During elections, the cP’ gets a 
vote | five to six times greater than the number of CP 
members, 

ARNOLDO_NARTINEZ-VERDUGO stated. that ‘the CP of 
' Hoxico underground. lan 

The delegate from Nicaragua was the next speaker. 
While he. used the namo: JUAN PEREZ, it is bélieved that 
this may not be his correct nane, 

‘The delegate from Poland, who is a member of the 
Central Committee of the CP of Poland, was the next 
speaker (possibly ANDREZEY. WERBLAN) 

JUAN.-SANTOS RIVERA spoke and. presented a Puerto 
Rican flag ‘to BLAS-ROCK, 

The head of the Rumanian delegation spoke and 
followed the curront international lino of the CPSU (possibly 
BUJOR—-ALMASON) . 
Sse τὰ να θαυ οὐ εα eT ERT 

Aftor "greetings" from a hotel group, JUAN DUCODROY - 
of San Domingo spoke. He blasted Yankee imperialism an : 
shid that it wants to: establish “Trujilloism’ without TRUJILLO, 

The next speaker was ROD! SHENDE of Uruguay. 
He stated that 200,000 workers In cTeuguay went out on strike 
in sympathy with Cuba, Ha. also stated that the CP of 
‘Uruguay recruited 5,000 new members into the CP on the 
occasion of the 40th Anniversary 6f the CP of Uruguay. 

The final speaker of this session was LUIS ENTRO 
ARRIETA of Voxriezuela. 
ont 
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TO : Mr. A. He. Be DATE: September 3, 1960 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgar 

τυυμεοτί Ὁ 00 . 
| EPRNAL SECURITY - Ὁ | rd 

CG 5824-S% left New York City 8/11/60 to attend, 88. ἃ ; 
Communist Party (CP), USA, delegate, the Eighth National Assembly | 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), CP of Cuba, scheduled to | 
convene,in Havana, Cuba, 8/16/60. Informant returned to. the 
United States from this seventh 5010 mission on 8/25/60. 

{  —— 

7 * -" My memorandum 8/27/60 set forth the highlights of the 
seventh, Solo trip and my memorandum 9/1/60 set out a resume of 
Blas Roca's report to the Eighth National Assembly, Roca is General 
Secretary of the PSP. Chicago airtel 8/31/60 contains a summary of 
séssions. of the Eighth National Assembly held from 8/16/60 through 
8/20/60. Following are pertinent remarks made at the National 
Assembly of the PSP:during these five days of activity: 

1. Lazardo Pena, working in the World Federation of Trade 
Unions,. announced at the 8/16/60 sessions that "we" are behind Fidel 
Castro and the revolution--the revolution has the support of all 
the people. | 

2. Anibal Escalante, member of the Program Committee of 
the PSP, made a report on the PSP program at the 8/18/60 sessions. 
scalante said that Fidel Castro realized that "we" differentiated 
ourselves from his movement. But despite some mistakes "we" have 9 
made, "we" contributed to the revolution. "Our" program says that / 
the national revolution must be complete; this means that "we" must” . 
| get back the Guantanamo base for Cuba. The main aim of the revolution 
is already realized and "we" are advancing now to get rid of the-last 
vestiges of imperialism. 

According to Escalante, machines and factories are Starting 
to come into Cuba from the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and East "Ὁ 
Germany. 76 sugar mills are administered by the state and the 
factories, mines, utilities, railroads, port installations, city 
transportation and agricultural implements are actually in ‘the hands 
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of the state. Already "we" are beginning a Cuban merchant marine. 
Qug relationship with the Soviet Union, Escalante said, is an 
important element in our policy. 

3. Paul Werner, East German delegate to the PSP, pledged 
support of East Germany to the Cuban revolution. He said "our" 
schools are open to your technicians and that 2,500 scholarships 
are available for Cuban engineers. 

“4. Alcira de la Pena, delegate from Argentina, said that 
the CP of Argentina has formed a democratic coalition to fight 
imperialism. He said the CP of Argentina still has 100,000 members 
| although the Party is mostly illegal. 

5. Manuel Larzardo, at the 8/19/60 sessions, made a. report 
on the rules and by-laws of the PSP. He stressed Marxism-Leninism 
and unity in the Party. He said communists must learn and practice 
vigilance, learn how to keep a secret and learn how to expose enemy 
agents. 

6. Cesar Escalante, member of the Presidium and Central 
Committee of the PSP, stated that 67 institutions in Cuba are 
nationalized. There is a need for unity, Escalante said, between 
the PSP, the July 26 Movement and the March 13 Directorate. 

7. The theme of General Wu Hsiu Chuan, Red Chinese 
delegate, was that United States imperialism is the chief enemy of 
all the peoples of the world--the United States is preparing itself 
| and has been doing so for the last year in order to start a new war. 
General Chuan read a telegram from the Central Committee of the CP 
of China wherein it asked that Cuba act as a stimulant for all of 
Latin America and the entire world independence, movement against 
Yankee imperialism. _ 

Inf ormants commented that delegates from. the CPs present 
at the Eighth National Assembly of the PSP felt that the CP of China 
has not changed its line one iota from the time of the Bucharest 
Conference in June, 1960. (The ideological dispute between the CP 
of the Soviet Union and the CP of China was brought out into the open 
at this Conference.) ‘*~, 
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8. Flavio Bravo, .a member of the Central Committee and 
in charge of military training for-the PSP, spoke about ‘the 
organization of defense against invasion. Bravo ‘said "we" need 
to study, "we" need greater discipline and that the rebel forces 
(the army): need to be tightened up, both physically and: morally. 
All workers, peasants and Party people, he said, showid join the 
militia. The militia backs the army as an auxiliary: force, but 
it does not intend to take over the army as the enemy intimates it 

will. In all struggles. and battles the ‘communists must be in the 
front line and must master the tactics of miliary ‘techniques and. . 
leadership. 

9. Santiago Carrillo, delegate from Spain, said that 
there is unity for a peaceful werthrow of Franco, Preparations 
are being made for a general strike in Spain, but no date for it 

{has as yet been set, There is unity of socialists, Catholics, 
monarchists and even priests, who cannot stand ‘the’ tactics of Franco 
and are joining. this movement of solidarity. ᾿ 

OBSERVATIONS : | 

Ten issues of "Hoy," official - pitblication of the PSP, 
and. documents distributed. at ‘the Eighth National Assembly, contain 
the text of speeches and the text sof "greetings" from other CPs at 
‘the Assembly. Copies. of "Hoy" and the documents containing this 
8/29/60. have been. furnished to the Bureau by Chicago airtels 

None. For your information. This information. wild not 
be disseminated. to interested agencies of the Government. inasmuch . 
as. these data have already appeared in publications issued by 
the. PSP and are, therefore, available: to these agencsee. 
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COMMENTS ON THE PRESENT 
SITUATION IN CUBA 

The Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist 
Party (CP) of Cuba, is_constantly gaining in influence in 
Cuba, Thé PSP does not lack funds. 186. 8:8). National | 
Assembly cost the PSP at least.$100,000, any gifts were 
given to the fraternal delegates from other Communist 
Parties. Each fraternal delegate réceived $25.00 in expense 
money while the henids of the fraternal delegations received 
twice this amount, Everything purchased at the Commodore 
Hotel by the fraternal délegates could be charged to the PSP, 

The Sth National Assenbly was very important for 
|the PSP, It was a big display of international solidarity. 
One~half of the National ssembly was devoted to listening 
to speeches and messagos from other Communist Parties, and. 
this included the public session held on Monday éyening, 
August. 22, 1960. ‘The PSP used this occasion to. demonstrate 
to the Cuban people and to other political forces: in Cuba 

that they have the united: support of millions of pcople 
outside of Cuba.. Further, that little, Cuba is being admired 
and will not go, down without real support. 

. The PSP_has_a yery. big hand in the running of_ 
Cuba, The Communists, in alliance with. the, July 26th τῇ movement 

----- ye ee --ὐὴν- (tee asia) 

land the March Id Directorate, run the country, But the PSP. 
is’ the best organized, best st disciplined” and. most politically 
conscious of all the groupings in the Cuban revolution, The 
{July 26th movement coukinot. run Cuba without _the PSP. The 
March I3 Directorate “would, #Is0 be’ meaningless ἢ “without ; the 
PSP ere 
SS 

The PSP does not discuss membership. Every Party 
jmember._ is compelled to take nilitarytraining, The PSP. 
recruits picked individuals privately. It has made contacts 
with prominent people. in the other political movements in 
Cuba, and works with these people. ‘The PSP has offered to 
merge its youth group with all other: youth groupings in. Cuba, 
It has promised that it would build not only a CP but will 
unite with ali yevolutionaries in Cuba and will allow the . 
development of capitalicn up to a point and with controls. 
χε ddes not recruit openly because of the statement in regard 
to uniting with all revolutionarics. 

we te eee, 
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The PSP_is the chief organizing. force-in—Cuba, 
Yet without FIDEL CASTRO and some of the forces around 
hin, the PSP could not do very much by itself, The PSP 
is the chief organizing. force and pressure force to keep 
the revolution going in Cubs, But the PSP could not do 
it without the prestige and name of CASTRO and some other 
forcés around him. This is why the PSP repeatedly mentioned 
CASTRO's nama during the 8th National Assenbly. 

BLAS ROCA, in his main report, was worried about 
the Christian Democrats, The Christian Denocrats in Cuba 
did not come out against diplomatic ties with the socialist 
bloc or against nationalization but did comé out against 
communism, There are still such forces in Cuba, This is 
why the PSP shouts for unity with the national bourgeoisie 
who are gathered around CASTRO for real, patriotic reasons. 
The national bourgeoisie is still an influential force 
in Cube. Brtrrenra is the best organized | force in Cuba 

eta OT 

What may be developing in Cuba is a situation 
that is not new. The Communists got started in Czechoslovakia. 
‘in a similar nannér, The Communists used MASARYK —. and 
BENES and when the tine came they took over. ‘The Communists 
did the same thing in Poland, They formed unity with some 
social democrats. ‘They did the same thing in East ‘Germany 
when they took in some left social democrats, Now some of 
these may have been crypto-Connunists, but the fact is that 
the Communists had to unite with certain parties. Something 
similar to this was done in Hungary but to. ἃ lesser extent 
than in some other countries, 

So the Communists could use the names of very 
important individunls, even those belonging to other classes, 
they could form alliances with other political parties, all 
the tine keeping in mind that in the end their aim is to 
lestablish_ a Communist dictatorship. While. the PSP igs the 
best organized force in Cuba, at the present tine it suits 
\the aims of the leadership of the PSP to stay in the background 



and not be as prominent as they might want to be, They must 
give the impression. that they are a part of a united nation. 
land that Cuba ΣΕ ΘῈ i Communist country. 

It would be well to renenber that only now has 
Czechéslovakia, twelve years after the Communists took over, 
declared itsel? a socialist state, and in the agricultural 
field, Czechoslovakia is not much more advanced than Cuba. 
is right. now-as far as collectivization As. concerned. 
Of course the problonis are differént since there were not 
such large: landed: estates in Czechoslovakia as there were: 
in Cuba, . 

The CP does not have, to be in the forefront. Yet. 
811 the time the Communists aro working to take over as 
they did in Czechoslovakia, Poland, East Germany, ete. 
|The PSP ison the. road to establishing : a Communist. dictatorship 
in Cuba, While Ciba has a dictatorship now, it cannot be 
‘called: a Communist dictatorship and it is not yet called 
a socialist state. The Communists call it an anti-imperialist, 
|national liberation state, 

The PSP influence has definitely_increased in Cuba 
because it profited from tho prestige. asaresult-of getting 
\commi tménts,” econonic ‘and otherwise, fromthe socialist bloc. | 
It is not known to what oxtent the socialist: bloc is committed 
militarily except for the broad staterient about giving rocket 
support ΔῈ Cubd is invaded by the United States, It is 
known that Cuba is getting supplios and arns, from, the. Soviet 
bloc but how much is not knom. All of this was gotten with 
thie help of the PSP, RAOUL CASTRO's trip to tho Soviet 
Union ard to Czechoslovakia in mid-July, 1960, was only a 
legal recognition of this, This made it an arratgement 
between governnents. Fowever, just prior to RAOQUL's visit, ἢ 

. BLAS ROCA had spent many weeks in the Soviet Union and the ij 
announcenent that Russia and Cuba were to reestablish 
diplomatic relations was made public at the time BLAS ROCA 
was still in the Soviet Union. 

There was a story by one’ of the leaders of the 
PSP that the Russian ship Peking, which was. hit by a Norwegian 
ship, could have returned to Russia because of the extensive 



damage, Yet, because it was carrying o11, tho crow rade 
repairs at sea in order to avert any oil crisis fron 
developing in Cuba. ‘The Sovict camp also rushed machinery, 
paper pulp, and other supplics to Cuba. 

The socialist canp undertook to seo to it that 
Cuba does not succumb to. any prossures from the United States. 
Cuba may soon have the bost. standard of Jiving in Latin | 
Anericn, Parts for American machinery, now plants, technical 
experts, supplios, ete,, are being rushed into Cuba fron the 
socialist canp., Why? Because Cuba broke with the imporialist 
camp. The PSP wao influential in obtaining this aid from the 
socialist caup and wag able to convince tho CASTRO forces that 
they should not move to the right and must not engage in 
anti-Conmunism. | 

‘The 8th National Assembly proved that the CASTRO 
government, is definitely committed to ties with the Soviet 
bloc. This tie was achieved on the basis of comnuitnonts 
or promises of help, -both ccononic and nilitary, and a 
promise of a self=sufficiont econony., Thatis, that Cuba 
wi1lI be turned into an industrial, agrarian country and will 
not be just agrarian, one product country. The Soviet bloc 
oven assuned responsibility for keeping American built 
machinery and plants going with spare parts until new plants 
are imported fron the socialist countries, 

It if believed that the Sovict. policy with regard 
to Cuba is for a governnent, in. Cuba. which-is-on-the path 
of socialisn, anti-United. States, and at least "neutral" 
if not. alliod with. this socialist bloc. The Soviets want 
ἃ base on tho flank of the United States and also a jumping 
off spot for Latin America, “At this moment Russia. may not 
want a socialist country in Latin_Aserica which would requiro 
ἸΔῈ to make the most complote commitments, Thus Russia might 
;be Satisfied, for the prosent, with a Cuba which is “neutral” 
‘but anti~Anorican, as —— 

It is believed that the increase of the dictatorship 
terror as well as the spcod-up of nationalization in Cuba, 
was duc to the Caincse influence and pressure, Even the 
Soviet conmitments are tied to this pressure on the part of 



China, Eut the Soviets were able to influénce the PSP to 

ene Chinese delegation promised the Cubans_"unreserved"” .or 

Prior to the 8th National Assembly of the PSP, 
¥IDEL CASTRO had raised the following slogan at the youth 
rally held in Havana: 

"Purn Andes Into The Sierra Madres of AL1 America’ 

| | This means armod robellion in all of Latin America. 
This slogan was raised during the meetings held in connection 
with the PSP tour for delegates from fraterrial Communist 
Parties on Sunday, August 14, 1960. But as the 8th National 
Assembly began, this slogan disappeared. It. was not 
mentioned at the 8th National Assembly by tho PSP as though 
it had never been raised, The PSP did not think it tactically 
adyisable since it would not lead to unity and to a many 
class movenent, with tho workers and peasants as the baso 
and in alliance with the national bourgeoisie, to fight 
imperialisn. 

The Soyiets havo also gotten Cuba to slow down — 
the coliectiyization policy. This Is the moaning of BLAS 
ROCA'S vemarks about unity, unity, unity, conviction, conviction, 
jconviction. That is, to convince, rather than to force, peasants 

aR SR Marden Se 



to join the collective farms. This is the neaning of the 
criticism of the National Institute for Agrarian Boforn 
(INRA), where the. pressure has been rreat without the 
giving of land to the peasantry. Now this was a definite 
turn on the part of the PSP to connit itself to _the_ Soviet 
bloc. Otherwise At would, bo following the Chinose path. 
This is not to inply that because the PSP is followin?” 
the Soviet path, that it is going to slow down its efforts 
\to establish atight dictatorship in ordor to build a socinlist, 
anti-American state and act as a base in Latin America. 

The Communists are a force in Cuba, They have 
used the prestige obtained as a result of aid fron the 
socialist camp. They speeded up the revolution, yot at tho 
sane tine, they slowed down a little becauso of the conflict 
between Soviet and Chinese policy, Although the U.8.8.R. 
made cortain commitments, it was not willing to go all the 
way. The Soviet Union is trying to fulfill its commitnents 
chiefly on the econonic and political plane but without 
challenging the United States militarily. 

The. Soviet Union wants Cuba as a base but would 
have been satisfied if Cuba would have announced “neutrality" 
rather than complete alliance, On the other hand, ‘the ~~~ 
Chines@- would not be satisfied with that because they 
believe that more than an alliance is needed. The Chineso 
do not believe in an alliance with the national bourgcoisio 
because they 2091 that the national bourgeoisie cannot be 
trugted, The PSP hag made concessions to Soviet policy™ 
by pursuing 2 policy of alliance with the national bourgeoisic. 
At tho sano time, the PSP is working and using its orestire 
to bring about a situation where the workers and peasants, 
under the leadership of the PSP, will be the dominant force 
in transforming Cuba fron a liberated, national, anti~imperialist 
iotate into a socialist dictatorship or a Communist dictatorship 
‘in the long run. 

There is no underestimating of the PSP force because : 
ἀὶ ig the bost organized force and in addition, is recciving 
eid for Cuba fron the socialist canp. Some of this aid would | 



not have. been forthcoting if the Communists had. ποῦ. gotten 
commitments and would not. have committed thenselves. The 

economic ald at this time is. coming chiefly from the Soviet. 
bloc, While China is in the Soviet bloc, its aid is small as 
conpared with that fron the other countries in the socialist 
yorld. 

ΟΣ definitely Cuba._! is.a Communist, base, in. Latin. 
America. As to how far the Communists drive ‘depends. upon 
the world situation and whether or not the Soviet Union 
will think it worthwhile risking an arned conflict, 
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Dear Comrades: 

jo this historic” conveption of the: Popular Socialist Party, 

our fraternal delegation brings you ‘the heartfelt srcetings: 

μερεσιχακαας expressions of high esteen, and hearty con- 

gratufations mixkhe ein the Secretariat, the ἡ ἰδέ. " Ὁ 

Bxécutive eee and ‘the πϑ ον τς of the Commies 

pats of the United States,” * 8 

νον 

In the new Cuba, the Popular Socialist Party is the party of 

| . selfless στ 5.3 τ, fe NS, 
patriotism, the party of mexamptart loyalaty and exemplary -- 

service to the peoples révolutionary causefto its government 

- -- 

led by that outstanding national hero and statesman πα Pidel Castro. 

. Indeed, all the accomplishments of the Popular Socialist Party 
Ἄ 7 - i } , - 

acre at once the achievements of the Cuban people and their 

government, 

The glorious achievements of the Cuban revolution -~ of which 

the history and service record of the Popular Socialist Party 

is an integral part -- has won the admiration of the freedom 

loving peoples of the whole world, 

With the courage and daring of a David, the people of Cuba 

2 - ----- Se abe wees ee em ee ee ee 

with Fidel Castro at their head, has forced the Goliath of Bthe 
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' from he dirty grasp of tL cmemmeriovememiemminpe rialists and 

a 

North to & 

his seat on the backs of your workers and pesants. You. have 

" Fetreived your wonderful "pearl of the Antdliest: your Cuba, 

--- - : > 

τᾷ f 

a | lo yy 
te μαι proclaim their wil}¥secure it: forev vey in the ΣΝ of 
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- Dear Comrades and friends; we are especially grateful to the = ~ 

_Cuban people for, the distinction that they make, between the 
) 

U.S. imperiatis#{ those -robber’ barons and their political 

pawns sam in the government who are guilty. of. the worst 

s 

crimes against the Cuban people, these robbers of your 

résources and exploiters of your Zam workers and pesants}™ 

on the one hand, as distinct from the plain people of our: ᾿ 

country who are is dame se popiott in and oppressive 

ofthe Ττασέτ domination 

The, vast masses of the people in-the United States have no 

~ 

vested interest in the overseas mills, mines, real estate or 

military bases which the U. S, billionaire Carey have established | 
- 

as outposts for the robbery and exploitation of Cuba, Latin 
4 

America and the whole "free world," 
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The supereprofits they secure from such enterprises abroad a 

become a means not only to further enrich themselves, but to further’ 

depress the real wages of the working people in the U, 5, itself, 

The nationalization and liquidation of the foreign holdings 

--- 

of the ὃ. 5, monopolists abroad in no way conflicts with the true : 

self-interests of the U. 5. working people. On the contrary, it is 

a valuabie international support to the class struggles which the 

working people of the U.S, must unceasingly wage in defense of, and 

to advance, their livelihood and Liberties against the men of the 

- 

trusts and their representatives in government, 

Indeed, if the true interests of the working people of the | 

U. 8 « were articuh ted, they would express themselves thusby re 

"Help yourse3f to our bosses' mines, plants and plantations, 

Cuban brothers and sisters} They were buiit out of capital gained 

from the unpaid labor of both of us" 

~ 

The aggressive,. interventionist ‘circle of the U, S, imperial- 

-- 

ists is roaring like a tiger and baring its fangs at Cuba, It 

wishes to make her its victin, 



᾿ς 

But thanks to the militant unity of the whole Cuban people 

in upuolding the gains of their revolution; thanks to the favor- 

able balance of power on a world scale enjoyed by the forces for 

- peace and freedom which have as their mighty bulwark the friend~ 

of nations, U. S. imperialism has been unable to execute its plan 

for the overthrow of the Cuban government and for the restoration 

of its yoke of foreign domination. . ἊΣ : : 

With each wave of the rising mf tide of the anti-imperialist 

movement, the area in which the Tiger of imperialism can have his 

- 

ship and unselfish aid of the Soviet Union and the socialist camp . 

| 

| 

| 

| 

way gxows smaller and smaller, Nevertheless, a Tiger remains a 

4 

when increasingly isolated and marooned, it retains its essential. 

| 

: . . | 

Tiger -- to the emia deadly and dangerous beast of prey. Bven 

| 

character, Hence, the need for continuing vigilance against | 

| 

| 

counter-revolutionary intrigue and military invasion, ‘Therefore 
» 

our Party considers among its foremost tasks that of rallying 

the people of the U. S, to expose and frustrate any interventionist 



| | 

Se 

scheme or military attempt upon the sovereign government of the 

δ ἮΝ ᾿ ᾿ - 

Cuban people, | ae ον : , 

We shall continually strive to enlarge and intensify 

activities to further. U,: S.-Cuban friendship. In spite of all the . 

οι 

lying propaganda of the capitatis ~controlled press, the people of 

the’ U. S. have not been won for intervention i Cuba)s affairs. ' 
. ᾿ κι τ Haneda.” off ay vemnerele,) 

Σ Demonstrations and educational work ‘in support of Cubt, 

our Party mewemesés participated in, or Stimulated jhave helped to 

bring forward the grandeur of the image of heroic Cuba. 

| ae ΟἿΣ Communist Party, which Lives and works inside. the eye ᾿ - 
. . . ΠῚ . ᾿ . 

! ᾿ . ᾿ . 

of that typhoon¥vhich is so menacing to the peace, security and 

| , ᾿ " | - κα | 
| Social progress of the peoples of the Americas in particular and the 

| - world. in general, , - ι has suffered many blows 

| 
Ι 

Ι 

in recent γεασβ, /\Nevertheless, it is today a Party with firm 

unity, a “ leadership and a clear Marxist-Leninist line of 
) . . . . . 

| # 

policy. It will comtaénue to develop in solidity and strength 

as it unfolds its activities among and in association. with, the 
/ 

masses of our people in struggle on all the vital social issues 
----..--.- ---.-- -- 

᾿ 

which relate to, and gear into, the over-all struggie for effecte — 

ὧδ a basic change in the foreign policy of the government 

| . . . τὸ ) 

Owed nn ωσμοον ον τότ οἱ ΝΙΝ 



forms to the civil rights demands of the Negro. people and their 

toward peace. 

Facing toward the November presidential elections, the 

dual parties of the Big Business interests have confronted the 

electorate with a situation wherein both the Republican and 
a 

Democratic Parties acvocate the continuation of the Cold War 

at . “ΠῚ 

armaments race and a . spirit of crusade against Communism. But the | 
4 

ever-rising incidence of direct mass actions of the popular forces 

- ΝΣ .} . “- 

front of the election struggle, ΄ ΝΕ | ~ 

Already the militant mass actions of the Negro people pam — 

— 
- 

featuring mass sit-in actions, marches and demonstrations -- have . 

compelled both parties to be responsive in their respective piat~ 

᾿ αἱ 

— 

white. allies, . 

Our Party will do all “in itS power to further develop the 

mass action initiatives of the people in order to compel a Changer 

COUSULE. : ΝΕ , 0 

δὰ : a : ay a retreat from the cold war ὁ a if " 

’ 

"in the interests of peace and progresson the part of one or 

~ = . -- 

‘another of the candidates.. At the same time, our Party will 

help the masses draw the lessons from their experience with the 



ee .-.-...... 

betrayal of the capitalist parties, for the crystallization of | 

sentiment for the establishment of a true people's party of labor, 

the Negro people, the farmers and all anti-monopoly and peace 

forces, 

Our Party is grateful to the PSP for its generous fraternal 

- 

aid in our struggle for the freedom of our imprisoned party 

leaders -- Henry Winston, Gil Green and Robert Thompson =e and 

other victims of McCarthyite repression of civil liberties in 

our country. - 7 . a " 
. ᾿ f 

’ 

Our Party is inspired by the great work of the heroic PSP 

‘which, overcoming 411 difficulties, contributes decisively to the 

liberation and renovation of the Cuban nation, In theory and in [ 
᾿ 

practice, it is blazing new trails and is finding solution for all. 
, - { 

__ problems which beset it and which confront the nation. The PP ᾿᾿ | 

is indeed the first Party of the Americas. 

3. τ] “ 

Long live the PSP, vanguard of the nation and leader of 

the “Cuban working class! - 

Long live the PSP which lives by, and carries forward, the 

all conquering banner of Marxism-Leninism} 



_ Long live international working class solidarity, ant i~ 

| Anperdanigt a liance of 411 who seek. rid peace. 

ΝΞ be Pea He se We peaplec ἌΣ 9, 

᾿ sa A Cuba and its sa ac led by a a 



Visit of MORRIS CHILDS to the 
Headquarters of the Partido 
Socialista Popular (PSP)., the 
Communist, Party (CP) of Cuba, 
on August. 12. and 23. 1060 

August. 12 ; 1960 

MORRIS CHILDS, travelling under the name of MARTIN. 
CAMP, arrived in Havana, Cuba from Now York City late in the 
evening of August 11, 1960 and yegistered at the Hotel 
Riveria, Foreigners "arriving in Cuba now -haye to sign. a. 
document that they will pay their hotel ‘bill in the currency. 
of their country. CHILDS was travelling under an assumed 
name in contemplation of meeting. representatives, of. the 

= ee κα κα 

CP of the SovietUnion in Havana and was looking forward 
to future trips to thé Soviet Union, However, no represen= 
tatives of the CP of the Soviet. Union attended the 8th 

National Assembly of the PSP; despite indications in July 
that the CP of the Sovict Union would have 2. delegation in 
Ciba for this. Asscubly. 

' CHILDS was carrying a list of the nanéesof the 
delegates from tho CP, USA, to the 8th National Assembly 
of the PSP; This list was..signéd by GUS HALL, and bore 
the seal of the CP, USA. 

On August 12, 1960, GHiLDs took a cab from the 
_ Hotel Riveria to. the headquarters of the PSP, which is, 

“ , Jocated at 306 Carlos IIT Avoenué; Havana, Cuba, The 
headquarters of “Hoy™, publication of the PSP,. is Located 
,at 615 Carlos ΣΆ ‘Avenue; “Phe headquarters of the PSP 
wags guarded with plainclothes men and militia men, carrying 

‘ \was sorts. of weapons, After sone difficulty, CHILDS got 
to the upstairs . £ the headquarters, building and asked 

| for either IBA SCALANTE or (FNU GUEREZRO, A transistor ~ 
jo mamed MARIE“took CHILDS tothe office f ESCALANTE and. 

“᾿ς -GUERBERO,who is an assistant to ESCALANTE and menber of the 
- Central Committee of the PSP. At least half a dozen guards. 

were ‘in. the corridor, The headquarters building is 
| surrounded by other buiidings occupied by othex CP members. - 

Nate th ete 

1 66. Φ 2 Σ92Ί{ - 775. 
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————— 
et Since ESCALANTE was not in his office at the 

-, mMonent, CHILDS. was ushered into the office of SBVERO 
AGUIRRE, AGUIRRE attended the 2ist Congress of the CP of 
the Soviet Union ind is a member of the Political Bureau. 
and one of the top half dozen leaders of the PSP. 

i se 
_ 

ESCALANTE, who speaks good English, arrived and 
greeted CHILDS, BLAS\BOCA,. who only: knows a. fow words in 
English, came in and Ὁ hatted with ESCALANTE and CRILDS for 
a few minutes. ROCA said he expected a delegation from the 

πὰ ct ee ns ale he 

CP of the Soviet Union for “the” Sth National Assenbly. "Ἕ 
ee ee 

CHILDS turned over to ROCA for dolivery to the 
_ delegation from. the CP of the Soviet Union, a resolution on 
peace adopted by the National Executive Committee of the 
CP, USA, and also a note summarizing a meeting of the 
National Executive Committee of the CP, USA, held in New 
York City during the wéckend of August "6-7; 1960, The 
note said that 8 vorbal answer had been sent to the ΟΡ cp 

aoe 
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28 ΤῊΣ BB ΤΥ Τῇ The ‘note stated that the matter to a" | 
iscussed at tho Moscow conference ‘should not be discussed 

With anyone from the CP, USA, except MORRIS CHILDS, but 
at the conference, ELIZABETH. GURLEY FLYNN should be 
available to assist CHILDS ὭΣ the CP “or” the Sovict Union, 
agrees, Also delivered to the PSP for delivery to the 
CP of the Soviet Union was a copy of an article by WILLIAM 
Z. FOSTER entitled "The Fight Against Bevisionisn Is Not 
Over", A note accompanied this article and stated that 
the article was Fajected by the National Executive Committee 
of the CP, USA, because. it is not based on objective reality 
in either the. United States or the CP, USA, This note also 
stated that CHILDS ‘had--briefed FOSTER. on the current 
ideological dispute between the CP: of-the-Soviet-Union and 
the CP of China, - FOSTER said he endorsed the position of 
the CP of the Soviet Union on peace, war, co-existence, etc, 
It should be pointed out. however, that a few months aro, 
comrade YOSTER's leanings were toward. the China position. 

-»»-.-. 
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When it was learned subsequently that the CP of 
the Soviet. Union did not send a delegation to the 8th 
National Assembly of the PSP, arrangenents were made with 
ZLA LA of the International | Departnent of the Central 
Committee of the CP of Czechoslovakia, and a member of the 

 « delégation™ fron the ¢ CP of Czechoslovakia to the 8th National 
᾿ Agsenbly of the PSP, to send this material to the CP of the 
_< Soviet Union through the Czechoslovakian Embassy in Havana. 

The Czéchoslovakidn Embassy immediately made contact with 
Russian diplomatic: personnel who vere staying at the Hilton 
Hotel in Hayana, since Russia did not have an embassy 
in Havana ag of this tine. 

_ During the discussion between CHILDS, ROCA and 
ESCALANTE, BLAS ROCA gaid that the PSP is not going to stress 
the Party, The life of the Cuban revolution _Sepends, on, the. 

. unity of the PSP, the July” 26th Movement. and tho March 13 
Directorate: The July 2éth Hovement and the March 13 

΄ Directorate are looked upon by the PSP as representing the 
‘national bourgeoisie. 

ROCA gave four tasks of the revolution, 1) unity; 
2) greater production; 3) strengthening the armed. defense 

“ [πὰ might of the country; and 4 elevating the revolutionary 
consciousness of the people, hater the recitation of these 
tasks was repeated over and over again at the 8th National 
Assenbly. 

ae The headquarters of the PSP. was a beehive. of 
. yactivity, The building is being remodeled, air conditioned 

. and sound proofed, . 
on) 

Ἶ ΝΣ eae ES TE instructed GUERREROto take CHILDS to 
. RAUORACAL CANES who igs the Secretary of International 

Affa £02 PSP, CHILDS gave to CALCINES the list of 
— official dclegatés from the CP, USA to the 8th National 

Assembly of the PSP, 

CALCINES called in ἃ security man named HA LVXA., 
He was wearing the uniform of the militia and carrying ἃ 
gun. It was learned that Party members put in a few hours: 

' shoulder, paratrooper boots, black berets and firearms... 
The uniform of the women's militia is a khaki blouse, black 
skirts and black shoes. 

wae 

Live days a week in military training, guard duty and ee 
| ideological training. Only ROCA and ESCALANTE were not 5’. 
wearing the uniform of the militia which consists of ec 
Khaki trousers, blue shirts with an emblem on the left 



RAMON CALCINES was at one timo a youth leader of 
the PSP. He is described as follows: age about 38, height 
5111", weight 170-175. pounds, hair dari, complexion olive, 
CALCINES is very nica looking. His secretary' Εἰ nane if 
HANNA, Ho also haé a Negro translator named RENE;LOPEZ 
who can translate the following five languages: En ng ‘ish, 
French, German, Russian and Portuguese. 

HAVIA is described as follows: age 38-40, height 
5°6", weight 125 to 180 pounds, complexion fair, hair 
thinning, wears glasses, He is responsible for security 
arrangenents’, 

When CHILDS said he was staying at the Hotel 
Riveria, both HAVIA and CALCINES said he should remain 
there for security reasons, although delegates whose. 
identity did not have to be protected would stay at the 

‘Hotel Commodore, 

August 13, 1960 

JAMES JACKSON arrived in Havana, Cuba on lriday 
Fou August 12, 1960 and registered at the Hotel Duval... 
πὶ and RUTH. ULMAN:' were staying at this hotel. 
γε had sent a letter fo the CP, USA, asking that it send 

a strong delegation to the Congress of the PSP. JACK - 
SHULMAN expected to be. named as a delegate and when ‘he was 
not, the SHULMANs left Cuba on Saturday, August 13, 1960.. 

On Friday ,evening, August 12, 1960, CHILDS and 
_ JACKSON agreed to rieet at the headquarters of the PSP on 
August 13, 1960, 

JACKSON had prepared a speech for delivery at. the 
8th National Assembly of the PSP. JACKSON had JESUS COLON 
translate the speech into Spanish but JACKSON conmented | 
that COLON is politically illiterate, JACKSON wanted 
someone from the PSP to look over the speech and translate 
it into Spanish. JACKSON had not shown his speech to anyone. 
in the Teadership ΟΣ the CP, USA. 

The Spanish translation was shown to GUERIERO. He 
suggested that the word imperialism be substituted for the 
‘word capitalism. JACKSON and CHILDS, with the assistance 
of RENE LOPEZ, went over the speech sentence by sentence, 
and LOPEZ transiated it into Spanish. There may be Siome 
variations between the English and Spanish versions, ° 

whe 



ht 

ISABELLAS EANOSA, a απ δδπειθὺ in Havana, who had 
spent. some tine in’ Be ool in the United States, was 
introduced to JACKSON. and CHILDS, RAMON CALCINES and 
HAVIA said that she would be the translator for the CP, 
USA delegation, She drives a Volkswagen, Later in. 
private conversations, it was learned that CANOSA is not 
too enthusiastic about conditions in Cuba and plans: to 
narry an Englishman and move to. England, although her 
family ‘will remain in Cuba, —— 

CHILDS and JACKSON were algo asgigned a person 
fron the. militia as a guard. He accompanied the CP, USA 
dologation in their travels throughout Havana. CHILDS: 
and JACKSON were also given credentials for the 8th 
National Assembly. These credontials had to be exhibited 
to a militia man at the door of the salon in the Comodore 
Hotel where the sessions were held, 

Arrangements were made for JESUS COLON and PAT 
TOOHEY to be met at the airport in the afternoon and. to he 
taken: to the Hotel Comodore, They were assigned to roon 
419, JACKSON had room 421, HELEN WINTER arrived in Havana 
late Saturday night and stayed at the Hotél Capri, She. 
was transferred to room 427 in the Hotel Comodore on 
Sunday, August 14, 1960. Subdequently her sister, Mrs. Ε 
EDWARDO (GERTRUDE) MACHADO of Venezuela joined her in this 
room, 

-8- 
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: DIRECTOR, FBI (190-428082) _ PATE? September 13, 1960 

Das SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) 

a Re New York airtel dated 8/12/60, enclosing ‘ a 
copy of a photograph: of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV and ELIZABETH © 

7 GURLEY FLYNN. 

4 CG 5824-S* advised SA JOHN E, KEATING. on Septenber 
“72. 1960, that on September 8, 1960, GUS HALL and EUGENE 
DENNIS stated that this photograph is "dynamite". They 
instructed CG 5824=S* to immediately: tear “up the Photograph 
and. flush. the. pieces down &utoilet, 
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UNITED STATES GO NMENT M = Parsons ————_— 

, SS Belmont = 
“ * Callahan - Memorandum ΝΕ ΕΞ 

McGutre 
Rosen ...ὕ........... 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont pare: September 13, 1960 5 = 

, Room μιτονον 
εἱπσεέαπι .--............ 

FROM : Mr. F. J. ΖΜ Gandy 
-- 

SUBJECTS__S 
. INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

CG 5824-S completed Solo mission six on 7/31/60. This 
mission took him to Russia and Czechoslovakia... Before he was 
able to furnish us complete data on this trip he left on Solo 
mission seven for Havana, Cuba, 8/11/60. After returning to the 
United States on 8/25/60, CG 5824-S* furnished us complete informa- 
tion concerning Solo mission seven and then supplied us with the | 
remaining data on Solo trip six. : 

Chicago airtel 9/7/60 discloses that while informant was 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in July, 1960, during the sixth Solo 
mission, he had a discussion with Chao Yi-min, representative of 
the Communist Party (CP) of China to the "World Marxist Review." 
Chao stated that the CP of China wants ten people from the 
United States to come to China by May, 1961, and to act as. 
translators, analysts of international affairs, and instructors in 
English. The wives and children of these-people can accompany 
them to China. 

. Chao also disclosed that "a one-time deal" can be 
arranged whereby furs from China can be imported into the 
United States through Canada. The profit realized by selling the 
furs in the United States can go to the CPUSA. The CPUSA, according 
to Chao, should arrange to have Tim Buck, General Secretary of the~ 
CP of Canada, assign Somebody in Canada to meet somebody assigned 
by the CPUSA in Chicago, Illinois, in order to carry through this 
proposal. ny 

ὁ, in discussions with our informant, advised that 
Frank Coe and HarolaNciasser, who are all on the 

h ndex, ently in na. We received previous 
information that and Coe were in China and the State 
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Memoranduni for Mr. Beimont. . 
RE: ‘SOLO. " 
100-428091 Ot ° a 

Department is aware of ‘their Location. . This is the first ‘time 
we have. received information that. Glasser is in China and we 
have instructed our NewYork and Washington. Field Offices by 
separate communication to conduct appropriate. investigation to 
verify this fact. After-verification is:established we will 
furnish this information, to the- State Department. i 

= 
os ae 

OBSERVATIONS : e. rs 
wo 

Chicago: airtel: disclosés ἐμαὶ inforiiant ‘had not yet 
discussed the above. information with-anyone in-the CPUSA. Bulet 
to Chicago 9/13/60 instructs Chicago to follow. closely with 
CG §824-S% the. proposals of the Red Chinese and to: determine 
whether the Party plans to carry them out. 

ACTION: 

1. If the CPUSA selects ten ‘people to-go to China, 
we Will then furnish the names of these people. to the State 
Department, Central Intelligence Agency, and other interested 
agencies. 

- 

oe, Inasmuch as our informant_is ‘the only one in the 
CPUSA who is presently aware of the "Chinese fur deal," we will 
not disseminate the information at this time. To do 50 would 
jeopardize our informant. We will -make appropriate diissemination 
When the information is substantiated by other sources ‘and. the 
CPUSA ye to carry out the Chinese proposal. 

t 4? 



located at 306 Carlos III Avenue, Havana, Cuba, and advised that 
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INTERNAL SECURITY - C Clommanist 

CG 5824-S# left New York City 8/11/60 to attend, as a 
Communist Party (CP), USA, delegate, the Eighth National Assembly 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), CP of Cuba, scheduled to 
convene in Havana, Cuba, $/16/60. Informant returned to the 
United States from this seventh Solo mission on 8/25/60. 

Chicago airtel 9/1/60 discloses that Blas Roca, General 
Secretary of the PSP, in company with the informant, stated that the 
Life of the Cuban revolution depends on the unity of the PSP, the 
July 26 Movement and the March 13 Directorate, other main forces in 
the Cuban Government. Roca mentioned four tasks of the revolution: 
(1) unity; (2) greater production; (3) strengthening the armed defense 
and might of the country; and (4) elevating the revolutionary con- 
sciousness of the people. During the Eighth National Assembly of the 
PSP, which was held in Havana from 8/16/60 through 8/21/60, these 
tasks were repeated over and over again. 

Informant visited the headquarters of PSP, which are 

the bifiiding at this location is being remodeled and that air 
conditioning and soundproofing are being installed. Informant 
observed-that most Party members wear the uniform of the militia and 
carry firearms. He also understood that PSP members spend a few 
hours, five days a week, in military training, guard duty and 
ideological training. — 

Attached are letters for your approval under a " 
classification incorporating pertinent data furnished by our informant 
to be transmitted to the Honorable Richard M. Nixon, the Vice President; 
the Honorable Gordon Gray, Special Assistant to the President; the 
Honorable Christian A. Herter, the Secretary of State; Mr. Allen τ, 
Dulles, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General. 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information. on’ 
the following pages to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 9/6/60,. This 
report deals with a meeting with representatives of, a 
International Books in Moscow, Russia, in July; 1960%. 

This airtel and three additional airtels péin 
submitted on 9/7/60, complete the information furnished * 
by CG 5824-S* as ἃ result of the sixth SOLO trip.. 
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MEETING IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, IN - 
JULY, 1960, WITH REPRESENTATIVES 
OF INTERNATIONAL BOOKS 

__. During July, 1960, KORRIS CHILDS net with the 
following reprosentatives of International Books in the 
Foreign Office. Building in Moscow, Russia: 

spellings are phonetic) 

4. ἘΝΌΜΖΕΜΗΣΙ,, Head of Interndtional Books, -and 
FNUSBELASTOTORY, who 15-xésponsibile for periodicals and 
publ {citions.. a as tan a oe σον οὶ ie OTTO IN me α 

_ Also presont Was an indiyidual whose name is _ 

not known and @ translator, UESHAYGOLOBNICHE, This fyssi/ 
translator works in the Foreign Office and has acted ag “~~ —~ 
a translator for NIKITA KHRUSECHEY, 

_ \. | 
BELASTOTSKY had recontly boon in New York City 

to attend a book exhibit, While in New York City, ho” © 
participdted in a meeting with IfADORE MOFSY, NEIL: ARUTH 

PRUTA,, and MARGARET COWMKRUMBEIN, “The “purpose of 
fadgeting in New York’ City ¥as to discuss the. liquidation 
Almported Publications and Products. and the possibility — 

of the KRUTHs réplacing Εν τος ; 

| BELASTOTSKY complained that, the KRUTHs offered 
no concrete plans, Thoir statements were, for the most 
part, abstract in nature and. they did not offer a sound 
‘businéss proposal. However, it was agreed that Imported 
Publications and Produéts would be liquidatod, that NEIL. 
KRUTH would register as a foreign agent, that International 
Books will write off all debts owed to it by KRUMBEIN, and’ 
that the KRUTHs will organize a néw firm; Ὁ 

HELL 

CHILDS was asked what the CP, USA, wants. in 
regard to this situation, CHILDS could only reply that, the 
CP, USA, wants more liberal terms than those given to 
KRUMBEIN in the past, 



_ Books will be as liboral δῷ possible but 
With the KRUTHs. will have to be on a business-liko basis and 

Ι 

ΖΈΜΗΤΙ, and BELASTOTSEY said enasifntornations [2554 
at the arrangement -—-—— 

in writing. ‘The KRUTHs will be given a géod: discount and 
good credit terms if’ they cone through with a sound business 
plan, International Books 2150 wants the KRUTHs. to 5911 to 
Party circles or Party sympathizors and rot, to compete with 
sone firms in the United States with which International 
Books has signed contracts to sell Russian literature in the 
United States, 

ZEMRIL and BELASTOTSKY stated. that when concrete 
business details are worked out, whoever. is to the owner 
or an agent of the new firm should contact FNU/ ΠΆΡΕΙ, αἱ 
the Soviet Enbassy in Washington, Ὁ, C, ZAPENKO is their 
trade representative and the owner or agent of the new firm 
can take up concrete details with ZAPENKO on a commercial 
basis. Until that. time, there.is not much. more. to discuss. 

This entire meeting in Moscow consumed less than 
one-half hour, 

Subsequently this matter was discussed in August, 
1960, in New York City with HYMAN. LUMER and later with 
ISADORE WOFSY, LUMER said that he had disassociated 
himself fron tie: entire affair involving Imported Publications 
and Products, ‘LUMER said that WOFSY and the KRUTHS aré 
handling it but that the KRUTHs wore on ἃ one month vacation. 

ISADORE WOFSY ‘was pessimistic about the whole deal, 
Hé. said that he did not. know if τ will bo ‘possible to make 
such a venture pay off financially. We. said that efforts 
are being made to find ἃ ground floor location far the 
successor firm to Imported. Publications. and Products ‘but 
that he does not know how much buziness acumen either NEIL 
or HELLEN KRUTH has. Furthermore, capital is necessary to 
start such a business, The KRUTHs. have no. capital and while 
WOFSY made a statenent, that capital for this business could 
be. obtained, he is now dublous about the possibility of 
‘raising the. necéssary, funds, WOFSY said that he was waiting 
for the KRUTHs to réturn in. Septenber’ from. 2 vacation, before 
aoing any thing else in regard to this business venture, 

we 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) 

: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

᾿ | 

CG 5824-S* on 8/26/60, made available to SA JOHN E, 
KEATING, the following listed 10 issues of "Hoy", publication 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PEP) » the CP of ‘Cuba. 

L- 

August: 13,. i4, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 1960. 

The above listed items. are enclosed. herewith ‘to the 
Bureau, It is requested that they be returned to the Chicago 
Division when ‘the Bureau has no further need for then, - 

It should be noted :that these 10 issues all - ye 
contain information concerning the 8th National Assembly 
of the PSP, The material inéludes, texts of speeches, 
names of some of the fraternalsdélegates, names. of leading 
members of the PSP, text, of'greetings” from other CPs, 
photographs, names. "of speakers’, ;etc, -The’ speech of JANES 
JACKSON, head of -the.CP, USA. delegation, appears in the 
8/24/60 issue, 
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TRANSLATION AMD SUWEARY FRAT SPANISTT 

Res ΠΟΥ, a daily newspaper published in Lavana, Cuba. 

Saturday, August (5, 1969 Issve (Ko. 187, Year XXII) 

Page 1, news iten cantioncds. “Arriyal of Fraternal Delegates ς᾽ 
“to tho National Acséndly of the Topyular Socialist Party," «- 

| (Suxsary) The 0th National Assesbly of the Fopular Socialist -— - 
-Party will Hou ἐγ tixst sossign-on Aujust 16, This is .- | 

" the first/of ΠΟ Ῥόραϊον Socialist Party held in ἃ regine " 
of freedom after the fall of tho tyrant DATISTA. πὸ 

| opening session will, be devoted to a discussion of the 
ΝΞ New Progron and New Statute of the Party by ὉΠῚ5. ΘΔ, 
jm | Sceretary Cencral of the ational Comittee. A large ie 

. deleqation of tie Party lcadership wont to tho: airport 
yosterday to meet a group of fratornal -deleyjates. comiay 
from Ching, Cagchoslovaxia, Kerca, France, Lulgaria, tho - 
German SPenocratic Renublic, Indonesia, Poland; Costa Rica, 

- Italy, and Chile. | . 

τ _ , the fraternal, delenates- expressed their doligat - 
at heiny on Cuban 5011 and in anposition to sco with their . 
own eves ‘the a*coriplishnonts or the Cuban Revolution, 

qust 1d, 1964 sIseue (io. 118, Yoar XXII) ος 
Tage 1, news iten cgaptioncd: "Bo not ba deceived! 3 . 
(Swumary) Zhe Executive Quredu of the Natisnal Committee 

of the ΤΟ Socialist Party calis the attention of the τ᾿ - | 
- readers to an incidenke which todk place on the steps of a 
a church in Havana. Apparcntly, a group of church-joers 
Yere gathered on the stops discussing matters -of a | 
roliqious naterc.. Throe or four youn nen, wearing fatied 
Popular Socialist Party badges started to pick on tien, 



f! 
- 

~ 

. Sunday supplenent-- (Sunadry) The foature article of 

~ 

with the obvious intention of provoking an incident. Tlie 
reaters. are cgutioned that this kind of chicaxery is. Likely 
to be repeated. They are urced to dictinjuish betweon - 
qenuine Party nersers and hooligans, insersonatiny Party 
monoors, in the ἸΛΊΟΥ of the clorjy and of the Yankoc 
injcrialists, | 

4 

tais’ Sunday sapplenent is dovéted to ἃ comtoneration 
-Of the 35th anniversary of the Popular Socialist Party. 
DLAS LOCA, head of the Portilar Socialist Party, writes 
a néssage of greetings and, in ah article entiticd: "The 
-Inetaios Behind the Extronist's Uask," attacks the Free Trade 
Vaion Grout 48 an attempt at splitting and weakening the 
Guban labor τιον σοὶ δι 

Tuesdayy. August 16, τοὐδ, Issue (No. 189, Yoar XXIT) 
εν - 

Pago 1, news: items captioned: “The National Assenbly of 
the Popular Socialist Party - (Summary) Theabssenbly will 
start today with a report by the Secratary Geheral- BLAS 
RCA." This news iten is, for the most:-part a repetition 
of the information appearing in the Saturday, August 13, 
1960; issue, After Tisting the forolyn dolejates who - 
are in Cuba, to attend the assenbly as, "Fraternal Delegates,” 
at acedunt. is given of the social functions walch were 
héid to give them a most cordial welcome in Cuba, 

‘(fransintor's Note: fhe nain, headline in this isso reads: 
ΠΡῺΙ Plajue in San Jose, Costa Rica." - 

- “ A thorowyt review of the feature article 
and ef the other news items reveals — 

. nothing deroyatory about the FBI. As a 
. fatter of fact, the teadline is the only 

place where the FOL is nontioned.) 

-2. 



τὶ Wednesday, August 17, 1960, Isque. (No. 199, Year 1x) 

Pago 1, item captioned: "ἴῃς Opening of the Sth (sic)* 
National Assenbly of the Socialist Party - An Exotional 
‘Tribute is Paid to the Martyrs of the Party ~ ‘nidst. a 
Great Patriotic Fervor and Completes Faith in Cuba's Fictory, 
& Grocting is Sent to the Chief of tho Revolution: FIDEL 

Ὡς CASTRY = 193 Honber Delegates in Attendance - Several 
Tratornai Delegates -. Inthusiasn and Pugnacioysiess,." 

7 (Summary) This article, illustrated by twa photoyrapas ο. 
7 siowiny the Presidiun rootié the assembly with the 

_ delegates at work and BLAS WuCA.in the act‘of delivering 
. the openimy spoech, deals, for the ost part, with the 

_- © “atmospherot of the. assembly. ~The Joyous oceasion filled ~ 
| everybody'?g heart with anticipation, The assémbly was | 

held ina big room ou the second floor of the ΠΟΤΟΊ, 
. Comodoro which overltoks, Like the prow of a victorious 

, - Ship, the constant play of the ocoan waves, A Little 
- girl. kas go dnpresscd with the beauty of the ‘surroundings 

and sonsed, by. the keoh pescention ΟΥ̓ her recontive mind, 
the atrosprere of brstherly love perncating everything and 
_overyicdy. She turned τὸ her’ qrandmother and shidfy- =.) | 

. 'Graridna, I want to be ἃ communist," The grandmother 
took great pride in rélating the episode to anybody who 
cared to listen, + ΕΣ 

.ο The delegates βαπῇ the Cuban national anthen 
and-a clerk read the nasies of the Party membors making wp. 

' the Party Presidiun. The Fraternal Delegatos from foreign 
countries were formerly introduced, At the last minute, ὁ 
ward cane that the represontative of the Spanish Communist 

_. Party had arrived in Cuba, Then, ELAS ΠΟΛ took tHe 7 
᾿ floor: “Comrados," he said, "I have bad news... iy report -. 
_- . WILL take olevon hours to be delivered.® 

_™ Page 35 iter captiored: SDLAS Ὁ ΟΑ͂ Presents lis Report’ Before 
a ational Assenbly of the Popular Socialist. Party," (Sunmary) « 

the 9th Agsenvly. , 

ον ee 

*Pranstater's Notéi The first two issucs refer to it ae 



_ Ehunsday, Auguat 18, 1960, Issuo (191, Year ΧΧΤΤ) 

» 

_ As stated in-a boxed ites, this is a summary of the report 
presented by the Socretary General to the assenbly, Tho 

aide) paper goes to-.pross at six o'clock pet, and BLAS “CA amas 

in its Sunday issuc, 
"still taliing. The paper promises to print the full text | 

- “ 

Page 1, iton captioned: ihc Sth Assenbly Continues dts: 
Work = The Discussion of ILAS RCCA's Report Deyqan Yesterday. 
Nore Than. 300 Delogates Attending the Evont," = (Swanary) . 
After doscribing the onthusiastic recoption- that was 
given to the address by BLAS ROCA, tho article provides 
a short Summary of the salitnt points of the speech. 
Particular emphasis is placed updn the attacks against. 
the United States of America contained in tho specch,. 
THe prator made a distinction between’ the Yankee 

 pldnopolies, which have succecded in imposing their will - 
oh the Ancrican Governrient, and the American poopie whose 

ος Sytipathy ies with the Cuban revolution. Tho aid of © 
the Soviet Union was oxtollcd. Thon, the speaker discussed 
the. friondly relations cxisfing bettveon Cuba and Communist 
China. ‘The assenbiy rose as a. single body and significd 
Ats. enthusiastic approval by chanting? "People's Chinal", 

- - The stinsary of DLAS RIGAts Speoch and the. 
reaction of the assenbly delegates aro followed by a — 
short account of the night sossion of tho ninth asseably.. 
Tho Credontiais Committed informed that. the assembly was 
being attended by 294 nenvor delegates, 65 fratornal 
delesates. and 60 invited dolegates, The. 65 fraternal 
-Qcleqates are representing the Commuinist Parties of .31 - 
forciqn countries, Then, the delegates hoard .a reading 
of the message of arcotings from the Comiuiist Party "| 
of-the Soviet Unions @ha text of this nessayo appoars τ 

_ on page 1 of this isewe. Othor mossages of orectings. 
wore. read to thent fron tho Communist Parties of " ᾿ 
Australia, Albania and Austria, Tha texts of these ressayes 
appoar on pago 7 of this issue, | 

“4... 
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‘fhe President ‘of the Τὰ 

ΟΣ the Popular Soclaligt Party, the speech delivered by 

“2 

“Friday, August 1%, 1960, Taste (No, -192, Year XXII) 
Ε Paye I, iten entitled:t the 8th Natioval Socialist. 

Asoonbly ~-fhe Popular Socalist Party in the Process 
of Studyviny its New-Brovran ~ JUAN HARINELLO Sotds-7c - 
an Exotionar Hossace. Bf {πο 1525 " (Sunary) . 

anal, Cozinittce of the Popular 
Socialist Party, confined to bed by a Serious illness, _ 
Sent an emotional mossaje of qreotings to tho asscnply. 

The reading of thas mogsaze was folloved by a presentation. 
of the "pronran of the Posular Socialist Party" by ANIDAL . 
ESCALANIT, Tac 4011 text of tha address concerning the 
progjran delivered voforn tho asser ly anpears on [4.108 

and 7 of this issue, The séssion closcd with the reading 
of two nessaqgés Of greetinjs, one from the Gerth, Ὁ 

“Gormunists (sic) -and the. other: fron the Belgian Communigt: 
Party, 

wv 

‘Saturday, Augist 25, 1969, Issue (io, 193, Year MMII) 

‘Page T,..iten captioned: “she Sth Assenbly of the Fopyldr ~~. 
Sociglist Party Mscusets its New Statute? (Seaary) Tho 
Snooker addressiny this session of the as.enbly, Er, 
HWANULL LUZANDO, after pointing out that tho chanjes wick 
havo. taken place on the doméstic¢-scone call for anddshients 
to tho Statute of the Party, proceeded to present πο. 
Proposed nnenduents and comicnt on then, The full toxt 
Of this addross appears on pazye 14 of this issuc, Tho = 
ASSeribly also-sent a mossaje of congratulations to the  ,— 
Soviet Union for its latest soientific achievcient in — 
bringing back two dogs and other animals which.had been. 
Sent aloft in a missile of tht sanc typo as the migstie | 
wtih will make it possible for. human boings to travol 

nh spacd, . moO en 

-- fig iseuc also contains. thé toxt of dc message of greetings sent by tho Frosident of the National Coxsittee. 
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Br. WU STU-CHUANG, representing the Central Committee of — 

the Communist Party of China, and other massages of greetings - ΕΣ 

by the representatives of Nerth Korea, Guiana, BU pmAEN 

Colombia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Bolivia and Canada. BDITH GARCIA = 

-“RUCHACA addressed the assembly ‘to discuss the probiems of 

culture and higher education in a revolutionary climate. 

Sunday, August 21, 1960, Issue (Nos 194) Year XXII) 

Page 1, item captioned? “The National Assembly of the. | 

Popular Socialist Party:~ fhe Workers of the World Salute 0 

Cuba's Struggle.” (Summary) Yesterday's session of the Ν 

assembly was addressed by SEVERO ASUIRRE,. a member of. . 

the Executive Bureau ef the National. Committee of ἴδ. 

Popular Secialist Party, whe digcussed the Land Referm 

Law, He was followed by ἃ number of speakers who dealt — 

‘with the questions of the labor unieng in Cuba and of the 

role of the women in the Cuban Revolution, Fraternal _ : 

greetings. were brought to the delegates by the representatives 

of the Guatemalan, Guadalupan and Italian Communist Parties, 

Oo ΞΟ the full texts ef the addresses by the Colombian, 

Ecuadorian and Costa Rican and French delegates, appear on 

‘Tuesday, August 23, 1960, Issue (No, 195, Yoar post 

Page 1, item captioned: “The 8th National Assembly of the. 

Popular Sooialist Party » As Leng As There Is Unity, the . 

Revolution Is Undefeatabie, BIAS ROCA said in His Summinge 

up Speech & The Closing Session of the Assembly at the 

Cubanacan Club, The Fational Committee Was Blected While 

the Delegates Shouted ‘The psp is invinciblel’ ‘All. Reports 

Approved," (Summary) The chairmanship of the last session 

of the 8th Assembly returned to BLAS ROCA who delivered | 

the clesing speech, His address was a-most impassionate 

plea for unity and he pointed an accusing finger ΘΓ all . 

forms of sectarianism as the deadly enemy of “our unitye" | 

BLAS ROCA, turning his attention to international problems, 

noted that the United States of America is bringing all 

possible pressure to bear on the Foreign Ministera gathered 

ΕΝ 
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at San Jose, Costa Rica, to secure a resolution of condesnation * 
against Cuba. The United States will not be able to muster 
‘the necossary strength snd its maneuver is. doomed boforckhand. 
‘This doos not mean that the United States will give up. 
Cuba and all the democratic forces. of Latin Axerica must 
constantly be alert to. defond the acconplishacnts of the 
Cuban Revolution, BLAS ROCA added that Cuba and Venezuela 
are united ajainst the United States which defcnds TRUJILLO, ἡ 

. After his speech, the slate of nominees for the National 
~ Comilttce was apprdved unaniriously and so wore the ‘reports | 

Subaltted to the assesbly, Various Cubam πῦον delegates 
tock the floor to discuss various problems connected with 
the realities of a day«by~day inplesiontation of the concepts 
of the rovolution, They podntcd put that problems pay arisa | 
in the manayoncnt of thé seized plants and industries. 
They calicd for a united, effort to overcome these obstacles. 

ο They also pointed ot that in a free Cuba it will be. the 
_ responsibility 6f the labor unions to advance production | 
-- and scek now sources. of raw matérdiais in view of the foresec=. 

able dryin4y up of a numbor of forcign-controlled sources. 

Finally, thé session closed with addresses by 
a large nunber of Fraternal Delegates from forcian 
countrics. Only three of these addresses are included. 
‘in. this issue of the paper. They are the addresses by. 
the Uruguayan, Spanish and Italian, délegates. Many other. 
toleqates took the floor. ‘Thoy aré the delctjates from ~ 

.Algeria, Finland, the Netherlands, Iran, India, the τ 
United Socialist-Party of Islan, Morocco, Norway, Sweden, . 
Portugal, Indonesik, Switzerland, Vietnam -and: Now Zealand. 
The. paper promises that the texts of these addresses will 
be published in future issucs. The closing ceromony of 
the assembly was called for 3:30 prt. on Manday. 

— 

406 Year XXIT) “Wednesday _ August 24,1960, Issuo { 

Page 6, boxed ites, bottom hal? of columns.3 and 4. {11 transintion: 
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Assembly Decausa 
“Govornient, - . 
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In the alphabetical ordor of the countrics roprosented by 
the fraternal delegates who attended the assenbly, we 
shall offer, to our readers, in the next few issues, the 
messajycs of greetings delivercd by the fratorndl delegates 
of other countries attending -the 8th National Asscably 
of the Popular Socialist Party held in our capital, 

Pajo 6, iten ontiticd: "Nessaje of Greotingsto the Sth 
National Assezbly of the Populcor Socialist Varty by SALTS 
Ge JACKSON fron the United States of America.” (full translation) 

Secretary Gcnoral BLAS ROCA, 
Delegates to the 8th National Agscubly of the Popular Socialist 
arty, ne 
Fraternal Representatives of-tho Comiunist and Workers! — 
Partics of Soveral Countries of the World. Grectings$ 

«Tn ὑπὸ Leet place, allow mo to exnress the fraternal ᾿ 
qréetings of comrades GUS TIALL, DUGONG DONNIS and WILLIAL Z.. 
LOSTER, Icaders y ΟΕ arty, Who dre unacle to attend your 

fatcited fron doing $0 by thé Aserican 

- _ Also, allow ne to oxpress on behalf of our 
delogation, our aduiration for the report by Comrade 
BLAS ROCA faich 18 olcar, briliiant; profound. ‘and, 

4 

naturally, correct. The Proyran of the National Corzvittee 
Clearly indicates the road, Loading in the right direction, 
πλοῦ the Cuban revolution has opened up for thd pcople 

“toward complete realization of the glorious prospects waich 
110 ahead. 

. 16 this historital converition of the Popular 
“Socialist Party, our Fraternal Deleyation brings cordial 
qreotings, oxoressions of high estéet and deeply-felt 
congratulations from tho Secretary of the National Ixdcutive 
Committee, from the National Connittoe and from a11 tho 
members of tite Conmunist Party of tho United States, 

aS ee ᾿ μὲ ζ 
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| in tho hew Cuba, the Popular Socialist Party is 
‘the party of patriotism, the party. of the most diginterssted 
loyalty ‘and exemplary service ta the cause of the rovolution 
and of the people and to its government headed by a national © 

hero, statesman and outstanding Leader: -FIDDL CASTRS, 

The glorious and heroic action: of the Cuban 
‘Revolution - an indivisible part of wiich is the long - 
fesper of service by the. Popular Socialist Party - 

% 

deserves the sincere adhiration of a11 the. freedom 
Lov. ng pedpie of the world, 

| With tho bravery and daring of a DAVI£, the people - 
of (Cuba have forced the "GOLIATT of the North" to qet off 
tiie shouldare of the workers. and peasants of Cuba. Yor 
have recovered your marvelots "pearl of the Antilles,” 
your country, from the.dirty claws of the imperialists . 
and now #12 the people proclain their will to protect it. _ 
forever by their defying oath of: “Country or Déath? ὌΝ 
Wo. Will Wint" | ; | 

Doar Comrades and Friends, wo are particularly -- - 
: “grateful to the Cuban people for making a difference . 

between the imperialists. of the Unitcd States and the 
Simple peaple of our cotintry who are the victins of tho 
exploitation and oppresguyé domination of the sane monopplics 
wnich, over there the sana as over here, oppress ali of us. 
Tho Zarge masses of the Ancrican people have no investments . 
in the plants, mines, properties and military bases that 
the clique of United States nultinililijonaires have sct up 
Jierc’ as ‘the outposts from wiich to steal and exploit Guba, 
Latin Asierica and fhe ontire so-cdallcd "freo world." 

τς «Phe exorbitant profits wiich thoy securo by means 
of these monopolics on forcign land are not only the way 
waereby they increase their rickes, but alse the way wacreby 

- thoy reduce the roni salarics of-the working class in the 
United States. ΝΝ . foe 

_ The natignalization.and the disposal of the 
monopolistic anterost of tho United States. abroad aro not 

ee, zr - 
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in conflict with the true interests of the working class of 
the United States. | . 

| On the contrary, they are a valid international 
help to the class struggle wich the workers of the United 
States are called upon to wage relentlessly for the defense, 
of thoir salaries. and freedom against the men_of the 

- ° konopoiies and their representatives in the governricnt. 

- There ig no doubt that if the working people of 
America were able to express their feélings, thoy would. do 
86 in the following terns: ‘Set back your minos, factories | 
and plantations from the American monopbdlies, beloved. sisters 

and brothers of Cuba, All this capital was put togetnor _ - 
with the sweat and blood pf all of us," 

ΝΣ The aggressive intorventionist circles. of the 
imperialists. of the United States aro roaring 1iko-a | κι 
tiger and showlhy theif threatening. claws to Cuba. They’ | 

 Wisad to make Cuba their victin? 

However, thanks to the militant unity of ali 
the Cuban people defending what they have won with their. 
rovolution; thanks to the solidarity of the forces on a- 
world senile favoring peace pnd freedon and resting, as 
thouly-on an. unconquerable fortrass, on. tho friendship 
and disintorested help of the Sovict Union, China and . ᾿ 
the other hations of the socialist camp, Yankee inperialisn | 
has δου unable to put into effect its. plans for an over- 

.. throw’? of tho Cuban govornient and ἃ restoration, of tho 
yoke of foreign dosination. 

| With each rising wave of the anti-inperialist 
tido the space in which the inptrialist tiger can frecly _ 
roaa becomes sraller and snallecr. Yowever; a “tiger is 
‘always a tiger: ἃ deadly beast of plunder until its 
dying day. Lvén though it is more isélated and ΕΝ 
confined than beford, the imperialist tigor still retaing 
its essential characteristics, This is the reason why 
a. constant vigilance is necessary ajainst, a military 
invasion and, counterrevolutionary intrigues, 
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ες ΕΞ Thereforo, our Party considers as one of its 
~ - 1 pritary duties to alért. the people of the United States 

- so that. they may be aware of and in a posdtion to. dofcat 
-.aL1 interventionist manouvers and nilitary atteapts against © 
the sovereign neople of Cuba, | ΝΞ 

ο΄ “6 must moke continuous efforts to Increase and 
a intensify the activities waich servo to strenythen the. 

fricndshin batween the Cuban pedple and tic people of thé 
‘United’ States.: In spite of tho propasanda of lies of tha - 
press contralicd by tho imperZalist monopolics, the ptoplo 
of the United States refuse to be. deteived ty tho contention 

πὸ that the United States must interyene Militarily in the 
. matters of the Cuban nation. Desonstrations and cducational 
work of propagjanda in favor of Cuba; our “lands Uff Cuba* . 

. .,. fOVvement and similiar sieverents, which were Kelped or "ΝΣ 
J stifulated by our Party, have proven suceccssful in presenting 

. | to the public opinion of the United Statcs the grandcur 
. Of Reroic Cuba, ὦ - : ΝΣ - 

we Our Cocrtunist Party, which lives and works. within | 
_ the very entrails, of tho inperidlist morister posing so 
serious a threat to péaco, security-and social progress 

οὖν of .511 the poopie of tho ssorld and particuicriy of the 
= ,° Américas, has. suffered serious blows in recent years. 

Liecteral -laws and “~ anfitomiunist logislation made it 
. aMpossible- for our Party to participate in the elections — 
“undey its own flag, : | 

. Even today; our Party is-faced with prodecation — - 
“under the infazous NCCARRAN Low, which is aimed at : 
curtailing the litited Legality wiich we have sccured, ᾿ 
Suppressing, at the sane tind, all other militant workers‘ 

ih 

-- 

e t εν gene “popular organizations. 

ΝΞ - In Spite of this, today. ow Party is a party 
- , With firn unity, with strony Icadership and a clear Larxist~ 

, Leninist line, The Comzunist Party of the United States . 
. WIL continue to cron incunity and strongtr by currying on 

4tS activities in closo asgociation-with-the magseg of our” 
people in the struqileé for the solution of vital questions 
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“Geariny on the social life of the comtry and calling for ἃ 
change in the international policics of our soverntent in : = 
the direction of .rtaco, ~ | 

‘With the Presidential elections ΟΣ uy next 
| Kovenber, the tin parties of tic bin nononelist interests 
have placed the olectorate in ἃ position that no matter 

- Which party they choose, yaether Republican or Besocratic, 

_ ‘the crusade acainst conn 
the cold war Will continuo, alony with the arms race and 

isn. iowever, the eveforewing 
mass actions of the popular forces of o4r country Will _ 7 - 
force the issue ~ wo are sire of if ~ and give those 
je i a position of greater and sreator predoninance 
ἢ the electoral compaigns before poli day. 

We fiave alroady scon that the nilitant actions ~ 
‘of the Negro people » who have stajed massive demonstrations 
and parades to derignd service in restaurants and other — _ 
public places - have forced both partics to include in. 
their rospective platforms the ricsatful demands for civil ᾿ 
rights of the Nogro population and théir wiite allies. 

_ Our Party: wid: do everything in its power to 
foster more ard more mass-action initiatives by the 
people for the purposé of demandin{ a chariqe or, rather 
for tho purpose of forcing cither dandidate to retreat from 
his position of cold war piligdies and to serve the Lést 
interasts of posace asd prorress. At the soje-tine, our | 
Party will help the masses to draw their own conclusions ae 
and to learn their Lessons fren thé treacherous oxperLences. | 
they have suffercd and will continue to suffer at tho hands af both 
capitalist parties, This will .giye the opinion of the 
community a chance to crystallizé itsolf teward tho estabLishacnt 
of ἃ true riass party, a. party of the workers, of the colored - 
people and of the peasants, a party of 11 the antimindpolist 
forces struyyling for pcaco, ὁ ; : 

oe 
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᾿ working class,’ the anti-iuperialist unity and. alliance Ὁ 
ΕΝ of all the people wio- sqex and work for world peace: 

| “Guba and. of “the United States! . _ 

_ Our Party is grateful to the Poplar Socialist 
party for its generous and fraternal aid in our strujyle . ᾿ 
for the release of gur larty leaders ΠΕΝΥ WINSTON, GIL - my 
GIN and ROBERT TOUPSON (inprisoned in Federal iadis) | 
as wall as of other victims of thé HeCarthyist eppression 

| against the ¢ivil riguts of our cesntry. 

A Source of great inspiration for our. party " 
has boon the. qréat and heroic work of the Popwlar Socialist | 

. Party which, overconing all difflicultics, is making suct 
a decisive contribution to the Liberation and renovation ὁ 
of the Cuban nation.. In thtory ard in practico, the Cuban 
Party is bio aging new χά: 3ε- πα finding nely solutions to 
211 prolileas confronting not only the Party but the notion. 

Yankee imperialism is an old tiger. It is 
blind to the reality of the world and; as such, ἃ dangorous y 

Avery dangerous tiger. ν 

You can rest assured comrades hat the he Cor-rinist ΟΝ 
‘Party of the Vaited States Tall fulfill {τ oblications of ᾿ 
international solids rity with the ceban ἢ an Revolution, νοῦς, 
coats a witics watchs ray arisc, whatever it} may 

nnn: shir nememiemneneemnniaiaiedt italien ne 

Yay the. fraternal cnity of our Tarties crew otronqor -"- 
"and stron in ΠΡ common strugjio against the nonopolics’. 
of the United States and Yankee dnperialisn! , 

Lang live the Popular Socialist Party, the 
vanjuard of tho Guban nation and the leader of tho Cuban 
Worising class!. 

Lony | dive the Topular Socialist Party sikh flies 
‘the triumphal colors of Hargisy-Leninisa: 

Long lave tic intornational ‘solidarity of the " - 

Live. the friondship between the peoples of 

Leng Live free Cuba and dts governuont under the ° 
Leadership of FIBEL CASTROL. 

.-13- 



_SUNMARY FROM SPANISH 

The “description of the docurients, as “got forth 
in the incoming Letter, is accurate ond self-explanatory. 
Thege are some of the documents referred to and described 
at feng th in the 10 issues of ΠΟΥ (from Saturday, Ausjust 
13, 1960, through Hednésday, August 24, 1960) which have. 
already been sumaarized and translated (a copy of thi 
summary is attached hereto).~ new, werig, Ett! Yeo acho a 

Uy adel afeo. Z 
A careful reading of ‘the material discloses no. 

‘other addresses delivered oy U, 5: Delanates -to the 
Assenbly, 

As to statements of policy towards. the U, Say 
the doctiments. are full of attacks against "Yanitce 
inperialiant which is descritied as. the No. 1 enemy of the 
Cuba Revolution. and of the Cuban people, These attacks 
are always couched in genefal terms so ‘that a dLatinetion 
betweén propagahda and actual policy statenents is 
practically impossible. 

-- Σ 
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UNITED STATES cd ONT | Parsons τ τἘ 
; Belmont _ : 

Δη, omorandium ——— μοι τσ 
Malone , 

ν᾿ McGuire 

R 
TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont pate: September 11, 1960  fanm- Ως 

Ws Ὁ. Sullivan = oe 

FROM : Mr. P. Ὁ. Putn 

SUBJECT: “SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

At 8:40 p.m., 9/10/60, a 0} New |l-y 
York Office, called and said that the Solo meet scheduled to 
have been held in New York City at 7:00 p.m., 9/10/60, between °° 
Informant and Vladimir Barkovsky did not take place. Informant 
left the place where they were scheduled to meet at 7:00 Dem. 
and Barkovsky showed up about eight or ten minutes later, 
according to observations of Agents. Barkovsky then left the , 
place of the meet and again returned to the meeting place : 

about fifteen minutes later. 

| ptated the above will be furnished the 
Bureau by letter together With any other developments‘ in this 
natter. SA Frederick F. Fox was furnished the above at 8:45 p.m., 
9/10/60. 

sats later called at 11:56 p.m., 9/10/60, and 
advised that contact had been made with CG 5824-S* who stated 
that_the meet with Barkovsky had materialized, According to 
SA nothing of significance took place during the 
meet. Barkovsky claimed the informant's watchiwas "upside down” 
at the time of the scheduled meet at 7:00 p.m... The conversation 
was of a very general nature. Barkovsky was very nervous and 
jumpy and claimed that he was very busy in connection with 
Nikita Khrushchev's contemplated visit to the United Nations. 
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ACTION: 

For information, R G 39 a7 

1 - Hr. Belmont = 
1 ~- Mr, Baumgardner | 2,0 1969 
1. - Mr. Fox 16. SEP — 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT het 
᾿ Helmont . “ 

Memorandum 
; wo, avene 

. McGuire 

: δ ΤΟ : MR. PAR pare. 9414/60 Rosen 
ra | TrpMer 

| } cc Mr. Parsons t ΤΕΣ 
| FROM : ἃ. H. Be Mr. Belmont Ingram — 

Mr. Baumgardner “vy 

ASAC Handley, Chicago, called on the morning of 9/14 
relative to the forthcoming SOLO trip of informant to Moscow. 
The informant will leave on 9/22 fromNY and return the middle of 
Hovember. This is a highly important trip as he will attend 
further discussions attempting to resolve the differences between 
the Soviets and Red China. | | | 

Handley said the informant's expenses are anticipated 
as follows: 

Round trip to Paris from Chicagoqe<s-eneneunnene=nnennn==$850 .00 
Round trip to Prague from Paris~—=----=2<<--sescenerecen 150,00 
Plane fare from Prague to ΜοΒΟΟΥ - Ὁ το..:............0....-......ὕ...-..-. 150.00 
Hotel rooms, meals, etc., in Europe-------~-----—-------— 200900 

Total ‘ 

In addition, Chicago wanted anthority to compensate the 
informant's parents in the amount of $250, to move from their 
apartment to informant's house for seven weeks, to insure the 
safety of his residence, personal. property, and 8185 docunents. 

ΡΝ Mr. Dornohve. 

ἘΝ 
ΝΙΝ, (π 

| 
The informant will take $600 from CP funds, with Hall's 

authority, leaving a balance of $1000, which Chicago wants to 
: advance the informant for expenses. The informant may be able to 
| return some of this to the Bureau, based on whether the Russians 

pay for some of his expenses; however, we cannot be sure of this. 

| In view of the importance of this trip I authorized this 
payment of $1,000. 

In addition, ASAC Handley wante suthority to advance the 
informant his regular payments from 9/15 thru 10/3l--the usual D 
procedure when the inforuant takes an extended trip abroad. I 
authorized this. 

Handley said the informant will leave for NY on 9/19 to 
hold two conferences with Gus Hall of the CPUSA, during which Halli 
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Mr. Parsons 

will brief the informant as to the position of the CPUSA, and what 
the Party wants him to do during this trip abroad. 

I authorized Handley to have Agent Keating go to NY on 
9/19 for the purpose of getting the results of these meetings 
from the informant and transmitting them to the Bureau (as the 
informant will be leaving directly from NY for Paris). 

For information. 
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va Date: 9/7/60 | 

l 
Transmit the following in . [ 

( ype in plain text or code) 

να AERTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED MAIL | 
; _ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ea eee ae se ς........... ........................-.-... ἰ...ὕ...ς.... 

᾿ TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Qe REC?9 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ς, 

roto > | 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 

the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 9/6/60, This 
report deals with V. J. JEROME and his wife ALICE JEROME, 
The information was obtained by CG 5824-S* in July, 1960,. 
during the sixth SOLO trip. 
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INFORMATION PERTAINING TO 
V¥. Jd. JEROME AND ALICE JEROME 

During July, 1960, MORRIS CHILDS, Secretary of 
the ; gsion of tho Communist Party, USA (CP), 
net ; menber of the Nati tttee, of _ 
the ague, Czechoslovakia. was 

“roturning ng “to the United “States waiter a trip to Copenhagen, 
Dennark, qnd-Rusaias( She wai was Car ying a nessage for the 
CP, USA, from Y. ROME and ALICEJERONE. In. this 
nessage, V. J. JEROWE wanted a written Statenont from the 
CP, USA, that ho is on a leave of absence and is on a Party 
nssignment, ALICE JEROME wanted a statement that she is on 
a leave of nxbsence fron the CP, USA. CHILDS intercepted. 
this message and carried it with hin to Moscow, Russia, 
from Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

‘ Subsequently this mossage was discussed with ἐν 
ΝΙΚΟΙΑΥΞΒΟΞΤΟΝΕΤΒ, head of the North and South American ἢ 
ton we the International Department. of the Central 
Committee ofthe. CP of tie ‘Soviet Union, “ HOSTOVETS said 
that V. Jy JEROME is doing a good job as a translator 
of the works of V. I. LENIN but that the CP, SU, avoids 
contact with him because he wants to be assigned to the 
CP, SU. The CP, SU, will not assipn a national of anothor 
country to tha CP, Su. MOSTOVETS asked CHILDS to visit JEROME, 

Vv. J, and ALICE JEROME were visited by CHILDS. They 
have a largo, newly furnished apartment in Moscow, He is 
supposed to be ill and she is taking care of hin, They: 
complained that every member of the CP, USA, who visits 
Moscow, makes their apartment ἢ headquarters. Their. youngest 
son is staying with thom, ALICE JEROME wants to take a pre- 
school education course in Moscow and obtain a degree. V, J. Ol, 
JEROME stated that he just recently had his passport renewed i 
for two years, He complained that he is isolated from. the 
CP, He said that he wanted an official letter from the CP, USA, 
stating that he is doing CP vork,. 

CHILDS told V. J. JEROHE that he would tell the 
CP, SU, that JEROME is on a CP assigniient, 

ἂς 
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. Date: 9/9/60 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie ATRTEL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Seer me ee eee es ee ee ee eee ee Ὁ ee ee ee eee ee ee ee ὅσ, 5... καὐνῷ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI {100-4280921): 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 

SUBJECT: ? soLo | 
| Ayy v\ “C of 

; On 9/9/60, CG 5824-S advised SA ΠῚ ee 

that on 9/8/60, MORRIS CHIIDS had a secret meeting at the Stat- τὸ 
ler Hotel with EUGENE DENNIS and GUS HALL. CHILDS brsfed 
DENNIS and HALL regarding his recent trip to Cuba, and then 
discussed with them the advisability of his going back to Mosco 
in late September. ; 

* 

HALL and DENNIS agreed that CHILDS should return to 
Moscow, and stated that they would hold:a.number of CP ᾿ 
Secretariat meetings for discussion. of “problems CHILDS is to 
present to the Soviets. It,was agreed that CHILDS shoul 
depart for the Soviet Union no later than September 24th or 25th 
in the event DENNIS<should be out of town at the time of CHILDS! 
anticipated departure for the Soviet Union, CHILDS is to confer 
with him for a day or so before leaving. (DENNIS thought he 
might be in Maine ‘at that time). . : λ 

Soyiets the necessity. of sending more money to the CPUSA. They 
aiso instructed him to retain. contact with the Chinese CP. He 
was“told that, although, in dealing with the Chinese CP, he 
Should not "give in on principle," he should nevertheless 
‘““yetedin friendly relations with them" and “again raise the _ 

+ question of money." Ἷ . 1 
—. «f orp RE. 29 Χ 44 Lhd. CUA cslers : 

) (00-12 909f9.9 7! gone 
3-Bureaiz,,(100-428091) (RM) 7. 
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DENNIS ‘and HALL instructed CHILDS to emphasize to the ~ 
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NY 100-234637 

| CHILDS was told by DENNIS and HALL that in his next 
meeting with his local Soviet contact (VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) 
he should tell the latter that the CPUSA is making "certain 
preparations" with regard to KHRUSHCHEV's scheduled appearance 
at the United Nations. In the event that anti-Soviet groups 
picket KHRUSHCHEV arrangements have been made for "“counter- 
picketing." All nationality groups have been alerted "to a 
prepare for KHRUSHCHEV 's coming." 

The Chicago Committee for Defense of Civil Rights 
(the informant was not sure of the name of this group) is 

) preparing for circulation at the UN, at the time of | 
KHRUSHCHEV's appearance there, a booklet or pamphlet which 
is to be a reply to a pamphlet allegedly distributed by the 
USA at the Olympic Games. The American pamphlet issued at 
the Olympic Games allegedly concerned civil rights, and made Χ | 
a point of the fact that even a Communist could hold public 
office in the USA. | 

The pamphiet to be distributed at thé UN is to be 
in the nature of an expose' of the allegedly “hypocritical” 
pamphlet issued at the Olympic Games. It will specifically aan 
state that no Communist can hold public office in the USA, 

DENNIS and HALL stated that the CPUSA is still 
Ε discussing the "swap" of Bishop WALSH for WILLIAM 2, FOSTER 

>, ban by the Chinese. They also said that the Hungarians are  ~ 
ΠΥ [willing to "swap" Cardinal MINDZENTY (PH) for FOSTER, and | 

: that the CPUSA is also discussing this matter. 

CHILDS also was told to inform ELIZABETH GURLEY 
[fevom that she is “writing entirely too much." | 

DENNIS and HALL told CHILDS that WILLIAM PATTERSON 
had returned from China, and that "he is leaning toward 
the Chinese," PATTERSON wants to return to China as a 
public relations man, but DENNIS and HALL will seek some way 

* whereby they can prevent his returning to China. PATTERSON's 
wife and daughter have remained in China, and expect to stay 
there for another year. His daughter is attending the Friend- 
ship. of the Peoples University. 

xX will be disseminated im other 
" 

-8-᾿ 
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Σ 4 ᾿ ; 

: ΝΥ 100-3637 

| According to the informant, DENNIS. 18 very 411. He 
ts aware of the fact that. the cancer has spread to the lymph | 
glands in the back of his neck, and. that there is nothing that — 
can be done for him. | | | 

ΟΟ6 οβρὰ,- 5 advised that it was. agreed at: the meeting 
'- that CHILDS should be back in NY on September 19th or 20th 
to handie last minute. arrangements with respect to his trip 

abroad. 
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hAs . _SAC, Chicago (134=45-Sub Ὁ} | Soptember 13, 1960 
aT oo pec: 79 τς 

pirector, PBL (100-428091) - 932, 

εὐ 8000 | τ τς 
. INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ ; 

‘Reurairtel 9/ uf 60, copy. furnished New York, disclosing 
that the Cosnunist Party (CP) of China wants ten people from 
the Unitcd States to go to China by Hay, 1961, and to act as 
translators, analysts of international affairs and instructors 
in English, The wives and children of these people can accompany 
thea to China. 

Refercnécd airtel also discloses that "a onc-tine - 
doak® can be arranged whereby furs from China can ‘be imported 
into the United States throujh Canada. The profit realized by 
selling the furs in the United States can go to the CPUSA. The 
CPUSA should arrange to have Tin Duck, General; Scerctary of 
the CP of Canada, assign sonebody in Cariada to meet somebody 
proposal by the CPUSA an Chicago an order .to ) carey through this 
proposal. 

After οὗ 5824-5 discusses the above with CPUSA 
_ furictionaries, ‘you should follow these matters closely with 

the informant in, order to-deternine whether the Party plans to 
carry Gut the proposals of the Red Chincse.: Keep the Bureau. 
promptly advised. of -portinent develoonents. 

ον 1 = Kew York €100-134637) - ; 

: ee Ν" = 

᾿ς ἃ The: proposals Hentgbned: in this letter were presented 
31 to CG 5824 S# in July;. 1 by Ghao Yi-min, representative of 

“ “OQ! the CP of China to the Wooley Marxist Review." At the time 
these proposals were madé iffformant’was in Prague,- Czechoslovakia, 

| during the sixth Solo mission. As of 9/7/60 informant has not 
discussed. these Proposals with anyone in the CPUSA,’ 

Tama . 
- Trotter . 

WAC, Sullivan #5 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

Via. AIRTEL | ATR MAIL -- REGISTERED MATL | 

Σ TO: DIRECTOR, ῬΒΙ Ασα 428091) »»α 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) “τὶ 

Α5. Ὁ ᾿ 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on } 
the following pages to SA JOHN E,, KEATING on 9/1/60. The ᾿ 
information in this report was obtained in 7/60, from- | if 
CHAO Yi. min during the sixth SOLO trip.’ 

As of 9/6/60, CG 5824-S¥ had not yet discussed 
any of this information with anyone in the CP, USA, , ea γί Ag 

if 

G)- Bureau (AM) (RM) 
Ὁ ~ New York (100-134637) (AM) 54 La 1 = Chicago: , Ae 
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he ΩΝ 
rh t doés the CP, USA, know about him? Would the CP, USA, be 
A willing to let. hin stay in China? 

4 

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROH ἡ 
CHAO YI MIN IN PRAGUE, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, IN JULY, 1960 

In. July, 1960, MORRIS CHILDS, Secretary of the 
International Commission .of .the Connunist. Party; USA (CP), 
engaged in ἃ discussion with HAO Yi nin, representative, 
of the CP of China, to_ ", This 
digcission was held in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 

“http apeteeereinnnanies 

‘CHAO Yi min stated that. the CP of China ia_wants. 
ten people from the United States. to. cone’ to China’ by May, 
1961, and to act as translators, anglysts. of international 
affairs, and instructors in English, Tho wives and children 
log these people citi - γα them. to China. | 

1 ὉΠ 

Ib Fc 
Jos ο is 

gasChina wants any information concerning in, China, 
his SGhaacter and whether or not he has any relationship 
with the CP, ae 

aE 

. ᾿ς HAROD LASSER, ‘who formerly lived at 8 Sheffield, 
wie land, .New York, is currently in a Ching, τ 

He was a friend of attorney “JOHN” ABT of New York. Wha 

FRAY Joox, who is. presently in China wants to 
correspond. with/ ABT and his wife, JESSI CA SUETH, yia 
either London or Zurich. Is it all right? Would thoy 
like to write to COE through. the sane channels? 

of Chicago is selling such Chinese-7 Hh a 
᾿ publications δε, na Reconstructs", and the "Peking κι. : 

[Ja monopoly on the gale με | Review", China will not give 
of these publications in order to permit the CP, USA, to 
manipulate their distribution in any way it desires. | 

Whon IRVING POTASH was in China, hé discussed } . 
ithe possibility of getting furs to the United States fron } 
‘China so that thoy could be sold in the United States with | 7 

Σ! 
εἶ 



ithe profit going to the CP, USA, A one time deal in regard 
‘to the importing of Chinese furs into the United States can 
ibe arranged through Canada, The CP, USA, should arrange to’ 
thave TIM BUCK, General Secretary of the cP of Cariada, assign 
| Somebody in Canada to meet. somebody assigned by the CP, USA, 
an Chicago in order to ¢atry through this proposal. 

CHAO Yi min stated that the CP of China always 
welcomes people from the CP, USA, to Chind, He asked that 
CHILDS and ELIZABETH OURLEY FLYNN go. to China from. Europe. 

CHILDS conveyed to CHAO Yi min fraternal greetings 
from the CP, USA, to the CP of Chizia and asked him to thank 
the CP of China for sending movies and books to the ΟΡ, USA, 
CHILDS also gavo CHAO Yi sin personal “ereatings" to be 
delivered to HAO Tse tung, 
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5 T a Date: 9/15/60 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL Ι 

᾿ (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

Ll ee ee ee ee eh ee ee, lL le ee ee ee ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46-Sub B) 

“ὦ 

CG 5824-S* has advised that the following are tentative 
plans for the 8th Solo trip: 

Leave Chicago at 5:00 PM, Monday, 9/19/60, via 
American Airlines. Arrive New York 8:20 PM. 

Remain in New York City until 7:00 PM, Thursday, 
9/22/60.. 

“OL ew York City at 7:00 Pu, 9/22/60, via Air 
-France, flight 0700. 

“4 ll 
ΐ 

} 

Arrive Paris, France, 6:45 AM, Friday, 9/23/60. δι 

rs Depart from Paris, France, for Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
gnd Moscow, Russia, as soon as a visa for Czechoslovakia can 
be obtained in Pzris and travel arrangements can be made for 
the trip from Paris to Prague. Unless some emergency arises 
Will remain in Eastern Euro 11 approximately 11/15/60. 

While in New York City CG 5824-S* will attend a two- 
day meeting of the Secretariat of the Communist Party, USA, to 
be held on 9/20 and 21/60. This meeting is designed specifically 
to brief CG 5824~S*'on recent developments and policy of the 
CP, USA. Informant will also receive any personal instructions 
or ees ebegeg OP from ‘leading members of the CP, USA. 
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Οὐ 134~-46-Sub B 
t 

Hotel accommodations for CG 5824~S* in New York 
Gity are being obtained by NY 694-S*, SA JOHN E, KEATING 
of the Chicago Division will depart Chicago for New York City. 
on Tuésday morning; 9/20/60, to meet with CG 5824-S* at New ὦ 
York, The New York Division is: requested to obtain. hotel 
acconmodations for SA KEATING at the same hotel, where CG 5824~S* 
Will stay, 
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STANDARD FORM no, 64 Cy 

Office Memorandum ¢ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: September 15, 1960 

κω ἷ χι ‘CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) 

3 suBjEcT Ος OLO 

- C 

Re Chicago airtel 9/7/60 and Bulet 9/13/60 con- sf 
cerning "a one-time deal" whereby furs from China can be ᾿ 
imported into the United Statés through. Canada. 

CG 5824-S* orally advised SA JOHN E, KEATING on 2 
September 14, 1960, that he had discussed this matter with ae >: =< 
GUS HALL and. EUGENE DENNIS in New York City on September 8, ) 
1960. HALL said that he would take it up with IRVING POTASH, 
who was the originator of this proposal, 

The Bureau will be advisedo any pertinent develop- 
ments coming to the attention of the Chicago Division: = 
ιν Ar - 7 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL . 
ee * (Priority, or Method of Maiting} ᾿ 1 Ζ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “ΨΥ 

: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) ΚΠ Ὁ 

ο 
15. 0 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 
following page to SA JOHN*E, KEATING on 8/27/60, This 
report pertains to DIAMOND and FANYA KIM of Southern 
California, ) 
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8. 
“---- fron North Korea to the Ὁ the 8th YNatidnal Assembly_o?—the-PsP,,~— CLEC 

: ΖΕ PORTH KOR Bb 
Information Concerning CZECH M 
DIAMOND- and FANYA KIM CALE Εἴ ~ 5% ον H H KOPER 

A message was received by the National Office of 
the Conmunist Party (CP), USA, from DOROTHY HEALEY, Chairman 
of tho Southern Californi District of the CP, USA, This 
Message concernod DIAMONRAKIM ‘and his wife FANYA: The 

‘| message stated that they were. being: doported from he United 

= π΄ MRS, ita oH di 
JAMES JACKSON, Chairman of the CP, USA Σὰ “to™ | 

the 8th National Assembly: of the Partido: Socialista Popular hd 
{PSP), the CP of κα ΠΣ vy with MORRIS CHILDS, discussed ς 
this nesaige With FON sa Sanne eee head of the delegation. . οὔ. ff _Kope 

Wana during the weék of August 14, 1960, BON SAN DUCH 
was asked if there was a possibility that DIAMOND and FANYA yoRT# AQ 
KIM would ‘be accopted by North Korea, HON SAN DUCH was ----- τ 
nonconnittal, but. said that, the possibility would be given 
consideration.. oon OVE 

Meanwhile, JACKSON and CHILDS dig issed the - | 
plight of DIAMOND and FANYA KIM with ZLATOXTULA, a CUBA, 
representative of the CP of Czechoslovakia to the th ~ 
ational Assembly of the PSP, and ἅ momber of the. International 

Departnent of the Central Committee of the CP of 
‘Czechoslovakia, TULA said that DIAMOND and FANYA KIM 
‘could go to Czechoslovakia while waiting for an answer: 
to the proposal that they be admitted to North Korea, 

Subusequently TULA stated that the Czechoslovakian 
Embassy in Havana ,. Cuba had sent a coded aan eat to Prague, 
Czechoslovakia ‘In regard to, DIAMOND and FANYA K 

[bb- 1. b097- 192 
ae 
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{Type in plain text or code) 

. AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED MAXI: { 
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------ ὦ... ------- --............. boi... 

/ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) por / 
ya 

__FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) / 
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YT CG 5824-S* on August 27, 1960, orally furnished 
the information on the following pages to SA JOHN E, KEATING, 
This report details a meeting between ANIBAL ESCALANTE of 
the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist Party (CP) 4 
of Cuba, and MORRIS CHILDS and JAMES JACKSON of the CP, US 4 
in Havana, Cuba, on August 24, 1960. : oe 
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MEETING BETWEEN ANIBAL ESCALANTE 
OF THE PARTIDO SOCIALISTA POPULAR 
AND KORRIS CHILDS AND JAHES JACKSON 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
HAVANA, CUBA, ON August 24 ” 3960 

On Wednesday, August 24, 1960, MORRIS CHILDS and 
JAUES JACKSON, of the Communist Panty, USA (CP): delegation 
to-the 8th National Assembly of the Partido Socialista 
Popular (PSP), the CP of Cuba, met with ANTBAY ABSCALANE, 
Executive Secretary of the PSP, in the headquarters. of 
the PSP, 306. Carlos IIx. " Avenue, Havanz,._Cub: Cuba, 

ESCALANTE stated that the PSP is looking forward. 
to a prolonged struggle in Cuba, The United States would 
like to destroy the present regine in Cuba but. it cannot. 
This does not méan that the United States will not try.. 
We are going ahead with our ‘daily work full of confidence 
but not over confidence. 

Help from the CP, USA, is very important, The 
“CP, USA, has a terrific task to, dispel the falsehoods. in 
regard to Cuba and the nature of the revolution in Cuba. 
It is a hard job. considéring > the monopoly of the. press. and 
radio in the United States and the fact that the United 
States Government is against the CP, USA, But the CP, USA, 
should carry on counter propaganda, 

The PSP progran points to the need for good 
\relations with all countries on an equal basis ahd neighborly 
relations with the United States on an equal basis, The 
CP, USA, should use these statenents fron the Psp program 
and should not shout about Ὃ rbreak. between’ tke Unitdd States 
and ‘Cuba, Cuba wants equality -- equal treatment by all 
countries. Cuba is ready to talk to the United States 
[provided the United States recognizes Cubains independence 
and can deal with other countries, The CP, USA, should quote 
|the statement of FIDEL CASTRO that Cuba is. not against. the 
tAmerican people but only against the monopolies. 

ypo- par 48 Ὁ 



How to disengage tho American people from the 
influence of the monopolies in regard to their concept 
of Cuba is the biggest task of the CP, USA, The CP, USA, 
AUSt point out that Cuba is not a Soviet base, Cuba just 
Wants to be free and its dealings with Russia are its way 
of accomplishiig the revolution, 

Continuing, ESCALANTS said that he has heard that 
there is an organization in the United States callodyEaix, - 
eae for Cuba and which is designed to promote friendsh p- 
n the United States for Cuba. While this organization. 

is all right for this plirpose; other organizations such as 
Negro and student movements are important in the promotion 
Of friendship for Cubs. 

BSCALANTE said thet trade union deloga ions. from. 
the United States will be invited to Cuba by the Confederatfon 
<2 ~azade Unions of Cuba (CTC), The CIC is prepdréd to reccive 

“delegations but” ‘does: not. want delegations only fron the 
left unions such. as that of HARRY BRIDGES, ESCALANTE emphasized 
that he wanted the CP, USA, to work on trade union delegations 
from the United States to visit Cuba, | 

In ‘regard to Negroes, : ESCALANTE stated that PIDEL 
CASTRO is very interested in the. Nogro problen in the 
United States. FIDEL would like to see United States Negroes 
| come to Cuba to get 2, picture of how they fight discrimination 
in Cuba, 

4 ESCALANTE stated that Cuba hag ἃ project for Negroes 
caliedOperation Invitation, The Cuban Government will 
inv ory Negroes from the’ United States for visits to Cuba. 
The. object is to get Negroes in the United States such, as 
leaders of the National Association for. the Advancement of 
Colored People and owners of newspapers to visit Cuba, If 

{broad groups of Negroes vould cone to Cuba, then Cuba would 
try to reverse the. process and send Cubans to. the United 
States. 

The CP, USA, ought to discuss how to promote 
ltourisn sinnge the Negroes. Havana has the finest beaches in 



the world, A Negro cannot go to ‘Want Beach, Not only is 
it barred to: them but. would be ‘too expensive. for then. Tell 
the Negroes in ‘the United States to come to Havana, They 
Will get cheap hotel ratés, 

Jory JACKSON offered the suggestion that. the 
CP, USA, should reise the question of sending cows to 
cooperatives in Cuba. ESCALANTE was not too enthusiastic 
about this suggestion. 

ESCALANTE. said, do not. start shouting "Vive, Cuba!" 
Vive The Revolution’" in the United States. You won't get 
@nywhere. Why don't you just talk about the need for good 
|neighborly relations? 

Continuing, ESCALANTE stated, you might reach 
people in the United States in. another way. Take the. quota 
for sugar. Cutting the sugar quota for Cuba is not helping 
the American people. Prices for sugar are going up. The 
price we were supposed to réceive above the world market 
was not aid for Cuba. It -was protection for United States 
sugar growers, Ifyou explain this, the United States. 

-\housewife might believe you. Higher prices for sugar help 
lthe American monopolies,. . 

We have plenty: of sugar, We can sell to the . 
Soviet Union ard China and still sell three million tons 
to the United States, Ciba can produce seven nillion tons 
of sugar, Cuba consumes only one-half million tons, 
Production of sugar in Cuba is now four to six million tons 
in four to five months, The plan is to add more land for 
the growing of sugar and to add another month to the growing 

“season. In 1952, Cuba produced seven miliion tons of sugar. 
|\Point out that the reduction of the Sugar quota is punishment. 
for Cuba but is also punishrient for the Americ¢an consuniers: 

During his remarks, ESCALANTE also stated that 
the PSP wants to find somcone in the United States to. publish 
)recordings of tlie Cuban Revolution, 

JAMES JACKSON: raised the. question of an exchange 
of represortatives between the CP,. USA, and the PSP, JACKSON 



nentioned that -resna Latina’ night serve as a cover for the 
PSP representative in the United States, ESCALANTE replied, 
"Presna Latina" is not ours but the idea is 8 good one, 
Cuban conrados may accept this idec, You can send someone 
fron U δ᾽ Cuba but it is. hard for a Cuban conrade 
to get into’ the United states. 

cally speaking, JACKSON had his buddy, | 
y Bf in mind as a CP, USA, representative lo6 

n Cuba. ~ bie 

; CHILDS stated that JORGE MAYSONET of the CP of 
Aly Puerto Rico, said that he is coming to the Unlted States to 

* » 

Reco - { ask the CP, USA, for a printing press. CHILDS asked ESCALANTE 
vv’ about the CP of. Puerto Rico and whether the ΟΡ, ORAS should 

Bive it support, abit 

ESCALANTE replicd that JUA} NTOS VERA has told 
the Cuban comrades that he has been ¢ SANTOS financial aid ~~ 
| #rom the CP, USA. ESCALANTE stated chat he would meet with ἮΝ 
the delegation from Puerto Rico upon the completion of the 
week long tour to Oriente Province. He said that the CP, 
USA, should continue to give financial support to the CP of 
Puerto Rico but he believes that there is something wrong 

with the CPPR. τὸ ig-olthexin_the hands_of the EBL Stupids 
or sectarian, Recently there was some kind of a debate in 

erto Rico, The approach of the CPPR to this debate was 
such that. the Party was driving people away from it. 

JACKSON and CHILDS told ESCALANTE that. members 
of the ultra left organization, the Provisional Organizing 
Committee to Reconstitute the CP, USA, have been going fron 
the United States to Cuba for visits. ESCALANTE replied that 
the PSP is aware that all kinds of people, including crackpots, 
come from the United States to Cuba for visits and consideration 
is being given to.this fact. 

K 

Alte INFORMATION CONCERNING INDIVIDUALS 
μι 
Wt song COLON brought with him from the United States 

some seraps of ‘paper “containing information concerning 

Ach 



individuals which the ΟΡ, USA, Wanted to pass on to the PSP, 
COLON had mét with GUS HALL, PHIL BART, and BILL ALBERTSON - 
prior to leaving New York ‘City for Cuba. CHILDS and JACKSON 
presented most of this information to ESCALANTE, however, 
sone of it was given to ESCALANTE's assistant, FNU GUERRERO, 
& member of the Central Committed of the PSP. 

JOSE_and JOM: ASANTXAGO. of tne-Hoe were deported 
to Cuba. ihe VVyarsward'= publication of the POC, attacked 
the CP, USA, ‘and the American Committee for the Protection . 
of Foreign Born and said that they were in collusion with the 
FBX and-the-Innigration and Natiralization—Service_an 
“HOt νυ τ τ fight to save SANTIAGO, ESCALANTE said the 
PSP knows that these are anti~Party people who collaborate | 
with the Trotskyites, This ott be given consideration prior 
to any dealings with. 5 GO and ms wife, 

ip" that oF “a representative of an 
Ν the PSP in ery n Pas States ding to BILL ALBERTSON | 

and JACK SHULNAN, Actually is a Trotskyist, ESCALANTE 
[ said that, he does. not. know 

i: " ne ft 

τς UY of New York City has contact with “4 
BOR SANCHEZ, a an who works in Tarrytown, Ney York, The : 

| PSP “should watch He is a finagler, SANCHEZ is | 
‘boing subverted by ho =ioes not_speak_tor—the— 
National Committee o e 
a eee 

Ζεϑυέχειποτο, who is in Cuba and uses Οἱ Hare's | 
Tobacco, Shop, W try to join the PSP to get prestige. 
ELIGHZO: is an opportunist. 

VICTORFRABINOWITZ of Now York. City is doing some 
legal work for the Government of Cuba, He is in contact . 
with RAUL ROA, The CP, USA, states that RABINOWITZ is 811 ᾿ 
right and can be trusted. 

There 15 me naned[__lw 
and is a student at Brooklyn College. ibe | 

Brooklyn, works. with hin. ays that BIC 
b 8 S organ Zing a | network for material going to Cuba, 



[δι CP, USA, does not know who he is. Be may be pushing 
hinself for the wrong reasons, 

ὶ Jose, Lursteouzanés is in Cuba, At one time 
he was a member of “the Central Committes of the CP. of 
Puerto Rico. He left the CP, ues, and was parading 
around as an independent, a όρον him at the, Hilton 

᾿ Hotel in Hayana, ὍΣΑ πὸ admit: to anyone in the PSP that he 
was 2 momber of the Central Committee of the CPPR and 
deserted the Party? “πὶ ΟἹ 

i 
<r et Or ΟἽ OD 

The POC. is very active in in _the e_July 26th τὶ L novyenent 
ὑπ δου rok City The PSP should pay ἢ Ἃ ἴο the 4; 
july 26th movenent in New York City. once fi 

‘expelled from the CP, USA, is active in th yve_in the Jul 6th movement , wae 
in New York City, He was supposed to get together “with JESUS 
COLON in vegard~to: work in the July 26th movenent in Now York 
City but he. did not. _ 

JESUS COLON. saw ΜῊ ἫΝ of the POC at ἃ : 
meeting of the July 26th novenent in the garnent industry JF 
an New York, 

STE ANTON wll the. nooting. COLON was. on’ | 
the. Aryvangénont mittee and the. POC was not supposed: to. 
be represented. Yet ARMANDO ROMAN was one of the speakers, 
ESTHER CANTOR lator made a report of the meeting to the 

4” CP, USA, but left out the name of RONAN as one of the speakers. 
. yThere in information to the effect that ESTHER CANTOR .and her 
hhusband, ABE UNGER, still meet with the POC and the Nationalists 
of Puerto Rico (possibly tho NPPR), 

The: July 26th movement in.New York | City should not | ‘ 
be allowed to. become a vehicle for ultra lefts, the Nationalists ° 
of Puerto. Rico, renegade. groups, and disreputable elenents.. 
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ἴ it ᾿ς ΞΞΒΡΣ, 

NeGulre 

ΜΕ. ραπδοζί ζ... DATE: 9/20/60 No qa 

ivan —_ 

ce Mr, Parsons Tele. Room -- 

FROM ‘A. H, Belmont Mr. Belmont Gandy τς 

Belmont 

Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Branigan 

SUBJECT: DE PRERENCES BRTVEEN..SOVIET_UNION_. 
"AND RED ( RED CHINA Referrai/Consuit 

ΜΝ 

I pointed out that the FBI had received informa- 
tion sometime ago to the effect that the Chinese had. 
asked the Russians for nuclear weapons, but Russia 
‘had not complied with the requests, and the reason for 
the noncompliance was that the Russians were afraid 
that China might drop a bomb on Formosa and start ἃ war. 

Λ΄. Subsequently ἃ called| acne referred 7 [i 
hin to. our_letter of ‘8/9/60 {copy attached), to Secretary 
Herter, coitaining this information, which.our informant 
secured daring his trip to Moscow in July, 1960. 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASsI FICATION CUIDE 

DATE O7-18-2011 

August 9, 1950 

BY LIAISON 

Conorable Christian A, ον τος. 
the Secrotary of State _ 
Hashington 25, De Cs 

Gy doar Pr. Dorter: 

+. ¥ thowyht you-ould bo interested in tha following 
inforration obtained as a result of our ovér-all coveraqo. of 
the Communist Party, USA, concerning statenents mide in 
Hostow, Nussia, by Nikolai Hostovets nnd Ticay Dennis during 

_ July, 1965, Nikolai Uostovots is head of tha North and 
South Anorican Seotion of the International Dopartzent, | 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
and Tirmy Donnis ig the son of Lujone Yonnis, National © 
Chairman, Communist Party, USA. . 

| Uostovets stated that the disaqreexonts botween 
the Feaplo's Ropubli¢ of China cud the Soviet Union involve 
matters of state a5 woll ag ideological differences Gotveon 
tke cossunist partios of tho two countrics. According. to 
Fostovots, ἀπὸ Chinéso have asked the Russians for codern 

| nilifary woazons such fs nddlear warheads, misedics and 
| atonle bombs, but Russia has rot complied with thdése raqvesta. 

" Dons, who has sany contacts azony leading combers 
of the Coznunist Party of tho Sovict Union, stated that part 
of the problem betwoen Red China and Russia is tho refusal of 
hussia to grant Chincso roquests for sodorn cilitary weapons. 
Decause the Communist Party of China has not gore along with 
the ideology of tho Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 
regard to poncoful cooxistenco, tho Soviet Union, ng a atate, 
has hositated ‘to grant roquests of Kod Chinn for eddern ΣΤ τοῦτ 
woapons since Tussin cannot anticipate what China night do with 
these weatong, Darinis commehted tho Russians are. afraid that 
perhaps Ching sight drop a ntclear tonb on Forsdsa or on sone 
otker placo and thoreby trigger ἃ world war. 
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Lor sons JS 

Ponorabie Christian A. [ertor 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
ho have furnishéd: reliable.information<in~thé-past,. --: 
Ὁ ig requonted that ths contents of this cexc: ieaticn bo 

afforded carcful security ocd ite 056 rostricted te ἃ rocd- 
fo-knoy bDasia, 

| This inforsatio; is teing disseninated t6. othor 
naprogriate officials of tha Goyorr<ent, 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE ON YOLLO’: 

| Talis 1cttor is classificd “es Seeket" because 
discilosuro of this information to unauthorized pérsons may 
tond to identify our highly placcd informant, with rosul tant 
grave danaye to our national dofonse. . 

_. 566 ποπὸ Baunyardnor to Bolmont dated 8/3/69 captioned 
"Solo; Intornal, Security « ¢." Fifsras,- ΝΣ 

ὃ Off 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished. the information on 
the following pagé to SA JOHN E, “KEATING on 9/6/60, This 
report pertains to JULIUS RISSMAN and the information was 
obtained by CG 5824-S* in 7/60, during the sixth SOLO trip. 
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: 

INFORMATION CONCERNING ᾿ 
JULIUS: RISSUAN | 

LA dg, ες. 
During July, 1960, aaa uw former resident 

of the United eg and C aeees rosiding in Prague, 
Czechoslovakias and ZLATOVTULA, member of tho International 
“Départnent of the ἀπ Τὰ of the Soomund s st Party (CBY" 
“or Czechoslovakia; Ἦ Spe discussing συ ΣΕΥ SSMAN “RISSHAN 
was born July ~ Sook and is ἃ musician. At ont time, he 
was το te Haster-with tiie Boston Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Ho married an English woman and his been residing Ἀὰς England, Bh 

“TOA ney τ 

RISSMAN claims that at one tine, approximately a ™ 
during 1948 or 1949, he had belonged to or mat withthe .-ἀν. 
Cultural Section of tha-New York District’ οἱ of the CP, USA, 

hoge 3 TS"Htutetieit are the following: be 
ic), RAY LEV, [___]| be 

phonetic), and 

If one of these persons will vouch that RISSHAN 
is "a good fellow", he can obtain ἃ position in an orchestra 
in Czechoslovakia or Poland since he is regarded as a fine 
musician, 

|=] «ti -.»Ἅ» 
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‘TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

id FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

A, Ὁ 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 

following pages to SA JOHN E; KEATING on 8/27/60, This 

2) Gow> 

ea 
the 

report contains a summary of the final session of the 8th 

held on 8/21/60 and an open meeting and plenum held on 
Monday evening, 8/22/60. The translator for CG 5824-S* 

| A was ISABELLA CANOSA, a dentist from Havana. and member of 
᾿ 

National Assembly of the Partido Socialista Popular (558) ᾿ 

the PSP assigned to the CP, USA delegation by the leadership: 
if, of the PSP, 
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August 27, 1960 

Final Day of Sessions of the 8th 
National Assembly of the Partido 
Socialista Popular (PSP) and a Plenun 
and Open Session Holdon Honday 
Evening, August 22, 1960 } ; 

my Sessions of Surday, August 21, 1960 

JOSE..LU SCGONZALES, was the chairman ad: the session 
of Sunday, August 21, 1960 b een with remarks by three 

| Cubans, (FNU) ESPINO fron. Havana, (FNU) VALEREHO, :and RU) 
: FERRIRO from Oriente: 

rar 

(ie 

arn ΝΡ 5 

Those three wore followed by unismotRosas ἃ 
leader of the PSP, who is in the sugar industry. 

Reading ‘of Szeetings hs ΝΕ 
2.“ oe “ 

MANUEL4 LOPEZ then read greetings from the following. 
Communist Parties: Algeria, Finland, Holland, India, 
Ireland, Iran, Malaya, Singapore, Norway, Sweden, Portugal, 
Tunisia, Switzerland, Vict-Nam and New Zealand, The 
Communist Party (CP) of Portugai stated that Portugal has 
a tyranny sinildr to that of Cuba under BATISTA, 

sumngry Remarks of fe 
BLAS ROCA an “ 

pLas{Koca stated that this 8th National Assembly 
was an éxceilent demonstration of international solidarity 
as shown in real Life and was alive. All of the CPs. of 
the planet sent us messages of solidarity and support. 
This assembly was an opportunity to get representatives 
from the brother Parties to share with us their friendship 
for the Cuban people and to carry to their countries our 
friondship. 

This national, patriotic struggle for independence 
and progress of the country is now a great force in the , 
world struggle against inporialisn. Acconpany ing this were 
the forces of the international proletariat that can chango 
the destiny of the world. We always preached international 
lgolidard ty in the spirit of understanding that the working 
class interests are one and the same in all parts of the world. 

aff 



Our own experience shows the value of thig 
orientation, The imperialists and their tools fight 
prolotarian internationalign and counterpose it as against 
patriotism, But today Cuba Lives bacause of international 
jproletarian solidarity and the defeat of inperialisn, 
The Marxist-Leninist Parties of ‘tho world are, without. 2 
doubt, the most conscious forces of the proletariat. 
The internationalism and the unity of these Parties, and 
constant and intimate collaboration is most. important. 
This unity is based on the principles of Marxisn-Leoninisn. 
The future of hunanity in this epoch depends upon the unity 
of the Marxist-Leninist. Parties. 

By way of comment, this-can bo interpreted aG an 
appeal to the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of China 
to mitigate theif ideological differorces. 

If this unity remains, thon We Will be able. to 
more rapidly defeat the forces of dnperialicn and colonial-~ 
ign, The underdeveloped: countries of the world vould help 
us. too, 

We want to thank the fraternal delegates. Also 
we are thankful for the nessages of solidarity fron. the 
Parties which were unable to be here, We thank each 
delegaté for the words they brought. us and the hélp they 
gaye to us to assist in overcoming obstacies.. I repeat, 
as I gaid in the report, the delegates. ghould be the 
bearers. of our messages of thanks, 

Some petty radio commentators have been saying 
that. in our National Assembly there would be a. terrific. 
struggle between the old and the nev, ‘They are not 
original, This has been raised and inflated by Yankee 
imperialism before. What thoy did wish was that the 
PSP be divided and not dedicated to the tasks of the revolu- 
tion ‘and to progress. Wo would then be sidetracked and 
involved. in all kinds of Saquabbles: and problems, They 
would have wished that the Party, instead of boing a force 
fox the unity of 21} revolutionary forces, Was divided and 
torn by inner strife, 

“Lm 



Inperialisn also searches for divisions and motives 
for splits in tho vanguard Parties. Thoy wish there was 
2 fight between the old, I am the old, versus the nev. 
If thero ig something we can be proud of in the 35 years 

_ jot the Party's existence, it is its monolithic unity. 
“We~-have_pone through nany situations during those 35 
years. We have had ail sorts of discussions, We have 
had some sharp differences from time to time but we always 
maintained our unity and no one can break it or play with 

. This, unity has been manifested at this National 
Assembly. Some even. oxpressed doubt because of the great 
enthusiasm here, This is not a bad thing because it 
results from discussions and, in turn, results in healthy 
progress. We should be glad that there is enthusiasm, It 
is not false; it is real. It comes from reality and 
indicates that progress is being roalized in life. 

We havo a right to bo gay; We have suffered 
long énough. We have gone through many trials and 
troubles, We have received many blows but we remain 
firm and stick staunchly to our aing, Wo have given no 
concessions to the eneny, We are always guided by 
Marxism-Leninism, Wa are therefore happy. This is the 
nost important. thing in this Assenbly, We can say that . 
this Assembly is a. landmark on the road to unity and paves 
the way for the unity of the revolution. 

What are the fundamental charactoristics of the 
revolution, There are five of then, although we can keep 
on cxpanding these. We missed a sixth characteristic, 
This number six, I would say, is. the unity of the revolution 

FT Ce ree 

as ἃ guarantee of the advanco of the rovolution, 
In January, 1959, FIDEL said that tho only oncs 

that could carry through a revolution or defeat it are the 
sane revolutionaries, depending on whether they are 
united or divided. Imperialism has been working to divide 
the revolutionary forces, The only one that would profit 
would be United States imperialism, the sworn enemy of the 
revolution. 

=e 
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At the. beginning, the enemy tried to replace the 
peoplos army with Ὁ professional arny. Or the enemy would 
say: "Do away with arms. Let us govern ourselves", But 
the PSP fought for the unity of the army and the people. 
We exposed the enemies ard the Fiattists. We refuted 
the tactics of anti-Conmmunisn. We said fight for unity. 
Fight the Right wing in the Cabinet and those who 
mentally subordinate themselves to inperialisn. We 
FIDEL around the great. nilitary leader of the revolution 

Anti-~Communism is ἃ great weapon of the enemy to 
divide the workers, peasants, studonts and the national 
bourgeoisie. This is the fundamental role of Anti-Communism, 
Our enemies gay that it is natural that we, the Communists, 
would fight against anti-Conmunism. This is true, But 
this is not the futidamental reason in this period, At this 
time this (anti-Comiunism) is the preferred weapon of the 
eneny toWock tha unity of the revolution, 

The enemy uses magsive propaganda. They have used 
the argument of anti-Comminism since the cradle of Communism 
was built. Everyone who does something good or radical or 
wants changes or nationalization or Zavors democracy or 
progress ~ all of these are "Communists" in the eyes of 
imperialism. In Cuba, they tried this but they helped i up 
by using this argument. We have convinced the péople 
because they saw imperialism through BATISTA’s practice of 
anti-Conmunism and they saw%bombs that hit them marked 
"Made in the United States". They saw the imperialist 
press defend tyranny under the guise of anti~Communisn. 

But the people also saw the traitors defect and 
fiec. They witnessed the cutting of the sugar quota. They 
saw the dropping of the fire bomb on the sugar crops and 
mills, Therefore, FIDEL identified anti-Conmunism with 
imperialism, He alsosiw how with this flag (the banner of 
anti~-Communism) they elevated HITLER and FRANCO into power. 

Now FIDEL and: the people know the aims of anti- | 
Communism, This was no easy job. During the first days | 
of the revolution, we were faced with great problems and : 
many dangers, Some comrades wanted to direct us to 
discuss past problems , old ones and to. engage in self- 
criticism, Some were arguing that we got into the 
resurrection early, Others argued that we got into it 



too late, etc. We discussed these problens very. calmly 
in a comradely manner to convince our comrades, We 
convinced then to: sed: today' s probleris, to defeat the 
enemies of the revolution, 

This was ἃ correct approach, 

‘Thanks to the policies of our Party, it was 
possible to defeat anti-Communist and march forward. in February, . 
in May; in June, and in October (1958). We could ot defeat ὁ 
‘the anti-Communists then but after that wé did defeat. then. 

In our fight wo will see many people who do not 
carry a Party card but in their heart, they are with us. 
This: is the sixth characteristic of the revolution .and 
λει ἃ guarantee of unityand of the revolution, This 
guarditees~victory and the’ carrying ‘through Ὦ of the program 
of. the revolution. If United States imperialism cannot 
defeat us, no counter xevolution can defeat us; 

There is no final unity. There are no sif ed 
documents ~ no united front... there is a relation. at 

| coincidence that all the revolutionary | forces: in. ‘Cuba. 

have the’ Same ain, 

Dogmatic concepts would. not analyze or understand 
this. Eut perhaps it is more than dogmatic ‘concepts. 
Sonietimés comrades who. do not understand adopt 4 manner 
of routine thinking; Sonetines comrades. are backwird, 
Sone comrades, although learned, cannot understand the new. 
situation and the. changes.. They try to apply old thinking 
to new situations, Maybe this is dogmatism. I-call it: 
routinisnm or sectaridnisn. 

: We (the PSP) are the cerient that holds the unity | 
togéther., ‘The independence of classes is not being | 
endangered because of our approach to the revolution, : 
iWe will not lose class identity because of too: much unity. 

By way of comment, these remarks of BLAS ROCA 
are a reference to. the. polemic botween LADISLAO CARBAJAL 
and CESAR. ESCALANTS 
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_. - The Oriente PSP l6ader (CARBAJAL) is worried and 
concerned and expressed questions that are undoubtedly in 
the minds of some people. So he spoke of social laws and 
classes, But what he forgets is that we are not using 
phrases about classes, We do emphasize working class 
ideology and the practice of this ideology by tho 
working class, 

We axe against routine thinking because it is 
no good. The comrades who use these sacred phrases (classes 
and the independence of classes) are not always correct, 
Some who use these phrases do not always carry through the 
aims of the working class in life, During the first days 
of the revolution, there were dangers of conciliation and 
Plattism., But we added a little salt and vinegar, We. 
said, out with thé Plattists and it turned out 211 right, 

This gave more weight to the revolution and 
stopped the alliance between the Right wing and the | 
conciliatory bourgeoisie who said, "The revolution should 
Stop right here", We said nothing about co-independence 
of classes, But we affected a shift of alliances, The 
working class and the peasantry were united, Tho agrarian 
reform was adopted and this was a blow to the Plattists. 
Even some of the conciliators ‘signed the document of the 
agrarian reform because they had no other way out, This 
was ἃ real adyance of the revolution, 

We are not after phrases, We want reality.. 
Marxism-Leninism wants results. we rapidly learned a new 
language, The language that is not in the rituals, | 
Hany, many things are. being done under non-consecrated names, 
When the forces of the revolution were not yet consolidated 
it required astuteness which the people displayed to find 
new ways and now methods to carry through the tasks. We 
have learned, Other parties. can learn, 

At this National Assenbly we discussed 
sectarianism, Wo have a great task, to guard the revolution. 
We can. always see sectarianism, Some. have said, we should 
open the gates of our Party and that we could have had 
tens of thousands of recruits. Would that have helped 
the revolution? Would that have helped unity? Would we 
have been able to defeat anti-Communism if we did this? 
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We would have had an influx of enemies, In fact, 
we have alréady had to expel FBI mon, BATISTA men, etc. If 
we opened the pates it could have ied to terrible rcsults, 
Now the revolution depends upon the quality of the members 
and they in turn must have contact with the people. 

If we would have started recruiting in all 
jorganizations such as the July 20th movement and the 
March i3 Directorate, etc., which we do not pernit, . 
WG would have brought more division into our ranks instead 
of revolution and we would hava holped to divide the 
hevolutionarics, We use discretion in recruiting or 
bringing someone into our Party, IZ wo mass recruited we 
would have had a mass of bureaucrats from the various 
organizations, Eut ag things are now we help to keep these 
organizations united. 

We have learned ἃ new language. For example, 
when we speak of fighting the nortal enomy, we say fight 
the breaknen (those who want to put a break on tho 
revolution}, 

I would not characterize sectarianism as counter 
revolutionary. it ig divisive, however, In Oriente 
Province we may have some soctarianisn; those who stick to 
routinism. We are in a revolutionary movement, Guard 
against premature acts - against too many committces or top 
many meetings to discuss this or that. We must discuss 
concrete problens and not form new committees. Piling 
up committees upon committees is no gdod. If we do it 
locally then we will do it nationally. Whatever we do we 
must do it in a coordinated manner, 

Our task now is to golve practical probiens. 
We have listened to many problems from the various cities, 
Villages and provinces in the carrying through of organizational 
reform, In Las Vegas, the comrades are worried about the 
real problem which affects the orieatation of the peoplo. 
What is the fundancntal method to solve those problens? 

. 1) Do nothing to hurt the poor or middle 
peasants or any of the humble peopic., 

2) Do nothing without the consent of the masses, i 
The task is not to impose but first to convince. This is 
almost a law. if we folZow those rules we will solve 
many problems in many provinces. It_is vital for the 
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revolution to conyinco tho masses. Some think that now that 
ee ete 

ve have authority or a resolution that that is onough, 
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The job is to convince, to convince, to convince tho masses ) 
that those measures which are being undertakon are necessary. 
Romenber that the masses do not give their approval forever. 

Every day we must win mass approval. Wo do things : 
with the help and enthusiasm of the masses. Thoro is a 
link betwoon the majority and the active but wo nood to 
convince the massos, 

The οἹὰ ig also recreated oven in the midst of 
revolution, The Party must know how to dissipate tho doubts 
that creep into tho minds of the people or those doubts 
raised by the oneny. This is a daily task. We havo 
Marxisn-Loninism to guide us. Wo can therefore sec the lies 
and manouvers of the enenies. We have to do much more 

,prq@sganda however, FIDEL is very convincing on television. 
, But we have to do it bé means of meetings, talking to 
; individuals daily, explaining, convincing, etc. This is 
} the job of the Party, 

I? the masses aro not convinced, we shall have 
problems. We have problems in tho trade unions and among 
ithe peasants, Free people are sonetines confused but whon 
they are clear they help us. to expose the counter revolution~ 
aries. Contact with the masses is tho main thing for the 
Party to carry through the tasks of this National Assembly. 

We are not talking only about the agrarian reforn. 
‘There are other problems too: 1) production, 2) industrial 
| developnont and 3) military defense of the country. 

In the past wo were just agitators, We are still 
propagandists and agitators but we σὺ also magter the 
problems of production, how to get raw materials, prices 
and transportation. These are the problems and we learn 
how to solve them in the factorics and anongst the pocople. 

On the quostion of defense, wo are enthusiastic. 
Wo say Zatherland or death; we will win, otc, That is 0.K., 
fino! But we must really do those things in practice, 
j We mist join the militia and in some places not as chiefs 
;or officers, Party nenbers, if necessary, should start as 
doormen and end up as administrators and not vice versa. 
It is better to pet in the army as an ordinary soldier and 
obtain knovledge of how to lead others in combat step by 
step. We ourselves, nust go to the front and not just. send 
others. 



Comrade BRAVO said correctly that during the first 
nonents of attack, there is confusion, some panic and pcopic 
even start to run. It is necessary that people xun into 
battlo but they must know how to do it. Wo must learn 
how to maintain calm nerves so that we can attack and defeat. 
When people will learn the sound of bonbs, explosions, ctc., 
they will react all right but we nust expect sone panic 
in the first moment. Some comrades say tho counter revolution 
Will not come, Why waste timo on drill and training? This 
is wrong thinking, 

i think that the enemy will como, Wo must think 
that way. ‘things are happening in our country. ‘There have 
been personal attempts on the lives of revolutionary leaders, 
There have been attempts at sabotage. Wo have discovered 
several armed caches stored by the eneny, We do have a 
good security service and because the people support us we 
can cven say that τὸ arc 41} in the secrot seryice, Fut 
ore af Royets have happened, A suallnagezine is circulating 
calledy Rovolutionary Recoyory,'. hbristian Denocrats 
put it Gite hse do not announce that they are anti~ 
Communist. Thoy raiso some quostions such as "Where is tho 
property that was promised?" That is why thoy are danrorous. 
They are even armed and prepared. They have péople in the 
military, Eut wo too have people inside their conspiracy 
so we know of their plans. They are not now successful 
because the people are constantly gaining something fron 
the revolution, Their influence is 2iso held down because 
of the great influence of PIDEL, Lut if he makes any 
serious mistakos they will fight us and use arms against 
us. ne must be preparod to ropulse then the momont of tho 
attack, 

United States inmperialion is in a mess at OAS. 
TRUJILLO comes up for discussion, United States imperialists 
wanted to got the head of TRUJILLO but at the sano tine ret 
the head of CASTRO. They are failing because Venczuela denands 
action against TRUJILLO, So the United States opposes 
Vonezucla, Now circumstances have thrown Venezuela and Cuba 
together because the United States tried to defend TRUJILLO, 
At this moment thoy will not be able to condcnn Cuba, Eut 
they will not give up. They will keep oa trying blockade and 
control laws. They will try to do many things to cancel 
out ali our ccononic agrecnucnts. 
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Comrades, this is no σατο or just shome. shouting, 
Tho world will be affecte by wha appons n δι e 
you, thoy wil try to crush us. Qa W etea Ca. re) 

have the support of, tho Sovie nion 88 e rest ὦ Q 
| socialist world.. ow that Θ rs ovict space snip has 
| returned to carth it has the imperialists, for the moment, 
‘Paralyzed. το do-havo tho solidarity of the Soviet Union, 

a; Czechosiovakia olan unnnia, etc. -....-.-.:...-οὔὸῆῆΝΨο’ὁοὁἘὃοὖὋἝυὅἝΨοἁο2ὥἍΘἜἍὔὸϑδΔδ δ  ϑδϑδοδοο, το ,), πποόοὸ τ θ; το d 

Wo have also the moral solidarity of Agia, Africa 
-and the Middle East. We have the solidarity of our brother 
‘countrics of Latin Anorica, We have tho conditions to 
win, Eut all of these are not enough for victory, Wo must 
organise our own reserves and all of_our weapons. 

There is a new situation in Latin America, OAS 
has Jost prestige, United States inperialicn may have a 
hard time to use OAS, Thore is 4 new feeling in Latin 
Anorica against United States inperialisn, It is looked 
upon 28 ἃ hypocritical oppressor, We have to develop this 
feeling, Each country 15 ἃ stop for us, not just because 
of one language or geography. We have one eneny - United 
States imperialism and its lackeys, 

The first Conrross of Latin American youth hoid 
here in Havana hag already had repercussions in all 
countries. This 15 a now force of support for the Cuban 
revolution, Wo are responsible for the Cuban peopic. Eut 
we also havo responsibie need for other peoples in Latin 
America and other good peoples outside Latin Anorica. 

Wo will answer 411 the problens of the discussion 
at this National Assenbly. First there is the criticipn 
of our being late in the arned fight, though wo, as a Party, 
saw it coming. This problem has beon raised before in Oriente 
Province especially. Eut since it is raised again and 
sticks with us wemust answer, Since wa respect tha youth- 
fulness of those who raised this question and thoir potential 
future here is how we sce it. 

IZ wo go into a discussion wo would go into 
[821 detaiis, We would heve to renind gone people that FIDEL 
was not willing at that timo thet we join, If wo did, amainst 
his will, wo could hurt tho unity of tho revolution. At the 
beginning of the revolution, the enemy charged that wo (the 



PSP), did not do anything for the revolution. We kept quict, 
We itched until the bursting point. But we kept αὐλοῦ just 
the same for good reasons. So why should wo start now? 

The assault in July, 1953 on tho military barracks 
wad horoic. That. is correct so far, Dut if this is so, then 
why did we criticize this act? Now wo can give the judgment 
of history. We wore correct. Here are the facts. In 
tho yeport I said some things about this qucstion but the 
comrades did not listen, I said that guerrilla war was 
necessary to dofeat the BATISTA regine, But I also said 
that nany other things had to be done, to mobilize the 
trade unions, the factories, otc. A nultitude of other 
things woro being done. 

During the landing wo worked in many places in many 
cities. We participated in the Nay elections. We helpéd to 
denoralize the army, Tho BATISTA arny was five tines 
larger than tho rebel army but wo licked thea, We got then 
out because the people wero againgt them. We forced the 
officers out, Wa organized so many desertions that wo 
had too many uniforms in our hends. — 

Doing all of theso things in the citios, towns, 
army, ote,, was certainly ἃ contribution. Without this, as 
i have indicated in tho roport, that is without othor 
struggles that took place during the landing of FIDEL, 
the eneny could have concentrated on. that one point, We 
nade this impossible. The revolution is united because 
overyone understands that there are many tasks, We 
considered the rebel army Left in tho lineup, Therefore 

iwe throw all our support to it and that is understood, 

Concerning fighting for the daily needs of the 
people, the Kyjalist trade union leaders did not fight 
for the defense of the daily needs of the pcople ac sone 
havo said, They helped to dicoxganizs tho trade union 
movenent so that the unions could not fight. Eut evon when 
they were compelled to call strikes, they tried to defeat 
them. We must make this point clear to our people or they 
will think that the reformists were not so bad. Some pcople 
are saying our present trade union leaders do not oven get us 
axaise. Well what about inflation? Workers used to gat a. 
raise then prices would go up so they got no real incroase, 
Now wo fight in a difforent way and tho workers understand 
but wa mist explain, 
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This National Assembly will appxove our prograni, 
It will also approve the new statutes, I expect that it 
Wild approve my report but 8 resolution will be introduced 
on it, 

This was a great Assembly, We will leave here 
‘Stronger than wo ever were, We are now more firmly convinced. 
We. are more dedicated to Marxisn-Leninisn and to proletarian 
internationalisn than ever before, We are united with a11 
the revolutionaries against United States inperialisn,. 

Vive the revolution! 

At the conclusion of BLAS ROCA'S summary speech, 
there was a tremendous. demonstration with much. shouting, 
stamping of feet and rhythmic clapping, 

Motion on Reports 

A motion was made and all reports to this Sth 
National Assembly of the PSP vere accepted unanimously, 

_ Biection of the New Central Coumittee of the .PSP: 

i? a SEVE EVEROCAGUIRAR made the report on the election of 
the new Central Committee of tho PSP, He stated that up to. 
now the Central Committee consisted of 21 mémbers and 3 
alternates. He proposed that the Central Committee be 
increased to 37 members and ἃ Gandidates: - απ ον, ἢ 

AGUIRRE stated that if the peoplio wanted to, 
they could nominate others from the floor and blank. lines 
will appear on the ballot. ‘Those. Cuban delegates who 
have credentials will receive baliots. AGUIRRE then 
proceeded to. read ὌΝ nanes, 

BLAS ROCA and others counted the ballots and 
announced that ail 41 named had been elected, It. was 
then announced that the nanes of the menbers of the new 
Central Committee could not be taken down and should not 
-be discussed. No one should leave the hall with a list 
of names. Although thé translator for the CP, USA delegation, 
ISABELLA CANOSA had such a list, she tore it up after this 
announcenont, 
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The: following is 2 partial list of the new nenbers 
of the Central Committee of the PSP and the nost “Important ~~ 

“nenbers™or this Comittee, 

LAS RO 
ti ANTBATTESCALANTE 

ῥ-“. CRSARAESCALANTE 
: FLAVI 

| τὺ nic 

LAD tse cman 

oe 
rae “Gn i ino EONIDESICALDERIO; brothor of BLAS ROCA’ 

fhe FELON ΕΝΏΩΣ pie Tow ae ae eal 
Le SOT. 

ARKOLDGAUEIAN @rom~Santa_Clira,.Lig_ Villag 5 
rr NTANA* 

| SAL GARCTAAGUERO 

8, (tead-of-the Tmternatioual Departmetit 
. ea 

! (GraMereenEno, Assistant to ANIBAL ESCALANTE. 
GUERRERO. was in charge of the underground 
apparatus. during the BATISTA regine. 

Other nembers of the Central Committee are PSP 
leaders in the provinces or in mass organizations. 

With the election of the Central Committee, the Sth 
National Agsenbly of the PSP was con¢luded oxcept for a 
plenum and public session held on Monday, August 22, 1960. 

Public Séssion Monday 
Evoning, . August 22, 1960 

The PSP held a plenum on Monday, August 22, 1960, 
at the Biltmore Hotel in Havana; Délegates from the fraternal 
parties were not in attendance at the plenum or plenary 
‘session, However, the delegates fron the fraternal parties. 
were. invited to a public session of the Sth National Assembly 
starting at 5:00 p.m. at the Biltmore Hotel. This reporter 
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arrived at the Biltnore Hotel prior to the conclusion.of the 
plerium and during this. time the active of the P8P took tho 
following action: 

1) Unanimously approved a resolution to accept 
the report of BLAS ROCA to the &th National Assembly, 

2) Approved the sending of a ‘letter to FIDEL 
CASTRO, wishing him good health and urging him to take | 

3) Sent "groetings"” to suan{ Ai EDA BOSOUET UET, the 
Hinistex of Wax, 

4) Adopted a resolution asking for freedom for 
political prigoners of Spain, 

The plenum conéluded about 5:30 p.m. It was 
planned to have the public session in an outdoor _ 
stadium but rain necessitated holding it in a ballroom 
of the Biltmore Hotel, There were between 800 and 1,000 
people in this ballroom. Hundreds of people wore in. 
halis adjacent to the ballroom, The presiddun of ‘the PSP, 
leading members of the fraternal CPs. and leading £igures 
in public life in Cuba were on the stage, The proceedings 
were. on radio, Several cameranen wore. present, 

While this was called the closing séssion of the 
8th National Assembly, actually 4t was not, This public 
session was a repetition of some of the speeches made at 
the 8th National Asgenbiy, PAUL WERNER of East Germany 
spoke as a representative of the socialist countries in 
Europe. JACQUES DU CLOS spoke as.a representative of the 
countries in Western Europe, General WW HSIU CHUAN spoke 
for China and RODNEY ARISHENDI spoke as a representative 
of Latin Amorica, BLAS ROCA made the concluding speech. 
He spoke without notes and. repeated the last part of his’ 
opening report to the 8th National Assembly. 

During this public ‘session, prominent people such 
as the head of transportation in Cuba, the new Cuban yb 
Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Cuban, military leaders, “9 ~~ 
radio commentators and ANTONIOCNUNEZ LS head of the 
National Institute of Agrarian Boform (INRA) wéte Introduced: 
While néither FIDEL CASTRO nor ERNESTO CHE" GUEVARA were 
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present, the idea was to show unity between the cadre of 
tho PSP and the cadre of other movements in Cuba, such as 
the July 26th Movement and the March 13 Directorate. 
There were constant shouts of Unidad throughout and this 
public session ended in a burst of enthusiasm. 

Reception 

Tho public session was followed by a2 recoption 
in the Biltmore Hotel, All tho delegates from the fraternal 
CPs wero taken to one hall. Dox lunches and cold drinks 
hut no Liquor were served; The wifo and four children, 
two hoys and two girls, of BLAS ROCA were introduced. 

Presents were passed out to the delegates fron 
the. fraternal parties. These included FIDEL CASTRO dolls, 
sport shirts, paintings, leather bricfcases, books, boxex 
of cigars, οἷο, 

Organization of the Tour 
to Oriente Province 

During the reception, plans were made for the next 
day, August 23, "1960, and Zor 2 trip to Oriente Province 
which would start on "Wednesday; August 24, 1960 and conclude 
on Wednesday, August 31, 1960. It was decided that tho 
CP, USA dolegation would visit the office of "Hoy". 
publication of the PSP, on Tuesday, August 23, 1960. This 
visit will bo reported ’ soparately. Other dologations were 
to be taken on sightsceing tours, visits to factorics, 
visits ko housing units, otc, 

INES, head of the International -popan iment , RANOW:. 
_of ‘the RSD asked EORRIS CHINN to prevail upon JANES JACKSON 
“to'nake the trip to Oriento Province, JACKSON said ho would 
profer to visit someone in Santa Clara. The PSP did not 
want JACKEON to go to Santa Clara so JACKSON decided to 
roturn to How York City on Friday, August 26, 1960, 

Two bus loads of delegates from tha fraternal 
CPs made the trip to Orionte Province. JESUS COLON, PAT 
TOOUEY ond HSLEN WINTER of the CP, USA delegation went on 
this tour, HELEN WINTER was accompanicd by hor sister, 
GURTRUDE MACHADO of Venezuela, PAUL WERNER of Bast Germany, 
JACQUES DU CLOS of France, General WU 8SIU CHUAN and the 
delerate from Poland (ANDREZEJ WERELAN) wore anonz those 
niking this tour, 
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ReNYairtel, 9/7/60, reflecting that according to 
CG duets MORRIS CHILDS‘ would again méet VLADIMIR BARKOVS 
on 9/10/60. i 

" On 9/10/60, οὐ 58244s advised ΒΞ. Γ΄. Ί,ΡΓ. (re 
| Lorers-om 23" pursuant toypkeviously. made arrangements, co 

. LDS..met VLADIMIR /BARKOVSKY, in the vicinity of "the ~” 

δ 

. 

‘Willard Theatre in:Queens on the evening of 9/10/60.. Ae) 
BARKOVSKY ‘was’ late for the appointment, but finally caught i b 
up with. CHILDS after the latter had walked several blocks 
away from, the theatre. | 

Abs . " ‘at ay,9 A ) 
BARKOVSKY was reluctant to spendvmuch time with ὁ ° 

CHILDS, stating that he had to return as soon as possible 
to the Soviet UN headquarters where he had to assist in 

- making preparations for KHRUSHCHEV's visit. He grudgingly we a 
consented to sit for a while in a restaurant (name not known wir 
to informant) in the vicinity of Hillside Avenue and Sutphin 
Boulevard. ἢ 

CHILDS attempted to give. BARKOVSKY certatti CP - [ΔΊ ἧς 
documents reflecting current CPUSA policy and activity but 

| BARKOVSEY , pleading that transfer to him of such feet ἢ 
‘constituted a security haz and, refused to accept then, Tf" ha 
CHILDS told BARKOVSKY he vie λα to a such , ΠΝ " 

ὴ 
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on microfilm, and that when they next should meet, he would 
probably deliver to BARKOVSKY microfilm. instead of documents... 

: BARKOVSKY and CHILDS agreéd that to continue meeting 
“ag. they \have been would be hazardous, and that it would be 
advisable in the future for BARKOVSKY to: contact CHILDS 

<q through a third party, MARCET ERER and MARTIN XOQUNG 

favor of YOUNG because SCHERER might be known to tHe FBI. 
as having had in the past associations with the Roumanian - 
UN Delegation and the Roumantan: Embassy. BARKOVSKY stated he 
was not the one to decide this matter, and suggested that when 

Jnext in Moscovw,: CHILDS arrange - ‘this third party” contact probiem. 
f-with the Soviets, 

‘were discussed as possibilitiés, BARKOVSKY being/more in - 

BARKOVSKY and CHILDS agreed that while CHILDS 
is abroad, BARKOVSKY, in an: emergency situation: would 
contact JACK CHILDS in accordance with: préviously made arrange~ i 
ments for contact with JACK CHILDS.. . 

CHILDS: asked BARKOVSKY whether, instead of “xyunning 
all around the town" before meeting, he and: BARKOVSKY could 
not have arrangéd to’ meet in a hotel room. BARKOVSKY- stated 

J that he would not, change. the pattern of their réeetings — 
-gince after’ “runnitg around the towi" as they. did; they could - 
be reasonably sure that they were not. under stirveillance.. 
he walk “blindly into ἃ. Hote? room would be a security 
azard, 

. BARKOVSKY made | no notes ‘while CHILDS briefed: 
hin regarding CPUSA mattérs, but listened very attentively. 
He intone concerning the CPUSA poetiout with, respect to the. 

“" 

ee “ 

te CP.c EVELYN - οι 
and 

Ss Issue ata . log 
jf recent meetin ‘BARKOVSKY was also. interested to know for IC 
what presidential candidate, in CHILDS opinion, the trade 

‘unions would vote. CHILDS expressed his personal opinion 
{that most. of thé unions wold vote for KENNEDY. 

BARKOVSKY referring to the scheduled visit of 
KHRUSHCHEV to the UN, complained ‘apout the restrictions 

-~2- 



NY 100136437 

that the USA stitended ‘to put. upon. KHRUSHCHEV "8. tioverionts ἢ 
βε the USA, He said the USA would. be “the laughing-stock’ . 
ef the world" if it should inipose restrictions on ‘KHRUSHCHEV , 

- CHILDS te1d -BARKOVSKY that. the CPUSA was making 
|preparations fer welcoming KHRUSHCHEV; and that nationality 
| EPOUs particularily had, been alerted to. welcome KHRUSHCHEV.. | ΜΝ 

CHILDS also told BARKOVSKY that the CPUSA had. just’ 
received a cablegram from ROBERTONMAYSONET, in Paris, As 
informing them.-that he.wass “strange “in Paris, whére he. = | . 

.wailting-to. receive a Soviet visa‘for travel. to Moscow. 
MAYSONET, son of JORGEMMAYSONET, Puierto Rican CP functionary, 
was to. attend school | + oscow. BARKOVSEY promtsedto~cable. 
Mos¢ow. immé diately to*: otify the Soviets of MAYSONET'ts ) 
plight, and .t6 Request. assistance from. the latter. a 

i 

+ o# 

Ee 

aoe ὦ 

BARKOVSKY also promised to Gabi Moscow to request 
‘| that it be. arranged that upon: arrival in Paris, MORRIS -CHILDS. 
‘be able to pick up Linmédtately: at the-Gzech Legation a Soviet 

| visa for travel, το Moscow. - 

Ja During the course of the conversation. BARKOVSKY 
compbetined that -he had ‘had no vacation, and that everybody. 
at the Soviet UN. Déekgation is extremely. busy: with preparations | 
fox KHRUSHCHEV's wisit. . . Ἐς" 

Before Leaving CHILDS, BARKOVSKY ‘atated that since 
it was uncertain when: CHILDS would, return from ‘his 
scheduled trip to MOSCOWs, there was no. point in Betting δ᾽ 

| date for their next. meeting. He stated. that upon. CHILDS 
return to-the USA "the emergency arrangement" Should be τος 

‘used for setting a date for thelr next, meeting. 

£5, 
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Date: 9/23/60 

Transmit the following in, - PLAIN TEXT 
; (Type in plain text or code) 
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᾿ πππες or Method of Mailing) Ἵ 
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fa 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

| κ᾿ - 
' | sinsaor, Cong) , 

4 =C ry ali jor 
NY 694-S* advised on 9/22/60, that σὰ 5824-s* 

y departed. NYC via Air France Flight 0700. at 7:00 p.m., 
9/22/60, for Paris, France. This is: the first leg of 

| 3 the elghth Solo trip. CG 5824-S* is travelling under 
the alias used on. prior Solo trips. 

Contents of Bureau letter dated 9/16/00 : Were 
discussed with σα 5824-s* on 9/19/60. 

~ 

REC 72 
fee ¢ & | | : 

(tee Vt 3s ΝΕ /60-4GBSO ?/- 72) 
- Bureau (100-43809I) (RM eer 

1 = Chicago (134-46 5008} (SOLO) (ἈΜῊΝ) πω 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) EY SEP D4 1080 

JEK smmi. = oscaaag 

ath, 2 “ NA - 

“ΜΟΥ Ἵ 4 αὐῷ 
Ζ _ fr a al os ty ee dhe 

Ν -ι pe ΧΙ 

qf Approved: Sent YM Per 

62 SEP 29 sa Agent in Charge 



VDECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUILE 

DATE OV-1S-Z2011 
.-, 45 ow (+** 

-- 

1 = Liaison Section 
QO » rete Ὁ t= Mee Fox, 

ἧς: 

. So . September 22, 1960 

τ BY ἸΩ͂ΛΙΒΟΝ poet 

A Se aM ° | 
-Hajor Gerieral Janes ἢ, Walsh Oye oe aly 

_ Assistant Chiof of Staff, intelLigonce . - Yu AY 50” 
4} _ Departnent of the Air Force - LY 

| The Pentagon oS τς or 
4 , Washington 25, 0. C. : or | oo 

: «Ὁ | ᾿. 
‘Dear Generat Waish: 

In accordance with a request by your Departnent 
of τ Speciat Agent James Js O'Connor of the FBI, there is 

. eonelosed a Photostat of a-stmuary of an 84-page ictter dated 
June. 21, 1960, which was addressed ‘by the Comiunist Party of 
the Soviet Union to the teadership of 411 Communist Partics..- 
This. lotter was read at tho Conference of Comnunist Parties | 
in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, ond deals with tho ae 
ideological dispute between the Communist Party of tho 
Sovict Union and the Communist Party of China. — 

. ‘This information, suoplicd by ἃ satirce who has of 

furnished réliable inforsation in the past, was obtained as ἃ τ 
» result of our ον χ 11 coverage of the Connunist Party, Ὁ 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, it . 
is roquestod that the contents of this communication be 
afforded careful sccurity and its yse restricted to a necd- 
to-know basis. | ri 

a i 

, ΝΕ : ᾿ς : Sinceroty yours, 

᾿ " ᾿ - 7 = 

_Tolo0 ποτ μῶν τ eae are SERRE ἘΝ τ Τῇ 
Parsons . cn mK τῷ ᾿ a ~~ 
Bet ἘΞ Enckosure * ett ' ι = lw 
Seg τ τος. = Mea ἡ rs By 
ΞΕ ΣΝ ᾿(58Ε. NOTE, ON: YELLOW, PAGE 2) -- ξ Bpe 

QS OT nee annem a 4 . ers 
ee ὦ un i : “ ᾿ - a) zz = fo 

(4) Ogee PAR Tse on . Ν 

TELETYPE finir L_] 

oes —~ 

ΟΟΣῚ ἕστο 

εἰ ‘al 



9 Leo? ρα 9) 

Major General James H. Waish ὁ * 

. NOTE ON YELLOW: ᾿ 

15 letter arid its enclosure are classified ‘eg 
Secrest because disclosure of this information to unauthorized 
persons. may tend to. identify our highly placed, informant, with. 
resultant grave damage to our national defense, 

Same material has been furnished under "Jef" Stureti. 
classification to. the working level of State; CIA, and the 
-intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces by Bulet 8/10/60. 
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Memoraizcisiii bee 2 sta 
ONS ὡττασασιτ 

“ἃ ᾿ McGuire —— 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont DATE: September 8, 1960 So 
ν ul Th were 

Tele. Room 
Ingram 

FROM : Mr, F. J. Baumgardner 4 

mont 

SUBJECT: Qo 

INTERNAL SECURITY - ¢ 

My memorandum 8/8/60 sets forth in detail the receipts and 
disbursements of funds by the Communist Party (CP), USA, during the 
month of July, 1960. These funds have been received from the CPs of 
the Soviet: Union and Red China. The following schedule shows the 
present status of these funds, together with the receipts and disburse- 
ments subsequent to. 7/31/60. 

SUMMARY va fF 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9/58 to ΕΚ ὁ 459, 885 
1 Total Rec'd from Red China 2/60 το 8 

Grand Total Received to 8/31/60 
50,000 

“- “. 

Total Disbursements 10/58 to 8/31/60' 310,919 oe 
Balance of Fund 8/31/60 : $198, 966 

* $84,921 maintained by NY 694~Ss in safety depgqsit hs York 
City ($5,000 of this. amount has been given to to hold, 
as a-:depository), and $114,045 maintained by -5# in safety ,,- _! 
deposit box, Chicago, Illinois, ($6,000 of this amount- has been 
given‘to Jack Kiing to hold as a depository). 

DETAILS- 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9/58 to 7/31/60 $409,885 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2/60 to 7/31/60 50,000 
Grand Total Received to 7/31/60 , 
Total Disbursements 10/58 to 7/31/60 278,919 Wir 

Balance of Fund 7/31/60 $180,966 

Receipts 8/1/60 to 8/31/60 " 
- 8/24/60 - from Soviets 50.000 ἡ:ὲ 

#* From Vladimir Barkovsky, Counsel, Soviet Delégation to the 
United. Nations, delivered to NY 694-S# in New 

190-909) — 99 . - - - wf. ee 4 

100-428091 | Reo. 19 46 ΟΖ) 7 Si 
A - Mr. Parsons ι 19 mn =— = 

~ Mr. Belmon CONTINUED }NEXT PAGE 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner ΝΥ ὦ SEP 27. 1960 
1 = Mr. Fox ᾧ» 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

Disburgenents 8/1/60 to 8/31/60 

8/8 

- Isadore Wofsy; for use of national 
CP office $ 15,000 

- Phil Bart; travel expenses of CPUSA 
delegates and Puerto Rican delegates 
to Cuban convention 2,000 

8/10 - Isadore Wofsy; for use of national 
CP office 8,000 

8/12 - Isadore Wofsy; for use of national 
CP office | 7,000 

Balance of Fund 8/31/60 

ACTION: 

None. 

$ 32,000 

$198,966 

This memorandum is being submitted for your 
information and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds will 
be brought to your attention each month. 
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UNITED STATES σον. SMENT Ἵ Porson | 
ee . Belmont 

“Memorandum sa 
Malone : 

KeGuire ,.......ὕ.. 
; Rosen : TO > MR. A. He 0 DATE: 9-26-60 Tamm — - 

τοιῖῖος 
W.C. Sullivan — 

Tele. Room __, 

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

NT 

FROM : 1 /' 2 = Ingram f R. 0. L'ALLIER nd 

ad, WA, 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

7 , ἢ.) 
. ᾿ m bee 

By letter 8-10-60 classified wee Seeret" State, x “ 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Assistant Chief.of Staff, 
Intelligence. -(AGSI), Office of Naval Intelligence. (ONI) and 
Office of Special.Investigations (051) were furnished a summary of 
an 84-page letter furnished us by C@é.5824-S in connection with his 
most recent trip to Moscow, Russia. The summary dealt with the 
idealogical dispute between the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet 
Union and the CP of China. 

| Captain eee nasi and Dissemination 
Branch, OSI, requested Liaison Agent to determine whether the Bureau 
would interpose any objection to OSI duplicating the above-described 
summary and disseminating it to Air Force Intdligence in the Pentagon 
as well as OSI, Pacific Air Command, and OSI U.S. Air Force, Europe. 

After checking with Section Chief Baumgardner, it was 
ascertained that the Bureau would have no objection to Air Force | 
Intelligence at the Pentagon receiving a copy of this summary, but 
that no dissemination: of this particular document should be made 
outside the continental limits of thé United States, which would then 
preclude OSI in the Pacific and Europe from receiving a copy of this 
document.’ A letter dated 9-22-60 addressed to Major General James H. 
Walsh, Air Force Intelligence, was then prepared, which letter trans- 
mitted a copy of the desired summary. ἮΝ i ̓ a 

_In General Walsh's absence from the Washington area, this 
communication and its enclosure were delivered to Colonel Harry 0. 
Patteson, Executive Officer of Air Force Intelligence by the Liaison 
Agent. Colonel Patteson was informed that due to the extremely 
sensitive nature of the summary being furnished him that no dissemina- 
tion outside the United States could be made of the document or any 
of its contents. Colonel Patteson then indicated the Bureau's wishes 
would certainly be respected and that full security would be afforded 
this communication. | REC. ̓ς / O Q-YA8. 7) oy 9 Θ of 

JOC:sap (5) Aah ΩΣ may | | 

a - 
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L'Allier to Belmont ΕΣ ᾿ aa? 
RE: cP = USA “2% ok ΠΝ εὖ Ν . 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, - Jo ; . 

Captain. was ‘also informed by: Liaison, Agent : 
that the Bureau had furnished a copy. of the desired document to - 
General Walsh's. Office and ‘that the Bureau did not desire that | 
OSI disseminate outside the United, States this particular document - Ine 
or any portions thereof. wig a |stated he understood bic, 
these instructions and jwould abide by them. : 

tn | 

ACTION: | . | | | 
None. For the information of the Internal Security Section. 
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0 O 
f FBI 

V | Date: 9/26/60 

(Type in ploin text or code) 
AIRTEL 

(Priority or Method of Matting) 
= — = — a a ὑἱὉ ee me ee ee ee ee ee ee a ee ee eee —, = ᾿ πὸ τ 1 = = τ . 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

(Aas On 9/26/60, NY 694-8 advised a 
that on the said date he had received from 

CG 5624-S an air-mail letter dated 9/23/60, at Paris, " 
reflecting that CG 582-3 δ arrived safely in Paris, BIC 
had obtained a visa for travel to Prague, and would 
leave Paris for Prague late on the evening of 9/24/60. 
CG 5824-S indicated that he was in good health. 

reau (100-428091) (RM) 
1-Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (RM) 
i-New York 134-91 | (INV.) (41) © 
1-New York 100~134637 . {81 

= -- ------. 

fy ACB: ume 

) Approve? FF Sent —___—___—_-M Per 

| D 0 0018 io Agent in Charge 



ὍΡποναι FORM NO. 10 ζ) O 

UNITED STATES GOV@*NMENT 

Memorandum 
R 

TO >: A. H. Belmont DATE: September 30, 1960 ye 

co oom 

gh FROM : R, Ο. L'Allied 5 Gonly 

Solo wen 
supjEcT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS — CG 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C "Choe 282 /Consuce 

As you know, the Bureau*s sensitive source furnished 
us detailed information concerning the letter which the Soviets 
Sent to various communist 
a summary of the letter, 

. fa For your information. y Ὁ» ) 
- on | 

L = Mr. Belmont . 

1 - Mr. L'Allier γ' jo]? 
lL - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Fox ae 
1 - Mr. Papich OF ἢ JO o- Fe ZO 237. Ω9 6 

—— Ἐπ τ τῇ 
rs OcT 5 1950 

62ocT 11 1960" 60 
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SAC, Chisago (134-46-Sub 3B). 
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\ +<e-Forward to the Buréati at..this time the five ἘΞ “ὦ 

‘ - . pamphletsyzissued by the Foreign 7banguage. ore eri Peaking 

; _ © China aithiobssers reocivod in a-biind post office box. 

at Chicdgo; Tllinois. > ° h 

͵᾿΄ 

Your letter of transmittal should cRrtain a 
summary of these pamphlets and any appropriate*connents 

that may be necéssary in connection therewith.’ = : 
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| Office Mema anda UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
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Pr 

TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: Septeriber 29, 1960 

itera CHICAGO. (134-46-Sub B) 

; There has been received in a blind post office box 
; at Chicago the following listed. pamphlets. This post office 

box number had. previously been furnished to CG 5824-S* by the 
‘Chicago Division and was, in, turn, furnished by the informant 
to the Communist Party of China. All of. these pamphlets were. 
issued ‘by the Foreign Language Press in Peking, China, in 1960... 

. i. "The Socialist Transformation of Capitalist 
' Xndustry and’ Commerce in China", by KUAN. Ta-tung. This pam- 

phlet is part of the. China knowledge - -series,. 

᾿ 2. “Press Communiqué on the Growth of China's 
National Economy in 1959", 

co ΝΣ ΝΕ ἣ Be “Nocuments on the Sino-Indian Boundary 
᾿ Question", 

4 A Victory for the Five Principles of Peaceful τ Ἀ 
Co-existence--Important Documents in the Settlement of the NA 
.Sino-Burmese Boundary Question Through Friendly Negotiations iui 
“ahd on the Development -of ‘Friendly Relations Between China a: 
and’ Burma',. 

5. “Oppose the Revival of Japanese Wilitarism (a 
selection of important documents and commentaries)". 

- Inasmuch 88. CG. 5824-5 is currentynot in the United 
᾿ ᾿ States the Bureau is requested to advise if it would be interested 

in. reviewing any of these pamphlets prior to the return of the 
informant to this. country. &y 
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No Duplicaton Fees are charged for Deleted Page Information Sheets). 

Total Deleted Pagefsi -- ἢ 
Page 165 -- Referral/Consult 

Page 170 ~ Referral’'Consult 

Page 289 -- Referral’Direct 
Page 293 -- Referral/Direct 

Page 294 ~ Referral/Direct 
Page 295 -- Referral/Direct 


